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Digitale `96
1 8.-20. September `96
Teilnehmer

Vom 18. bis 20. September findet die Digitale `96 statt. An diesen drei Tagen Nverden Filmer.
Musiker and Firmengriinder aus Europa and libersee zusammenkommen and Arbeiten
vorstelle- Tie Tage richten die Aufmerksamkeit auf Filmmusik, den filmischen Bildaufbau and
die 6konorni~,chen Strategien von Firmen im Bereich zNvischen Computer and Film.
Cinemathek
18. September : 14-18 h : Digitale Scharniere : Zum Verhaltnis von Musik and Film : Nicolas
Baginsky, RX-1. Strauss, Diamanda Galas ?. Steina Vasulka, John MaYbury
19. September : 14-18 h: Natur: Produktion and Reproduktion auf den Bildschrimen :
Keith Griffiths, Yoichiro Kaivaguchi, David Larcher, Michael Naimark, Arthur Pdldchian,
Woody Vasulka
20. September : 13,-17 h: Digitale Arbeitspldtze :
Artlab (Yukiko Shikata), Computer Film Company (Michael Boudry), ILM
Die Abendveranstaltungen (20-22 h) bereiten dies thematisch vor and nach .
Photokina - Digitale Ausstellnng
In einer Kooperation mit der Photokina kvird eine Ausstellung digitaler Arbeiten internationaler
junger Kiinstler entstehen, die zur gleichen Zeit stattfindet .
Gaste der Digitale '95 Nvaren : Tricia Ashford, Larry Cuba, Zbigniew Rybczynski, Antoine
Simkine u.a.
Dokumentation : http:i~'www .khm .de!projects'digitale'
Anmeldung and Information : digitale@ khm.de
Die I,ic~itale'96 entstelit in einer Zusammenarbeit z" ischen der Kunsthochschule fiir Medien
K6ln . der hhotokina and dem'Ministerium fiir XVirtschaft, Mittelstand, Techiioiogie and
Verkehr Nordrhein Westfalen.

Flimmerkisten and Ruhezonen - Die Digitale-Austellung auf der photokina
Die Digitale `96 gibt in einer Ausstellung auf der photokina Einblick in u'erke, die in den
digitalen Ateliers internationaler Kunsthochschulen entstanden sind. Soundrdder.
Schmuckkdstchen, in denen sich Bilderschdtze verbergen, Bowie Kraftzentralen, aus denen
Technobilder and Kldnge gesendet Nverden and bewegte Gemdlde sind hier zu sehen .
Gemeinsam mit der photokina investiert sie in die Zukunft des bewegten Bilds . In einer
Ausstellung junger Kiinstler, die an digitalen Akademien in Amerika, Japan and Europa
gearbeitet haben, werden Bewegungen des filmischen Bilds and der Musik d.eutlich . Hier ist ein
Einblick in die Zukunft des Films moglich and auch in die Arbeit der nachsten digitalen
Generation .
Eine Digitale-Anthologie
Im Internet wird die Digitale '96 mit Vorabinterviews and Texten vertreten sein. Es entsteht ein
lebendige Anthologie, die Macher vorstellt, die in Vergangenheit and Zukunft an der Grenze
zwischen Rechnerapparaturen and filmischen Tduschungen arbeiten. Ab 1 . August unter:
http :"www .khm .del'project`s:''digitale'
Die Digitale '96 entsteht in einer Zusammenarbeit der Kunsthoschschule ftir Medien Koln, der
photokina and dem Ministerium fiir lVirtschaft. Mittelstand, Technologie and Verkehr
Nordrhein Westfalen .
Konzept and Realisation: Nils Roller and Prof. Dr. Siegfried Zielinski
Ausstellung : Anna Bohrmann
Sektretariat and Redaktionsbiiro : Evelvn ~lundt
Organisation : Pro event
Kontakt: Kunsthochschule fiir Medien K61n
Peter-`'Welter-Platz 2
505676 K61n
Tel: 0221 20189 - 157
Fax:
-17
digitale@? khm.de

Digitale 96
18.-20. September 1996
Digitale Verzerrungen
Vom Rechenknecht u.nd Textarbeiter zum Zauberlehrling, der Computer hat sich in den
vergangenen vierzig Jahren rasant entwvickelt. Bei seiner Karriere hat er den Buroallta- in den
Industrienationen verdndert, aber auch die phantastische Welt des Kinos. Die Digitale `96
untersucht gemeinsam mit internationalen Filmmachern, Musikern and Managern das
NT erhdltnis von
Computer and Film . Ausgangspunkt fur die filmischen and musikalischen
Streifzuge in die Geschichte and Zukunft des Films ist, daB die Trickkiste Computer erst in den
Hdnden von Kunstlern and Pionieren des Sehens geformt werden muB, bevor mit ihm
finanzielle Erfolge erzielt werden konnen.
Die Digitale `96 ist ein Treffen von Filmmachern, Nlusikern and Kunstlern, die an der Grenze
zwischen zwei Welten arbeiten and forschen : Der digitalen Welt des Computers and der Welt
des Kinos, des tduschenden Bewegtbildes. Treffen bedeutet, daB die Digitale eine Alternative zu
den Filmfestivals darstellt, da ste den Focus auf Forschungsberichte, Projektbeschreibungen
and kurze Prdsentationen legt . die dem Publikum eine aktive Teilnahme erm6glichen. Es kann
den Gdsten der Digitale unmittelbar Fragen zu ihnen Filmen and zur ihrer Arbeit mit dem
berechneten Bew"egtbild stellen .
Verzerrungen heiBt dabei, daB die Fahigkeit zu digitalisieren unmerklich . herk6mtnliche Sehund H6rgewohnheiten verzerrt . Dabei entstelit ein nette olatte Oberfldche, die vergessen ldht,dal.')
Mensch-Maschinen pausenlos daran arbeiten, daB kein Fehler, nichts t'nvorhergesehenes den
Schein der Oberflachen trubt. Eingeladen sind besonders unbequeme Gdste, die die Recliner
and Apparaturen reizen, veil sie harmlosen gefalligen XVirkungen trotzen.
An drei Tagen kommen in der Cinemathek Koln die Gaste der Digitale zusamrnen and stellen
Arbeiten zu den Schwerpunktthemen digitale Filmmusik, Bildaufbau and wirtschaftliche
Strategien vor.
Zu den Themen itn einzelnen:
18. September: Digitale Scharniere - Zum Verhdltnis von Musik and Film. Nach einer
Einfuhrung zur Geschichte der Computermusik werden Musiker fiber ihre Zusammenarbeit mit
Filmern berichten and an Beispielen zeigen, xvie die mit Maschinen erzeugte Njusik zur
Verzerrung der H6rgewohnheiten beitrdgt.
19. September: Natur - Produktion and Reproduktion auf den Bildschirmen. Venn man heute
die Natur in bewegten Bildern zeigen m6chte, steht eine Vielfalt von Taschungsmaschinen zur
Verfiigung, die elemplarisch an diesem Tag verglichen werden. Vom klassischen Film bis zum
digital errechneten Film werden Beispiele gezeigt. %vie die Apparate den Blick auf die Natur
dndern .
20 . September: Digitale Arbeitsplatze. Konzerne kaufen gezielt kleine Finnen, in denen
Entwicklungsarbeit am Computerbild geleistet wird. Strategien wie man mit den Goliaths
arbeiten kann, ohne von ihnen zertrampelt zu werden, stellen Firmengrfnder aus Europa and
Amerika vor. Ihre Entwicklung and ihre Chancen in der Filmindustrie werden in kurzen
Vortrdgen dargestellt and diskutiert .
Diese Treffen werden durch Abendveranstaltungen erganzt, in denen Filmbeispiele gezei¢t
werden. In einer AbschluBveranstaltung wird mit einer Performance das digitale Scharnier
zwischen Musik and Film h6r- and sehbar.

TEL .

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

February 21, 1992

Dear Art/Media Person,
Woody and Steina Vasulka will. be based in Frankfurt,
They have an exhibition
Germany, from April through July 1992 .
scheduled at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki, Finland,
April 3 - 26th .
I am writing to see if you or your institution may be
interested in scheduling their work during their European
residency at the New Media Institute . To give you an idea of the
scope and images enclosed is a recent brochure from an exhibition
of this work from the Denver Art Museum .
Please contact us if you have further questions .
Regards,
MaLin Wilson
Special Projects Director
The Vasulkas, Inc .

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
TEL . (505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614
DESCRIPTION OF EXHIBITION/PERFORMANCE :
There are three components that can be scheduled .
1 . Steina Vasulka, TOKYO FOUR, 20 min ., four channel,
continuous loop, color, video matrix of sixteen monitors .
Provided by The Vasulkas :
Four synchronous laser disc players with the program
Provided by you :
Up to sixteen monitors with good audio
Installation : This work-must have sound isolation anti seating .
$3,500 .00
Rental Fee :
LIVE PERFORMANCE :
3 . Steins, & Woody Vasulka,'interactive performance using MIDI
audio system, using laser discs to be .performed in a suitable
space with a video wall, i .e ., a matt ix'-of monitors .
Software : Laser disc
Hardware : All special equipment,to be provided by the Vasul kas .
Fee :
$1,500 .00
All insurance, shipping, travel, and lodging expenses to be paid
by the sponsoring institution .

Warm regards,
MaLin Wilson, Special Projects Director, The Vasulkas, Inc .

FUT D

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT DALLAS
BOX 688

RICHARDSON, TEXAS 75080

Dear Steina Vasulka,
Thank you for your letter .

I have submitted the course plan to

the Dean for consideration and I will let you know what happens .

Your

video installation sounds very dramatic, unfortunately they have just
finished selecting a resident campus sculpturer, so I do not think we
would have much luck getting funding for it here .

Thank you for letting

me know abotit it though .

Sincerely yours,

Darien Smith
c/o Dr . Harpole
Mail Station J03 .1
Un . of Texas at Dallas
Box 688
Richardson, Texas 75080

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION UNIVERSITY
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Dawn of the Magicians
The Artist at the End of the
Millennium
September 13, 1996 - September 7, 1997
Exhibition Desolation

The final years of this century represent
a period of transition, uncertain
fragmentation, a time when people strive
and
to
;rasp
the
rapidly
looking fax new signs and symbols
changingg world and are
to guide them in this efl~ol~t .
Artists have traditionally been the
creators of such symbols and
the last few decades their role
narratives . But over
has more or less changed as a
result
influence of popular culture and
of the
wing
of self referentiality and irony. market forces, and artists' retreat into their Own world
Meanwhile, the emerging revolution
in science has
brought new paradigms and has positioned
scientists
in
artists'
creators of potent visions and
former role as the
narratives .
Dawn of the Magicians - The
to artists and the larger cultural Artist at the Und of the Millennium aims to be a call
community to turn art once
For the first time, these six
major themes will be explored again to its ~ita1 mission,
together : the them e of
eschatology (a sense of ending), of
cosmology,
the
spiritual,
of our relationship to the natural
the
world, and of our relationship archetype, the theme
technology . The project thus intends
to science and modern
to create a broad cultural
context or platform for
interdisciplinary exchange . This will
extend
ail
to
other
forms of human activity,
in particular to connect art
and
with science .
An international project, the
exhibition will initially include
of art. It will last for a full year
approximate) y ed. works
,
and its
Conceived as a workshop or laboratoryinstallation will be continual) Y ch anged
available to a diverse range
project furthermore aspires to
of participants, the
create a new form of dialogue
between individual
communities and subcultures and between
experts and the broad public.
Over the year, complementary
events and programs such as
theater productions, readings,
film series concerts,
and p~illel discussions will
be
Paldc and other institutions, We sire
organized nl VeletrInf
thus approaching cultural
institutions as well as individuals
and scientific
«ith the request and offer to
seminars, conferences or
coordinate their
with the year-long projectperformances, 1N' I, deal with the above-mentioned
Dawn of the M :ig,ciaas : The
themes )
Artist at the E
Millennium .
End of the

a

Vazenapani, vazenypane,
dovolujeme si Vim nabidnout moznost prezentace Vagich videoartovych praci v ramci
vystavy, ktera je souMsti projektu videoartove dilny.
- ?-?at6to--v;stavQ qua^v p-edstaveny price uznikle _v nruMhu videoartove dilny v Ceskjch
Bud6jovicich, ktere se zu6astnili Doe. Stanislav Zippe, Doc. Lubo Stacho a Mgr. Pavel Kopfiva.
Krom6 prezentace praci vzniklych v ramci vytvarn6 dilny bychom ridi pfedstavili i dila dalgich
tvurcu z oblasti videoartu. Domnivame se, ze reprezentativni vyb6r videoartovych praci pomizze
zvygit zajem vefejnosti o tuto pom6rn6 novou oblast vytvarneho um6ni.
Pokud mate zajem ziu6astnit se teto vystavy, zaglete nim prosim Vase price na kazetach Betacam
SP (popf. S-VHS) v co nejlepgi technicke kvalit6 na adresu 3D Blue spol. s r. o., Tylova 17, 370 01
Ceske Bud6jovice . Upozornujeme vgak, ze dila budou vystavena na zaklad6 vj+b6ru z doglych praci.
Dodane kazety budou autorum po skon6eni vystavy vraceny.
Vystava se bude konat v Ceskych Bud6jovicich v galerii Pod kamennou zabou od 16 . do 30 . zafi
1997 .
Blizgi informace Vim poskytnou : Tomag Binter tel. 038/28428, 0602/459423
Ing. Roman Miler tel.038/59656, 0602/359768.

D6kujeme a t6gime se na Vagi odpov6d' .
Roman Miler a Tomag Binter

5053449989

UNTITLED F. A . S. I NC: .

372 F01

JUL 07
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0:dx TRANSMITTAL SHEET

DATE :

1-7-97

T6:

Center for Arty & Media Technology Karlsruhe

i
AT, TN:

Dr. Ursula Frohne

FAX#:

011-46-721-9340 . 1139

To!tal nuMber ofpages,:

1

'Dear ° Ursula:
Th's fax is to give you the flight information for the Woody Vasuika piecas we are
shi;ping to you. The airway bill # is 7704329,5444. The airline is DHL Worldwide
express. The shipment is departing Albuquerque, NM 7-July-1997 . DHL as an
office in Karlsruhe, the phone # is 49-711-770-5333 (Customer Service) or 49-724473-6000 (Operations) You can call the Karlsrhue office of DHL & give them the
airway bill # and get any flight information that you require . I have told 10HL to call.
before delivery. I gave DHt_ the following numbers . . Phone # 49-721-8100 - 1301
Fak # 49-721-9340-1139 .
P'! se do', not hesitate to get in touch with me if you have any questions or
pr lems .
'l willl send you a 'invoice uvhen 1
Best

regards,

Peboreh Gardner

Woody Vasulka

have

all the charges.
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COMMONWEALTH ®f VIRGINIA
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts

BOULEVARD AND GROVE AVENUE /RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23221

April 24, 1986
Steina and Woody Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
Dear Steina and Woody Vasulka,
I have admired your work for some time and am very interested
in finding out more about your current involvement with video,
particularly in regard to installations . While assisting with
contemporary art exhibitions, I am also responsible for
organizing film and video programs at the Virginia Museum .
I recently received information about your touring video
installation, The West , from the State University of New York,
Albany .
If you could send me additional information about
your work, prior installation proposals, and, if possible,
descriptions of current projects, I would be most grateful .
For your information, materials about the Virginia Museum and
our programs in the Department of 20th Century Art are enclosed .
Thank you very much for your kind attention to my request, and
I look forward to hearing from you .
Sincerely,
Ashley Kistler
curatorial Assistant
Department of 20th Century Art
804/257-0817

August 1, 1987

Dear Steina & Woody,
Back here in the squalid East, I have been slowly wading through
these piles of papers . I thought I would send on what I have done so far,
since I leave tomorrow for the wilds of Alaska and will not get to the rest
for a few weeks .
Enclosed in a bibliography from 1984 or so on .
Many of these piece are
obviously less important than others, but I put them all in for this first
round . I have marked a few where my notes were less than comprehensive
(perhaps as the day wore on) which could be completed . You could also go
through this and cross out the ones which you think could be deleted . Also
enclosed in a revised videography, which I would appreciate you verifying
and completing where necessary . I also did a make-shift installation list,
which is obviously very incomplete .
I am not sure how to deal with this
yet .
Perhaps for all of the early unnamed pieces, we can simple call themn
video environments and list where they were shown . . . . We will have to
discuss this later . When I return I will do up the exhibition list from
84 on .
Also, enclosed a copy of my essay (re memory & history) which is going to
be in Communications . A slightly condensed one is going to be in the EAI
catalogue (minus a certain number of disparaging comments about UP) . It
still has a few confused sections . . . . . Anyway, I would be curious what
you think (even though it has been typeset and is unchangeable for this
round) .
So, it was wonderful to come visit again, despite all of the``back-breaking
labor . . . . .
I hope that Woody was a smash hit in Japan . I will call
towards the end of August .

anu
Jary
x19 5
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Productions/328 East State St ., Ithaca, N.Y 148507)272-1596
Steina Vasulka
257 Franklin St .
Buffalo, N.Y . 14202
Dear Steina :
Thankyou for your candid comments . I trully appreciate and understand how you feel .
There are several factors 'that have contributed to the policy of
requesting an entry fee . The first is that the NYSCA doesn't provide us with assistance for anything regardin>a the 1'estival except
fees for the judz_;es . dd"he second is that the place where the festival
will be screened, the Herbert F . Johnson Museum, will not allow
admission to be collected, voluntary or otherwise . And the last is
a long-standing policy of ours that,if at all possible, everyt'rinwe do as a public show willube free admission .
Therefore, from somewhere we must raise the money to cover printing,
postage, insurance, etc . Also the mode .>t honaria we award to the
programs which are shown .
As you know, running a festival is not easy . Any system has its
strong and wealk points . I hope our festival will continue to improve with the assistance of interested and knowled-able artists
such as yourself .
On other matters : be watching for the completion of our prototype
computer controlled animation stand and optical printer, both of
which have interchangeable 16mm and video cameras .
Looking forward to seeing you again . .Good luck .

eater Communication,
Philip 11allory Jones, Director

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
BERKELEY " DAVIS " IRVINE " LOS ANGELES " RIVERSIDE " SAN DIEGO " SAN FRANCISCO

VISUAL ARTS DEPARTMENT

POST OFFICE BOX 109
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92037

February 25, 1976

Steina Vasulkas
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, New York, 14202

Dear Steina Vasulkas,
Thank you for your interest in our new faculty opening in film/video .
The response to this job announcement has been enormous, and for the last
few weeks we have been reviewing the many resumes which have been submitted in an attempt to identify those applicants whom we feel are most
ideally suited for the position .
We have been very impressed with your resume and would like to learn more
about your work as a media artist .
The Search Committee would therefore
appreciate the opportunity to view examples of your films and/or tapes .
Would you send us, at your earliest convenience, a representative sampling
of your work .
You may, of course, include any explanatory notes, reviews, or
other documents which you think would be helpful for us to have . We will make
every attempt to return the material to you within two weeks .
If you,have any questions or would just like to discuss this procedure, please
feel free to call me or my assistant, Pat Baxter, at 714-452-2860 .
Yours Sincerely,

Standish D . Lawde
Chairman, Search Committee
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sorry not to have w :rittern before, but, things in Vienna are
changing all the time : first there was no money at all for
a big presentation like yours, as the videoprogramme of the
exhibition consists mainly of simple tapes . Then suddenly the
money was there - when I phoned . Now it is not all there as one
of the sutrsirlies has been cut corisideralDly -. - But-- the ffrariey for
the ticl=et ( .around 1 .o;til $ US) has been secured and I have raised
an other 400 : from a private source . So I am corn.fident that
I will get some more money together in time to not only get you
here, but also make it possible that you can present your work .
It would be important now to fix dates for your presentation .
It would be best, if it could take place either on the weekend
of the 4th and 5th of May or on the jith and 12th of May .
Please let me know as soon as possible which date would L)e most
convenient for you . Please also send one or two photographs
and some bio etc . a s there should be a proper announcement of
the event which I consider of high importance .
In Montbeliard you gave me a description of the technical requirements from which I gather that you w7ill bring the automatic
repeat synchronizer . Please let me also know your - sorry minimum financial requirements in writing so that I can present
them to potential sponsors .
As I said before I am now confident again that it will work out
after , having a basic sum of money secured from which to work on .
I hope you do not mind that I tell you about the situation so
bluntly . . . .
I am very much looking forward to seeing you in Vienna and I
hope you can combine your trip with Woody's to Graz .
Please give my regards to him .
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Brussels, November 31 1985

Dear Steina and Woody,

how are you both? I'm very curious what you both are
Please, let me know. So here
up to? What's the secret?
everything is OK, maybe things are a little bit too hectic . . .
But that's O .K . I'm doing (as always) articles, curating
But not too much
together etc .
putting
things
shows,
on video only . . . I must confess, there is only very few
work which is really interesting!
The work at TV is going along very well . We did a couple
The Doubleportrait,
Dance and Camera,
of new programs :
Why we men love that much technique (with Virilio, vom
We are actually preparing
Jack Goldstein etc) .
Bruch,
2 other programs : 1 . a fiction documentary on appropriation
combined with the "Theory of Change" -ideas of Rene Thom,
Ontani,
Oursler,
Luigi
Armitage,
Tony
Karole
starring
interwoven
line
will
be
Michael Nyman, etc . The fictional
with interviews with Godard and Thom . The whole has to
be shot in December 86 in an architectural setting by
Aldo Rossi . Further on we try to develop a documentary.
for 87 confronting Umberto Eco with one of those A .Ito
we want
But as you might habve guessed,
machines .
with
the world
a
parallel
create also in the visuals,
wanted
to talk
definitely
So I
of data-processing etc .
to you both .
As i t is, I got this grant to show up in your country
between March 23 and April 21 (I will a .o . participateI
in a panel in LACE organized by the Yonemoto's and
of
hope to show also some new Belgian video and some one
PAL)
.
So
is
on
everything
the BRT programs - helas,
of the things I wanted to do, was to visit you . inIf Santa
not,
days
Fe . I hope you can put me up for 2 or 3 there
.
and
when
be
you
will
me,
if
pas de probleme . Tell
behalf
I warn you'll receive a stupid letter on
Also,
sent out to you by your government . Yes,
of my visit,
I'm sorry folks,
this is a politically organized trip . and
the materials
that's life . So don't mind the letter
K? I hope to hear from you very soon, so I
included .
.
can preApar the trip with my program-officer in WAshinton
W i she

~~ dri w-U8r'Eon

Simon Jean Paul
136 Quai Louis Bleriot
75016 Paris
Paris September 26,1978
M.Woody Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo
New York 14202

Dear Woody,
I called and went back several time+to the Office and finally they told
me that they received a letter from Air France telling them that they had
lost the ticket but traced it in their files .It took them almost two years
to find it but now I hope they will send the check to the Office as soon
as possible so that you can be reimbursed .Normally you will get it in a
month time,if you don't let me know as soon as possible .
I am really sorry about this all thing ; it was so messed up .Noth ing
worked(including my former job at the Office) and the worst of it is that
no one seem to care .We were both of us involved in that particular matter
but unable to speed up things .I still feel morally responsible toward you
even if it is Air France 's fault .By the way,I am glad that Gerald mellowed
his tone in the xerox you sent,it's all the better that way .
The situation is normal here :nothing is working/happening .Simone made
her first film this summer and found another job
are happening(after 16 months of unenployment) .
Cordially yours,

so at least for her things

Omroepcentrum

Aug . Reyerslaan 52
B-1040 Bmssel
Telefoon (02) 737 31 11
Telex 214 79
Telegramadres BRT Brussel
Postrekening 000-0545451-20

Be igi sc h e Radio e n Televi si e
Nederiandse uitzendingen
Televisie

The Vasulkas
RT 6, Box 100
SANTA FE, N.M 87501
USA

Uw kenmerk
Onderwerp

Ons kenmerk

EB/sds
K/181

Datum

31, 05 .1985

Dear Steina,

With the papers we have it is impossible for us to order
payment for using the Paik-interview . We need an invoice
for
Broadcasting Paik-Schwarz interview in the Programme "Nam
June Paik"
productionnumber 30/889/64/622 : 30 $
"
Looking forward hearing from you .

Eva -B3:NNEMANS
Production assistant .

argos, 04 :01 PM 1/11/99 , re : medialibrary
X-Sender : gi31075@glo .be (Unverified)
Date : Mon, 11 Jan 1999 16 :01 :54 +0100
To : woodyv@santafe .edu
From : argos < argos@glo .be>
Subject : re : medialibrary
Content-Length : 1116
Dear Mr . Vasulka,
I got you mail address from Intermix' Stephen Vitiello . He
suggested me to
contact you .
argos is a Belgian non-profit organisation devoted to the videoand media
arts . We distribute tapes (both Belgian and international works),
run a
gallery and prepare the opening of a media library that is open to
the
public (opening scheduled for september 1999) .
In order to prepare the media library opening we are currently
purchasing
books on key artists . Tapes will follow in a later stage . I know
your
tapes but finding publications (monographs, catalogues, . . .) about
it is
difficult . Over in NY I visited several bookshops . None of them had
information about your work . Same when I was over this year in
London and
Berlin . Internet bookshops as Amazon don't offer a solution also .
My question is following : do you have copies of catalogues left
that you
can spare?(We will be glad to pay for them) .
I look forward hearing from you .
Best,
Paul Willemsen
argos
Barthelemylaan 20
1000 Brussels
Printed for Woody and Stetna Vasal" <woodyv@popserver,sant&,<<

1

TH e VAS U L KAS

~ ~2.2V5z12741

July 22, 1993
235 Media

Postfach 190360
D-50500 Koln
Germany

Dear Axel,

Thank you for your letter in response to the material which was sent . I am sorry for the
delay in answering your questions. I have asked Woody about the concerns you have

about the "Theater of Hybrid Automata ." Here are the answers.
- An exhibit in Germany would be different from the Paris exhibit in that the concept of

the audio will be revised and extended .
- The expanding of the audio will be designed toward an awareness and an interaction
with the audience. This is an ongoing innovative concern .
- The space of the room is not currently large enough . The Theater's critical height is
362 cm. If the room cannot be changed then Woody can modify the exhibit.

- Woody will need to specify for you how much the installation would cost . The version
for Paris carried a fee of $20,000 USD . Most of the expenses would be similar. There is
some room for negotiation .
Are you considering Steina's latest installation, "Borealis," which is currently on exhibit in
Iceland? It is a 2-channel synchronous installation where 2 laser disks provide the

images for 2 video projectors through which split beam mirrors project onto 4 translucent
screens. The images appear on both sides of the vertically-positioned screens. Floor
height 1 .30 meters. `Tokyo Four" is also available . These are fairly simple to transport

and install .

Let us know if you need any further information .

Thank you and best wishes,

Melody Sumner
for The Vasulkas
ROUTE 6

BOX 100

SANTA FE

NEW MEXICO

87501

PHONE 505 " 471 " 7 181

FAX 505 " 473 " 0614

'
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PROCESSART INC

Jan . 27,

1997

Dear W U-0
How have you been? I hope the New Year. has welcome you .
If I may, I would like to ask you for a support for my
artist friend, Isamu Wakabayashi, who is endevouring to save
a forest in the outskirts of Tokyo from being turned into a
garbage dump .
The City of Tokyo is building the world's largest garbage
dump in this water resource area . Residents are protesting
against further destruction and polution, and are proposing
the City an alternative based on recycle .
Wakabayashi, in'collaboration with 100 and more artists, has
built a "Garden", an installation, in their community's
trust property at the site . The City will soon proceed to
go ahead and scrap Wakabayashi's work of art and evacuate
people from their trusted land by force .
Here attached, yoti will find a description and an appeal
addressed to the Governor of Tokyo, not to destroy the work
nor evacuate the people by force . If you would support their
effort, please sign the appeal and fax it directly to
Wakabayashi at his Group's fax number :
+81-428-33-4540
The deadline is the end of February . Thank you very much for
taking time to read and giving thoughts to the issue, Your
support means a lot .
With warm thoughts and best wishes,

Fuj"iko IJAkaya
fax : +81-3--3470,';2259
.
1
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A forest in
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Hinode is vanishing!

E0)t~0)At_f1-~ t-, f:';a:4, 1" o- "f : I
The drawing for "Thn garnrn" in Hinnda

The ficyt term

A fore-st in Hinodee Town on the outskirrs of Tokyc, is being cut down
and the land bulldozed in order t..-1 ) r0nstruct a garbage dump.
Here, Mr. Isamu Wakabayaehi is making a work of art in order to
protect Ehe fcir~-st.
WP WelTlt to protect
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PROCESSART INC

In Hinode Town in Nishitama Gun on the outskirts of Tokyo, the
largest garbage dump in the Orient has been in existence for 12 years.
The garbage of about 3-6L million people is brought to this small
town that has a population of about 16,000 . The citizens are fearful that
the underground water beneata the garbage dump will become polluted
with dioxins and other organic substances . Is it right to simply destroy
the hills and forest. to bury garbage resulting from a lifestyle of
consumption'
At present, construction of a second garbage dump is going ahead
despite the fact that the citizens have submitted various alternative
proposals .
in the middle of the sire of the proposed
ho.2 garbage dtunp i_ a small plot of land on
which greenery still remains- This is the "trust"

land that was purchased by people opposing the
construction of the garbage dump . Mr.Isamu
Wakabayashi decided to make a work of art on
this plot of land in the hope that he could
thereby stop further destruction of the forest.
Mr_Wakabayashi has written "Here, I would like
to make a place where one can get. as close as
possible to the forest, or acquire the opportunity
to do so ."
-More than 100 people helped to make this
work of art, by carrying soil, :making stone
steps, planting a hedge and trees, and makinZ a
bridge. In this space were placed natural stones
to serve as a table and chairs so that vis :tors
can sit quietly and sense the su.=ounding forestThe poet Gozo Yoshimasu named this place
"The Green Constellation of tho Unicorn"

.Now, the bulldozers have come right up
to the boundary of this plot. the forest is being
cut down and the source of the streams in the
area is being cut off. To try arid prevent a.iy
more trees from being cut down, Mr.Isamu
'Ji%akabay ash! has drawn pictures of the
vanishing forest on 36 large copper plates, and
intends to erect these copper plates around the
space that he has created.
The place occupied by t1his work of art is
only a small part of the forest that is being
destroyed, however we think that the power of
art is great.
7v'e believe that the more people we can
have know of the existence of this work of art,
the better will be our chances of preventing
further destrucion of the forest and also
protecting the work of art. Mart acquires peace.
from the power of nature, and seeks to improve
his mind tmrough the intuition of art-

people who support the
abovementioned work of art and the protection of the forest. The more
signatures that we can collect, the greater the incentive we will acquire
and the more powerful a position we will be in to stop further destruction
cf the forest- We are very happy to know your opinion and impression.
We ask you for your kind support.
Vie are collecting signatures from

The Group to Protect the forest and the art work in Hinode.

c/o W.I.W.P. 3"7-5, L-nai, t}me City, Tokyo. Zip code ; 198
FAX : 81-428-33-4540/TLL : 81-428 " 32-3440

*Please mail or FAX . your signature by the end of January 1997-

For inquiries in Englisk please cantaet the Tokyo Akira lkeda Gallery
TEL 81-3-3567-5090, FAX 81-3-3567-5085
7hic Appea: is made of reeyolcd poxr.
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An:
Sterna and Woody Ve%ulka
Fax
,
003120 6264282
Von :
nr Bodo Lensch
Datum, 17 197
Betreff: Modia ,Thoatrs
Selten: 1(einschllffIfich Deckbiatt)
Dear S
and Woody,
thank
far bung interestett in developing a media-thestre piece with
IBC . I t4k about a dance piece (including sortie Very sirrtpIS 4 VirtUAj entitle$')
with a
for. I hope we find a solution for position , traCking o1 two drlAcers/actors .
The floor: f9ction will be realized with the faun Electrohorne/Pentium
machines .
There wl
" Only one side of the stage for tho audlenCe, SO
that the backside of the
stage
be an extra projection screen, mayhe also for stereosc"ic pictures .
With a
1- - Y .figure we could develop linear/nonlinear elements to create
runic
forms I loon dancelanimation/lKlangraurn .
The antt
lon of the "virtual entitles" could lie based on4rrna
ST
(ualrtg 2160 the
(locking.
rithms) of triangles, that can be organised to simple form$, we will use
also tewt
phrofcoior.e}ernents . representing the inner life of the actors,

1

One Of t11

Integrate

1a~ry few TV works of San,i:el BeCkett showed -nsrrator"
heads" on tMa screen
into the scenario Wr Could ,reate a face, formed screen like that :

7a~
Next we Wff-rvnstanxa and I will go to Columbia
gut CarpisSL wilt stay at home, so that your
c71RSSa9"' .
fax will f#SCh u5 .
Ati the t

odo

/W

ra

fiela..a

l~`5/I
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,yy/y-l~f

MIANI JOHNSON

12 EAST 12TH STREET
N .Y . 10003

NEW YORK,
(TEL) 212
(FAX) 212

255 8581
633 2946

Woody and Steina Visulka
Rt. 6 Box 100
Santa Fe N.M. 87501

August 24,1994

Dear Mr. and Mrs . Visulka,
I am currently compiling information about reccommended artists
living in the Santa Fe area for a collector from Boston .
Your name has been suggested to me as someone who is making
underrecognised work of quality .
C,
I would be very interested in receiving slides or photos of your work
as well as biographical material. The work does not need to be
available for sale. I prefer one sheet of selected slides for
presentation purposes. I would like to receive this material by
September 15 th at:
12 East 12 Street
Apt. 4S
New York, New York 10003
The maierial you selid to me will bo IeIUfiieU to
months time after it has been reviewed.

YOU ti: JCv .tC!w

I very much appreciate your time and effort in this matter and look
forward to hearing from you .

FROM : Brian Holmes

PHONE NO .

: 3.3 1 42 62 70 62

Nov. 04 1995 05 :24FM F1

Brian Holmes - 013, rue Ordener -- 75018 Paris
t6l . et fax : 33 - l - 42 62 70 62

November 4, 1996

Dear Steina Vasulka,

Thank you very much for culling me hack the. other day with the
confirmation on the Digital Image, Articulator. We arc. still unsure about the
incrustateur . As clues, lot mo note that ray media dictionary defines the noun,
im."rustatwn., as "cut-in scene (cinema), insertion, keying (tv)." The passage where:
the word appears is the following:
From 19'70 to 1974, the Vasulkas devoted themselves to the
creation of static vidno images, Working with engineers, they adapted
electronic tools for artistic purposes, such as the inernsta.teur and
colorirer. Golden Voyage (1973) is an electronic homage to Magrittu;
the piece is perfectly representative of work with the irmrustakur.
Does that make it clem°er? T hope so, and T thank you in advance for your
answer. By the way, are you still onjoying something like summer in Santa Fe?
Here you can think of us in the cold sunlight; under slue skies, with the leave,;
falling-- except: thrit in Paris, there are no leave. tea fall?
Yours sincerely,

W'

08/0311996

15 :44

0031-20-6264262

f

STICHTING STEIM

PAG .

.

Achte7acht 19 1017 WL AmatwQ~,n 20218690

wQOdy - this is a new word processor wish me tuck. I just failed in

s4nding a e-mail - it did not recognize you nor brace - i am doing
spmething wrong .
! granted to remind you to save my tapes - put them into boxes, standing
up (sideways) and preferrably put them in plastic over cardbox boxes.
P4-,S ir k_, f7t_I/ F ~h n 'tJ
Anyhow, i Need in the shippment to Iceland:
1 . the s cks etc
2. two blue blouses, one short sleeved, on the shelf in the bathroom
3 . two little boxes for time lapse marked SONY, they are in little
pouches, one tan, one black most likely sitting on a shelf in the metal
closet that is like your music closet . One is a remote control, Bruce
will probably recognize them .
4. The tapes from denver dubbing
5 . The installation . The shipping list is in steins fife under Kjarvat 3 (or
4 or 5)
I'll call you a little later. .am having a dinner at coelhos' to-night . . .bye
bye . . .steina

117-

t"o

1)

1

0-A

01

Type EXIT at the system prompt to reenter ATVista TIPS .
Microsoft(R) MS-DOS(R) Version 5 .00
(C)Copyright Microsoft Corp 1981-1991 .
C :\VISTA>vld C :\vistat
Code size in bytes = 18110
Data size in bytes = 0
BSS size in bytes = 178942
Entry = 0xfe01fb30
Text Start = 0xfe000000
Data Start = 0x0
Write to GSP : size = 4000,
Write to GSP : size = 4000,
Write to GSP : size = 4000,
Write to GSP : size = 4000,
Write to GSP : size = 2110,
Write to GSP : size = 3158,
Error = 0

address
address
address
address
address
address

=
=
=
=
=
=

0xfe000000
0xfe007d00
0xfe00fa00
0xfe017700
0xfe01f400
0xfe0235f0

C :\VISTA>exit
UU0RMAL .STYPOSTSCRP
From : "Jennifer de Felice" < jennifer@ffa .vutbr .c z>
Date : Mon, 2 Jan 1995 11 :46 :17 +0100
To : foresta@cnam .f r (Don Foresta - IMC), fbh@santafe .ed u
Mime-Version : 1 .0
Dear Bruce and Woody,
Greetings from the breezy hills of Brno where the Spring
like air is proof of ecological disaster .
I hope you had a
wonderful Holiday .
I had a great time this year especially
at New Year's .
Don Foresta has been in touch and informed us about this
current project using CUSeeMe .
We would appreciate your
expertise on how we could get involved i .e . if we could
possibly utilize this software or be involved in some other
way through different, compatible software or by simply
participating through different means .
Let us know what you
think .
I have two really great portraits from our trip to
Rotterdam .
One of Woody and one of Bruce . As soon as I
make some nice prints I'll send them along .
I was in Krakow
recently where Svetlana and I recorded some material from a
installtion/performance festival . The trib went relatively
well but unfortunatly some nugger stole my clothes, a
walkman, my Minolta and my well chosen Polish Christmas
gifts while we were parked in Olomouc .
I guess I asked for
it after all this ain't Kansas .
I hope you are all well .
Looking forward to your next vist

(as 1 know you are!!)

Decisions and Designs, Incorporated
Suite 600, 8400 Westpark Drive, P.O . Box 907
McLean, Virginia 22 101

(703) 821-2828

1 May 1979

The Vasulkas
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, NY 14202
Dear Woody and Steina :
I look forward to reading the
Thank you for your letter .
material you sent . My thesis contains most of what you
would want to read, and is available from University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan .
I have enclosed a technical article of mine having to do
with a structure of images .
Good luck with your pioneering work!

GMH :dwb
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State University of New York
at Stony Brook
Stony Brook, New York 11790

StonyBrnok
Office of the Director

Center for Contemporary Arts and Letters

October 20, 1975

Ms . Steina Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, NY 14202
Dear Steina :
Some time ago, I promised to send you a copy of my
tape .
I enclose also a second piece on oscilloscope
graphics which was completed two months ago .
Budget crunches are wreaking havoc here, but I do
hope that I can invite you soon for a lecture .
Meanwhile, my best regards .

LL : ah
Enc .

Darrell Jonsson
Hagamelur 16
Reykjavik, Iceland ln7
tel : 26914, 26341

Vasi_il';as :
I presented a letter with price list and some comments about
the significance of your work to the American Library here
in Reykjavik .
They made it clear that they were not
interested .
They said that they purchase most of their
material now in VHS .
And that the range of materials they
buy is limited by ;}shat is in the U .S . Information Service
catalog .
The students at the art college have viewed most of the
three tapes at a special screening at the American Library .
Your sisters and relatives were invited but they did not
show up .
Many of the students have asked to see the work
again so we will be having another showing after easter .
I :Mill be sure to inform your sisters about the showing .
The tapes at the moment are still in my possesion .
After
your sisters have had the oppurtunity to view the tapes I
will hand them over to '<ristin .
This was the first time that many of the students had seen
video-art .
The documention you sent has been placed in the
Myndlistaskoli lihrary .

September 4, 1974

Dear Woody & Steina :
Here's a copy of tired old Expanded Cinema for you .
I can't find
a copy of the record I promised to send . The record shop I go
to
has it on order from Europe but it will take a couple of
months .
The record is :
"Requiem" by Maurice Durufle, with the Orchestre
de L'Association Des Concerts Lamoureux .
It's on the Erato label
distributed in France by RCA, address : 6 Rond-Point des
Champs-Elysees,
Paris . The parts I think you'll love are "Introit" and "Kyrie
."
Perhaps you can get it in New York City, The serial number is
ERATO LDE 3098 .
Thanks for the wonderful feasts and images and conversation and
friendship,

`1-.11 111 ,11,1113,111MI'l'

.- .

RENE BERGER

Lausanne, le 12 mai 1974

Mr . Woody-Steina Vasulka
257 Franklin Str .
Buffalo

N .Y . 14 202

CherJ Amif,
Je viens de recevoir la cassette qui me rappelle
les excellents moments que noun avons passes ensemble .
Ne manquez pas de me tenir au courant de ce que vous
faites .
Le groupe Impact

a

Lausanne organise en septembre-

octobre une importante confrontation video .

Je lui ai

signale votre travail de pionniexj. Voici 1'adresse
bis
31
rue Centrale, CH- 1000 Lausanne . Peut-etre
pourriez-vous leur envoyer de la documentation avant
qu'ils ne prennent contact avec vous .
Bien cordialement

16 Avenue Tissot, CH- 1006 Lausanne

(t~l . 021-23 .05 .71)

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15213
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
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i realised that i may
hello aZain chris "
}-:ave made r^y deadline a bit tight ~n my request
to the vasull-as and terry . i really do want
a contribution from them all, and as lon- as
i have the tane(s) by time i leave London on
september 25th thats okay . .but i do reed to
know if an "thin- is cominr- . so far i ?~aver I t
',Ieard from ary of them, so wd be most -rate-'ul
so---7 --'
if you could nud-e there a bit!
. we still have
thanhs
.
eternal
is a hassel . . . my
summer.
.its quite
hot
dry
our incredible long
you
amazir .- . hone all well with
peter
much love

SCREEN VENTURES

12 July, 1993 .

Screen Ventures Ltd., 49 Goodge Street,
London WI P 1 FB
Telephone : 071-580 7448
Telex: 8951182 GECOMS
Fax: 071-6311265

Attn: Melody Sumner
for The Vasulkas
Route 6 Box 100
Santa Fe
New Mexico 87501
Dear Melody Sumner,
Re: Desert Landscape Footage for "Room Full Of Mirrors"
My apologies for not getting back to you earlier but I have been out ofthe country for
the last 6 weeks
The reason no monies have been paid is that the film has not yet finished. The terms of
payment specify that the $750 license fee be paid on completion offinal
master.Unfortunately, as yet, I cannot specify a completion date but will let you know
as soon as possible. I can assure you that material The Vasulkas supplied has not be
exploited for any commercial purposes .
In regards to the $65 technical fee: it was agreed that Woody Vasulkas was to send
me the master videotape via our Fedex account . I then organised for the relevent
section to be transferred to Beta Pal and then returned the tape. This way, no costs
were incurred directly by The Vasulkas .
I appreciate you patience in this matter. The project has proved a lot more complicated
and time consuming than originally planned . Please let me know if you have any further
queries.

THE

VASULKAS

June 10, 1993
Deirdre O'Connell
Screen Ventures
49 Goodge Street
London WiP 1 FB
England
Dear Deirdre O'Connell,
I am writing for the Vasulkas to inquire about your payment in
the amount of $750
for for 30 seconds of landscape footage used in your documentary on
the life of
Jimi Hendrix. Also we asked for a $65 reimbursement for the cost
of transfer to
PAL format .
We were checking through our records and we have no record of
having receiveu
this payment from you. Do you have a record of having sent the
payment9 We
are sorry for the trouble but would be most grateful if you could clear
up this
matter soon . I attach a copy of your letter dated March 3, 1992.
If your payment was sent and we have overlooked it, please let us know . If
payment has not yet been sent, please do so directly to the address on
this
stationary . We would like the check in USD drawable on a U .S. bank .
Thank you .
Sincerely,

Melody Sumner
for The Vasulkas

ROUTE 6

BOX 100

SANTA FE

NEW MEXICO

87SOI

PHONE SOS " 471 " 7181

FAX SOS " 473 " 0614

Vie« war Ld,q ~ m~
w«m Welm
Tlmkn S1am7~
Tle me!&GC M
hI 21- llks

3rd March, 1992
Attn : Qo_ody Vesulkas
The Vasu~ s Inc
Route 6
Bo* 1OO
Santa Fe
New Mexico S75O1
Fex : 0101 5O5 473 0614
Dear Qoody,

This is confirm the details of our telephone conversation Ye§terdax .
Screen Ventures is currently producing e documentary on the life
of Jimi Hendrix . In one particular sequebce we ere interested in
using about 3O seconds of landscape footage at the agreed rate of
$75O per 3O seconds (payable on the completion of the programme)
plus technical costs . This Qould cover QorldQide rights in all
media plus home video .
To minimise confusion as to exact footage we require, I Qi11 send
We would
Xou a VHS eAL of the piece in which we are interested .
like the footage to be supplied on Betecem Se (preferably eAL) .
Can you give en indication of ho» mdch this Wi11 be . You can
despatch this tape to ua vie our Fedex account (#1265/a538/O) .
elegise contact me on fax 4x71 631 1265 should you have any queries .
Regards,
.
Deirdre O'Connell .
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Dear Reinhard,
appreciate
thanks for your PROmotion action, I certainly
looking for a
am
not
your involvement . On the other hand, I
for my stay
support
steady job ,vet, I am trying to find some and Odessa via
in Moravia and for my mission to Balkan
to find some
Istanbul and Damascus . So I would be grateful
over there .
season
short well. paid jobs to carry on a winter
even
they
would
think
As far as the Kitchen, I don't
times,
so
many
hands
recall our names there, it has changed on your own, sorry . . .
we lost all contacts year ago . You arein New York, in
But. please, keep in touch while
there .
.general, we could still have some useful contacts
Santa. Fe, July 2, 1993
Love, Woody
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BOX 100

SANTA FE

NEW MEXICO
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7181
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Refnhard Wanzke
49-501-770927
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LA SEPT
50 AVENUE THEOPHILE GAUTIER
75016 PARIS
TEL 44 14 77 77
FAX 44 14 77 00
TELEX 651 046

The Vasulkas, Inc.
Route 6, Box 100
SANTA FE
NM 87501
USA
Paris, le 18 mars 1992
Objet :

demande annuelle d'exoneratlon de I'Impot
Frangals sur les redevances de I'annee 1992.

N/Ref : contrat n° C04E10422
Madame, Monsieur,
Afin d'Atre en r6gle quant aux obligations I&gales, il est n6cessaire que vous nous retourniez
un formulalre RF3 pour l'annee 1992.
Nous vous rappelons qu'il est indispensable d'avoir en notre possession ce formulaire afin de
pouvoir r6gler les factures relatives au(x) contrat(s).
Comptant sur votre compr6hension, veuillez recevoir, Madame, Monsieur, I'assurance de mon
enti6re consid6ration .

Isabelle BUISSON
Secteur International
Tel : 44 14 79 17

International
Center of Photography
1130 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10128
212-860-1778
FAX 212-360-6490

August 5, 1993
Melody Sumner
The Vasulkas
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Dear Ms. Sumner :
Charles Stainback has asked me to return the enclosed notebook to you, as
you requested in your letter of July 28, 1993 . We thank you for allowing us
to hold onto it for so long.
Please accept our apologies for the delay in its return to you. Thank you for
your interest in the ICP.
Sincerely,

David Zaza
Exhibitions As

8/30/93
Dbar Ms . Sumner :

w

This package had somehow been lost in
the mail, and was returned to ICP this
morning . The address on the original
envelope was missing when it was returned .
Please accept my apologies for the delay .
Sincerely,

i

David zaza~ E

bns Assistant

Fifth Avenue, New York, N .Y 10128
International Center of Photography " 1130
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Jan . 5, 1991

Dear Woody and Sto ina,

Buffalo is grim, and New Yak has an army of homeless and insane
walking the streets. The only sane ones here are the homies, organizing
gangs of protection and influence, sensibly offering those who cannot
afford doormen and security patrols the insulation from chaos which
civilization fails to provide_ Occaisional violence is inevitable and
comparisons to the Wild West abound...
SantaFe: 1850-

I still work on video_ I've updated Ephemeris three times and will
release you an exchange dub in March. I've enclosed show material from
the first `The Interactive S h owr. The next time you hear from me I will let
you know how my fundraising is going and that I won't have as much
money as I would lice_ Can we negotiate? How is Iceland doing? Might
the consulate in New Yak be a place I can ask for money? The Czechs?
I am moving to New Yak and will stay with my mother until I make
enough money to get a place, if 1 stay in New York. I can be written to at
1440 Ocean Parkway
Brooklyn, New York 11230
718 998-2487

Trevor Batten
Kanaalstraat 15-ii
1053 KK Amsterdam
Steina and Woody Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, New Mexico
87501 USA

tel : NL-020-183018
16 November 1989

Dear Steina and Woody,
Sorry we didn't get the chance to meet again . I was looking
forward to discussing the possibilities of exchanging
(unpublished) articles and other minority things .
The man from Prague at the UNESCO seminar was :
Prof . Jaroslav JIRASEK, Head of dept . for Philosophical and
Social Studies of Technology,
Institute for Philosophy and Sociology, Czechoslovak Academy
of Science, Vavrenova 1143, 14200 Praha, CSSR .
He expected that we soon would be suprised by the number
of free thinkers in the east, but I guess the process in
Czecholovakia is a little slower than he thought . His
text is published in "Synthesis" ISBN 3-921997-18-6
obtainable from : Media Development/Research Group,
Hochschule fur Gestaltung, Schlosstrasse 31,
D-6050 Offenbach, FDR .
Some time ago Steina pointed out an error in one of my
books, perhaps you will forgive me if I correct one of
Woodys . Namely that Rene Coelho is not the head of a
thriving workplace for artists but is primarily a gallery
owner . Some time ago I tried to persuade him that if he was
madam in a whorehouse (his own words) then the art
patrons should be the john or punter and NOT the artists .
Unfortunately the difference appears too subtle, even for
friendly dutch guys .
Anyhow I hope you enjoyed your visit to the AKI in Enschede
and I'm glad you didn't let yourself get completely isolated
from the students . Perhaps you even had time to notice that
I haven't been totaly hibernating . In two years the students
have become almost human -just wait until the next time you
come!
Until we meet again . . . . .
Best wishes and friendly Greetings,

Conservation
Statewide Programs and Education
Exhibitions

MUSEUM OF NEW MEXICO

Laboratory of Anthropology
Museum of Indian Arts and Culture
Museum of Fine Arts
Museum of International Folk Art
Palace of the Governors
Museum of New Mexico Press
New Mexico State Monuments

Museum of Fine Arts

April 5, 1990

Steina & Woody Vasulka
Rt . 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Dear Steina and Woody :
It was good to see you both at some recent events at the Museum of Fine
Arts during the past month .
I am always amazed that even in this small
town we do not run into each other more often .
I will make sure you get added to our mailing lists .
Enclosed are some
publications from the museum that will give you a good idea of what has
been going on here .
We try to maintain a balance between exhibitions
of traditional historic art and leading contemporary art . We still try
to give a lot of attention to artists working in and important to New
Mexico .
Steina, Tom McCarthy will be calling you soon to inquire about using parts
of your film, Somersault, in a program we are producing about NM art .
Keep in touch .
good work .

Hope to see you at the Museum more often .

Keep up your

Sincerely,
j
David Turner
Director
DT/lc
Encls .

P.O. Box 2087

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504-2087

(505) 827-4452

A Division of the Office of Cultural Affairs

Gregory Kramer
Nelson Lane
Garrison, New York 10524
914-424-4051
July 17, 1990
Woody and Steina Vesulka
Rt. 6
Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Dear Woody and Steina,
I hope this letter finds you well. I wanted to thank you for your hospitality on my visit to Santa
Fe. When we spoke about your move there, Steina, your comment was that it was clear to you
at the time that Santa Fe was the place for you to be. A number of other people said this to
me over the next few days. Perhaps this is also the case for me.
Of course, as a visitor it is very hard to tell how much of the openness and friendliness was
due to my visitor status. But in general the communication, the depth of commitment, and the
appreciation of the quality of life was attractive to me. Whether or not the concrete ideas we
discussed become realized is of some importance, but it is not the sole pillar of my decision. In
fact, Martha's visit to the area was what drove me to the area. I am following many scents to
the picnic table.
As I mentioned over the telephone, my conversation with John Cage contained two elements
of interest for you, (and many others less concrete) . Firstly, he is preparing a lecture series for
the Foundation for the Contemporary Performing Arts. I was discussing with him how my
working on the edge of technology brought up the question of where the technology leaves off
and where the art begins. I mentioned to him that in this way I felt a kinship with you and
your work; there are no apologies for the technology--we just dive deeper towards our vision
and there need be no separation of the stuff and what it is made of. He was then moved to
suggest that you may be interesting candidates for this lecture series and I readily agreed. Of
course, I don't know if you do such things as give talks and write papers, but I told him this
and he said that he'd like to pursue it. Rather than keep me in the loop, let me just tell you
how to reach John. His address is:
John Cage
101 W. 18th Street
NYC 10011
Let me know what happens .
Secondly, I told him about our discussions regarding an organization to pursue our artistic goals
and their associated technological demands . He suggested that the FCPA would be a good

place to apply for funds. If we can clarify the nature of our and David's non-profit vision, I
would be happy to get this moving. My experience with PASS and so on has been lingering
within, (in fact, Cage suggested that PASS also apply to them), and this may be a good path
for me to lay out as I see what my life in Santa Fe may become .
I am aware of the suddenness of my involvement in this concept and that, in fact, our visions
may not overlap. But, quite frankly, at this early stage I feel that it is appropriate to `go with
the flow', as it were, and see where the river leads. David struck me as a person I would enjoy
working with, as did you. Woody's willingness, after perhaps one sentence to me, to begin
discussing the guts of his technological concepts and their meetings with the outer edges of
engineering was engaging and I felt very much at home with that directness and the concerns
themselves . I'll let the doubts about my Santa Fe fate percolate at their own rate .
Let me know what you think of this foundation concept. There are many approaches and I
have no set ideas as to what can or should happen next . iklso, please remember to send me a
copy of the manuscript that you and David prepared. Meanwhile, I have had some contact
with Gottfried and some confluence may emerge from this .
I look forward to hearing from you. Until then, be well and happy.

r

May 30, 1990
Steina and Woody Valsulka
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, N .M . 87501
Dear Steina,
I have seen much of
This letter is in regard to our phone conversation today .
your work in the past and Victor Velt from Real Art Ways in Hartford, CT
recommended this new work . We would like to include a VHS copy of "In the Land
of the Elevador Girls" in the NEW FROM THE USA festival, September 24-30, 1990
in Sao Paulo, Brazil . A total rental fee of $100 will be sent when the tape is
received .
We have been going to South America since 1986 and produced a video exhibition
In December of 1988 Tigertail
at the Museum of Modern Art in Rio in 1988 .
Productions produced the New Music America Festival here in Miami . We have
found that events in South America are well covered by thee media and
well-attended . Audiences are hungry to see new work . Social gathering with
friends and food are often filled with lively discussion of what is being shown
in town . While there is very little money their is a great deal of interest .
NEW FROM THE USA produced by Tigertail Productions is being hosted by the Museum
of Image and Sound in Sao Paulo in collaboration with two other organizations in
Sao Paulo . The Museum produces an International Video Festival each year . NEW
FROM THE USA will include the works by 20 video artists . The videos will be
screened daily from 2-10pm at the Museum . Other events in music and dance will
take place throughout the week . The videos will be changed by hand as they do
not have automatic rewinding machines . A schedule will be put in place listing
when which video will be shown . The videos will be hand-carried to and from
In
Brazil .
They will be immediately returned in the first week of October .
the
Museum
spite of financial difficulties Sao Paulo is active artistically and
is well-regarded .
There will be written materials on all of the videos, but
The materials will be in Portuguese . The Museum
there will not be a catalog .
will do the translating from English to Portuguese .

I will need a description of the video, a brief one-page artist statement
discussing the process or philosphy of the work, an artist bio, 3 color
transparencies of the actual video and 3 black and white 8x10 photos of the
actual video .
The promotional and descriptive materials I will need by the 30th
of June .
The video itself I will need by August 15, 1990 . A brief letter of
agreement will follow shortly .
Each artist will be sent copies of the descriptive materials on the festival .
If there are further questions please contact me at 305-324-4337, 842 N .W . 9th
Court, Miami, Florida 33136 .
I look forward to seeing your work and including
it in the festival .
Sincerely,

MKL : ml

ALTERNATE CURRENT INC
i n t e r a a t i o a a 1
34 East 30th Street. 3rd Floor
New York. NY 10016
(212) 6842266
Telex: 661841 Fax: (212) 684 2277

JOB #

Attn :

STEINA & WOODY

310
From:

SUSAN MILANO

212-684-2277 (fax)
Fax : 505-473-0614
Re :

?12-X684-2266 (phone)
Date : JU NE 1, 1990

No of Pages

Message :
Dear Steina & Woody,
I spoke with Marian dePury yesterday and she was very helpful and
in fact, the referee role has now been cast .
This morning I wrote
Walt Smith a note confirming everything and told him that this
is probably the most unusual casting experience he has ever had
but that it would probably be matched by the shoot itself .
So thank you for your help with this .
I just wish that something
would come my way where I could hire you directly . . .
You both sounded well and life in Santa Fe seems to be,agreeing with
you . But then, why shouldn't it??? Robert and I really want to
make a trip to your area when we can spend a little time and do
some exploring by car etc . He's never been to the southwest and
everytime I've come it's been pretty frantic .
So this is one
of our "trips we'd like to take" things .
I'm also saving frequent
flyer miles for a vacation like this since we now spend any spare
funds working on a house that Robert put up on land we have upstate .
This developed over the last two years . We had bought about 25 acres
several years ago (not in some trendy/expensive area but rather in
a small town between Binghamton and Oneonta) and Robert wanted to
put up a house so that we could stay there .
I told him I couldn't
deal with the hassle and the cost so he really did it on his own .
The place is somewhat barn-like in appearance and was built as a
finished shell (septic, well, electric line, rough plumbing, roof,
insulation, storm windows but no interior walls or finishing) .
So
Robert (and ultimately I) has been doing the rest of the work bit
by bit .
Despite my original misgivings I'm finding that I enjoy
working up there and both of us have thrown ourselves into landscaping
etc .
So this is what life is like lately . . . .working whenever I can
and then getting away on an irregular basis .
So if I'm likely to be out your way I'll certainly get in touch and
I urge you to do the same if you're coming East . You can always
stay on our guest mattress .
Stay well and thank you .

RTL plus Deutschland
Femsehen GmbH Ft Co .
Betriebs-KG
Aachener Strage 1036
D-5000 K61n 40
Telefon (0221) 4895- 600
Telex 8886 328
Telefax (0221) 4895-690
Teletex 2 2143 66
RTL plus - Postfach 40 05 50 - D-5000 Koln 40

Kommunikation

Ms . Steina
Mr . Woody Vasulka
RT6 Box 100

24 .2 .1989

Santa Fe, N .M . 87501
USA

CQJ

K-r ...
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You may possibly have heard of my name . I used to be
employed by Sony Deutschland up to August 15th, 1988,
where I was involved nationally and internationally with
art and culture, particularly with promoting video art .
My most recent involvement in this respect is to start
in March of this year in the Kunstverein in Cologne and
in various other localities in Cologne . It will then be
taken up initially in Berlin and Zurich .
Since August 15th, 1988, I have been working with RTL
plus,
the
largest
private
television broadcasting
station in the Federal Republic of Germany, where I have

been responsible for communication . I intend to try and
continue my artistic activities in the field of video
art . I therefore had the idea of taking up the theme of
the video retrospective and of exhibiting drawings and
pictures of the participating artists in our gallery as
a complement to the video works .

Rechtsform der Gesellschaft : Kommanditgesellschaft - Sitz der Gesellschaft : Koln - Handelsregister: K61n HRA 11943
Pers6nlich haftender Gesellschafter : RTL plus Deutschland Fernsehen Beteiligungs-GmbH -

Geschaftsfuhrer:
Dr. HelmutThoma, Erich Staake

I would be extremely happy if you accept the idea and
participate in it . If you agree with the idea, then I
would be extremely grateful to you if you could send us
one of your works as soon as possible . I should like to
ask that you inform me also of the value of your work so
that we may insure it accordingly . There would probably
also be sufficient time if you were to bring your work
with you when you come to set up your video work in
Cologne .
Wulf Herzogenrath and Edith Decker are also very
supportive about my idea, and would be happy to provide
further information .
Kind regards,
Yours

pvt
Peter Hoenisch

APR-29-1993
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April 29, 1993

Steina Vasulka
VIA FAX 505--473-0514
Dear Steina :
Per our conversation, I'm requesting for private viewing only, a
half-inch copy of your Jimi Hendrix footage from the Fillmore East .

I will do nothing with this video without your authorization, and it
will never leave niy possession .
You can Federal. Express it to me, account number 1338-9883-2, address :

Adam Fields
433 North Camden Drive
Suite 500
Beverly Hills,

90210

CA

Thanks,

ADAM FIELDS
PETERS ENTERTAINMFNT COMPANY

433 Y, CAMDEN (1500, $EVERLY HILLS, C .0. 90210 3101246 " 4830

FAX 3101246 " 4869
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From : UMAS / DIDEROT

FAX :

(519) 369-5831

Aug.19.2023

06 :30 PM
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Steina and Woody Vasulka
Fax: 505 473 0614
April 18, 1993
Dear Sleina,
I ant very pleased that you have expressed interest in being our guest for one month to teach a master class
in electronic niedia . 1 don't say Mdco'to keep it more general . UMAS would like to invilc both of you at
the same time, if this is possible for you, I am not very familiar with your work, which I regret, but
Canada doesn't give rrie any possibilities to see international video art as t already told you on the phone.
And in Europe T must have been at the 'wrong' festivals, 1 know sonic of Woody's tapes and l Rape you
both can provide us with a compilation of works and outer support material SIICII as catalogues and
biographies .
We will try to get. funds from the Canada Council Visiting Foreign Artists Program. To qualify for a
grant under this program the visiting artists are expected to teach workdiops and teach master classes for
professional artists or advanced students . Visits may extend for a period oftwo weeks to four months.
Besides we would like to set up shows for ,you in Ontario . For that reason it is important to have your
support . nt,9icrial its soon as possible because the galleries plan so many months ahead,
Now some information about UMAS: Ortil.ed Media Ails Studies is a nonprofit artist-ruts organization
and has been operating since 1984 . It promotes, exhibits and distributes Nvork by artists working in video,
filet, electronic media arid photography . Since Horse years UMAS is operating out of Durham, a small
town, 160 kin northwest of Toronto, This year UMAS will host two artists-in-residence from May to July
1993 : Andrea van dcr Stracten (Germany) and Jochen Traar (Austria), In Ck;lober we will have an
international exhibition ofvideo art, selected by curators from Europe, Canada and the USA .
Ifyou have any suggestion's what you would like to do at UMAS during your stay I would like to hear
thcrtt . We are not well equipped for video, but of least we have sonic VCRs and Monitors, if an editing
suite is required we could try to set tip something with Ed Video in Guelph .
Looking forward to hear front you soon,
Sincerely,

Ilse GASSinger
Box 889 Durham
antorlo NOG IRO

r.- 519 - $69 3025
A, 519 - 369 5831

SUMNER + BURNING BOOKS

5058206216

Ptolemy
Ars Electronica, Linz, Austria, 1990
L'immagine Elettronica Festival, Ferrara, Italy, 1991
Tokyo Four

L'immagine Elettronica, Festival, Ferrara, Italy, 1991
Denver Art Museum, Denver Colorado, 1992
Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki, Finland, 1992
Manifestation for the Unstable Media, S'Hertogenbosch, Holland, 1992
The Gallery at the Rep, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1993
Atlantio Center for the Arts, Smyrna Beach, Florida, 1993
Hallwalls Contemporary Arts Center, Buffalo, New York, 1993
Vocalizations
Ohio University, Bowling Green, Ohio, 1990
Manifestation for the Unstable Media, S'Hertogenbosch, Holland, 1992
Borealis

National Gallery of Iceland, Reykjavik Iceland, 1993

LIVE VIDEO PERFORMANCES :

Interactive violin-controlling, videodisc performances, titled "Violin Power" when
performed solo and "Hyena pays" when performed with Michael Saup (guitar)
Violin Power
Center for Contemporary Arts, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1991
Brno Polytechnic Institut, Brno, Czechoslovakia, 1992
oc
a e edia Club, Prague, Czechoslovakia, 1992
l`National Gallery of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland, 1993
Telluride Institute, Telluride, Colorado, 1993
Hyena Days
Ars Electronica, Linz, Austria, 1992
S'Hertogenbosch, Holland, 1992
Deutsche Welle T.V . Program, Frankfurt, Germany, 1992

From : UMAS / DIDEROT

FAX : (519) 369-5831

Steina and Woody Vasulka
Fax- 505 473 0514

Aug .19 .2Q23

86 :30 PM

1i TA445

August 18, 1993
Dear Steina,
Find enclosed a copy of the letter 1 faxed to you in April and a contract in regards to our
upcoming video exhibition Los Lieux de Video .
The reason why we ask the artists if they are interested in having their work distributed
in Canada is mainly based on the fact, that art colleges or universities hesitate to order
tapes from outside Canada because they don't want to deal with customs and other
problems . And this creates a teaching situation, where students mainly hear about
Canadian video art. I don't think, that we will make any money on distribution, also
considering the fact that we work from project to project and can't rely on an operating
grant. But it is worth trying to get work international video art into schools.
I will send you the outline of the Visiting Foreign Artists program from the Canada
Council by mail . It will give you an idea what we need from you to apply for money.
There is still time left and if you have any questions or suggestions, please contact me.

With warm yegards,

Ilse Gassinger

268 George St. E . Box 889 Durham Onlorio NOG IRO Canada lcl : 519 369-3025 fax; 519 369-5831

Pot

SUMNER + BURNING BOOKS

August 23, 1993
Joe Matazzoni
Voyager
578 Broadway #406
New York, NY 10012

5055206216
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Dear Joe,
Enclosed Is a videotape of the installation of Pioneers of Electronic Art last year in Linz,
Austria. Peter Weibel, who directed the exhibition, created his excerpt for Austrian
television . Steina made hers for her own enjoyment and as a document of the
antecedent events . The show was a huge success, the Vasulkas were interviewed
by
major networks from several countries and attendance was very good . Mayors,
councilmen, and other officials were arguing about who should take the credit for
having arranged such a momentous exhibition . Subsequently, the Vasulkas have
received a number of requests from Universities and institutions in the U .S. and
overseas both for purchase of the laserdisks with Interactive catalogue, and for a
repeat of the exhibition . Currently, the focus is on an exhibition in the
United States,
hopefully at the Whitney, curated by John Hanhardt . Possibly also there will
be an
exhibition in connection with the major retrospective Sob Riley Is staging of the
Vasulkas' work at SFMMA in 1995 .
As you know, Michael designed the catalogue and worked closely with Steina and
Woody and the technical crew to calibrate the text with the exhibit and the disks . David
Dunn edited the book and he will coordinate any related exhibitions . We have
been
discussing with the Vasulkas how the proposed publication by Voyager of the
laserdisks might be accomplished. Michael and I would coordinate this part of the
project with you, In other words we can design and edit the work to suit
Voyagers
specifications . Woody will be In the Czech Republic this fall on a teaching fellowship .
Steina and David are both available for work on this project.
Here is a rough outline of what the laserdisks and videotapes contain:
Five ill hour disks, (2 ill hours) include information on the machines and
their creators . One is a music disk, it is correlated exclusively with David Dunn's
historical summary essay about early electronic music instruments, which addresses
the aesthetic influence those instruments had on emerging video . A second is an
"info" disk, which summarizes (in short excerpts) all the machines and makers with
samples of images the machines generate, [We sent you a copy of that disk.] The
three additional disks are thematic visual essays about early concepts and
techniques explored by the artists and the scientists .
Five hours of videotape comprise Steina's selected tape library of essential
videotapes that utilize the machines and the concepts of the designers . These five
hours would be easily publishable as laserdisks and constitute a major contribution to
any survey of early video. Most of the tapes are not published in any other form
Steina collected these works over the years from her friends and associates .
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exhibit itself : one
segment made by Peter Weibel and one by Steina [which you now have in your
hands.]
Our proposal Is that there be a six-ten disk package (one-hour disks) with a reprint
(slightly altered) of the catalogue. The videotape of the exhibit might be utilized on a
disk by Itself as a virtual visit to the event where as you can see on the tape, visitors
were actually able to interact with and create things on the fully-operating machines .
The music Info disk would also be good by itself because departments of music will
wish to purchase that one, with David's essay perhaps published separately as a
booklet. [There is no comprehensive history of electronic music that correlates the
images, sounds and historical context. Every accredited academic music department
now has to have an electronic music department as well, so the market and need for
this history is large . Jim Tenney, the first computer composer in the USA called this
cbsdy 1lie uust liibtuiy u( uluutrullIG music, yet written ."] David Could easily provide
longer music excerpts to complete a one-hour disk . the remaining "info" and "nano"
disks would comprise two hour-long disks, that leaves 2-4 disks to be utilized for
Steina's tape library . The tape library was included In the exhibit as a theater with a
matrix of stacked monitors . The five-hours were played continuously during the exhibit.
The presentation on laser disk would of course allow greater freedom and flexibility in
viewing the material, and would provide an excellent format for didactic presentation .
The book could be reprinted exactly as is. The German printers (Robert Wilk) did an
excellent job, and they still have the plates . However, minor changes could also be
effected to Improve the packaging of the disks with the book. We would need to re
calibrate some of the bar codes (that can be accomplished quite easily by removing
existing ones from the plates and providing supplementary sheets) . Also, a few essays
at the end would be dropped, and others could be added. There is also the possibility
for revising the entire concept of the book to fit in with a catalogue for an exhibit at the
Whitney or elsewhere. [An interactive book might also be developed based on the
exhibit at the Whitney itself, a simulated visit in which machines are accessed in the
same arrangement as occurs in the larger architectural space.]
A big question in your mind must be the rights for all this material . The video
samples should not be a problem-most of those people are friends of the Vasulkas'
and happy to have their work included . They own the rights to their material . The music
disk may be a little more problematic but David Dunn assures us that it can be
resolved . Many excerpts are in the public domain or would be considered as
"academic quotations ."
No one else has put together this early history of the invention of visual and sound
synthesizers . Woody and Steina were there, they had there hands in it, themselves
having helped to devise some of the instruments, and they have gone on to create their
major works based on those early explorations . David is a well-known and important
electronic music composer whose focus has been on recording and processing natural
sounds and investigating the effects on human cognition .(See profiles attached_)
We can work up a budget for you If you give us an idea of what you see as the
scope of the project : : How large, time frame, how this might interface with other events,
exhibits, etc. It seems like the right time to portray this unique experimental pre-digital
culture, which was the origin of electronic visual media as a cultural enterprise .
Approxlrnately 1!Z hour of videotaped material

of the
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FAX

ATTN :

Steina Vasulka
Dear Steina,

St. Paul 03 .08 .93

Page i of 2

hello! Here is the long awaited review of the Superboom. We still haven't had
a chance to shoot our footage, but my friend Steve has been using it for the last
several weeks in Greece and reports that it works without flaw. He says that you
need to have some upper arm strength in order to carry it around for extended
periods of time, and that the color video monitor that it comes with is not very
handy. I hope that this isn't too late! I am writing for a number of reasons. First, I
would to thank you and Woody for having me over while I was in Santa Fe. The
great news (at least I hope it is great) is that I will be back soon . Christoph Nebel
(from Austria who had you speak over at the artificial intelligence institute), my
girlfriend, and I are all going on a nice roadtrip this summer. I am not sure if
Christoph told you or not, but he received a grant to travel to the "roots" of his
artistic inspiration, he put down your collection of video equipment as his roots.
He is coming to Minnesota first and as my girlfriend Krista and I were planning a
roadtrip, we decided to invite him to ride with us. What we would like is a place in
your backyard to camp out, we all have tents so all we need is same space . I
promise to cook you a wonderful dinner as well! We were planning to be in Santa
Fe around the 10th of September and stay for about three days . Let me know what
you think of this.
I would like to get copies of things that Woody and yourself have written. I
am interested in reading some more of your work. My projects with Native
American networks is going well. I will be speaking at the FISEA this year on Native
Patrick Maun
2188 Goodrich Ave . St . Paul MN 55105 U .S .A .
Tel . 612-(69,0)-2514 " Fax (612) 698-3922 " -buto-hOwell .sf .ca .u s
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art and networks. I am looking forward to that. I ran into the work of someone you
and Woody know; a woman from Santa Fe named Anne Farrell . She submitted
some work to a gallery/institute I am working for (I am on the faculty) called
CyberPlex. I like what I have seen of her work, it is very organic and shows a nice
chaos and lack of an overpowering central object that is very refreshing . I will
hopefully be curating a show of new European computer/video artists sometime
this winter and am always on the lookout for new work. If either you or Woody
come across something interesting please let me know.
Well, I am going to cut this short . I will give you a call sometime soon . I
hope to hear from you soon!
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SUPREME PARTi LES
AN/TO

Company : THE VASULKAS
' Person:
Steina
Address:
FAX-Nr:
001 - 505 - 473 - 0614

VON/FROM

Michael Saup
SUPREME PARTICLES

Krogerstr. 2
D 6000 Frankfurt 1, Germany

FAX : (0)69 143 92 01
TEL: (0)69129 10 87, 43 63 33
Datum/Date :
Seite/Page 1

July 29, 1993
von/from 1

MESSAGE :
Dear Steina,
thanx for the fax & the application . I think, I will be going for Silicon Grants
in Hell-Sin-Key.
Anyhow, i would be honoured if we could do a glamourous concert on
landed fins. I would suggest a title like Reptile Reunion - Big & Bang, or
something even smarter.

By the way, did you

get the

V2 CD? Its

funny.. .

Anyhow, I'm busy and tough to the work.
The family is phantastic, I'm afraid not to visit the states this year. This is
somehow not my year, but my families & A. Maxwell's . He,s a very happy
kid what surprises me somehow. I havent had feelings like this ever before,
but of course I had to die for this ...
Hope to see you soon, miss you, best regards to Woody,
M.

V2
ORGANISATIE

manitestaties
elektronische kunst

V2
AUDIO/VISUEEL
videomontage
verhuur

POSTBUS 11007_5200EA
DEN BOSCH 073-137958

V2
ARCHIEF

verkoop
boeken, cd's,
video's, etc.

's-Hertogenbosch 19-2-1993

Dear Steina,

Enclosed the cassette (metal) that Peter copied for you. He told me that there might be
some drop outs on the tape as his DAT is also getting worse lately . Anyway the
recordings on the master are perfect so I will send you a DAT copy later when I know
that you can sync the tape with your video.
Thanks a lot for the syncstarter printschemes . The one you send first looks complete
an with good information on how it works but in your second fax (1/2 an hour later) you
wrote that this model is tricky, can you tell me why, what's wrong with it (beside that it
doesn't work with the 7000 and 9000 series) .
The printscheme that Woody designed is hard to decipher as some parts came out to
light (out of the fax machine I mean) . So if you could send me a photocopy it would be
better so I can read all that is written and drawn . The one Woody designed is only for 2
players if I understand the information ; is it easy to extend it to 4 players ? Does it
need instructions to operate and adjust ? I understood from your writing that the timer
isn't working properly so you suggest not to use it but to cut the tape at the end ?
Greetings and love from V2
Alex A.

V2 ORGANISATION - MUNTELSTRAAT 23 - 5211 PT 'S-HERTOGENBOSCH NL - TEL . .31 .73 .137958 - FAX . .31 .73.122238
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THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 8'1501
(505) 471-7181/PAX . (505) 4'73-0614
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Steina Vasulka
c/o Brucknerhaus LIVA
Fax : 011 732/28 37 45

C4~~Ao~c

Dear Steina,
Helpl I have been asked by lenders to the exhibition about
loan agreements . As you know, 1 have been requesting loan
procedures from ARS ELECTRONICA from almost the first day . They
have never even acknowledged my inquiry, much less responded to
my concerns . However, we have reached a critical point .
If
there are no loan agreements between ARS ELECTRONICA and the
lenders, and the lenders have only dealt with Vasulkas Inc ., it
would be logical that the lenders will hold the Vasulkas, Inc .
totally responsible for their equipment and its presentation .
Is
this an accepthble legal burden,fbr Vasulkas, Inc . - What do you
think?
AppIrently ARS ELECTROhICA feels that they have
satisfied their commitment by writing the brief letter that
states their intention to insure ;hnd return the equipment to the
lenders . Attached to our contract was a list of the "General
Conditions," but they are written ;.for the festival events at
Brucknerhaus and for the most part are not pertinent to the
"Pioneers" exhibition .
I'm enclosing a sample loan form that I
have assembled, but it must be sent to the lenders by ARS
ELECTRONICA, not us .
I do not know how to respond to the lenders any more, as we
can no longer put off their request for loan forms .
Please discuss this with the appropriate person and let us
know the name of that person, very soon .
Woody will talk to you tomorrow about the catalogue . Please
get me the name of the person working on the catalogue . We need
to make a few essential changes in the text and I want to target
the right person . Thanks . . .
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Ken Feingold
276 West 11th Street
New York, NY USA 10014
tel: 212-645-9485 l 925-3310
fax: 212-645-7495
April 19, 1992
Dear Steina,
Hope you had some fun on the rest of your trip. I was really happy that we were in Helsinki at the
same time and we finally had a chance to meet and gossip! Hopefully Nora and I will be able to
get out there to visit you and Woody one of these days.. .
Anyway, I found a copy of the Southland catalog for you, and also saw this obituary the other day
and thought about this for your Linz project, too..
Going back to Helsinki on Tuesday - showing a program of my tapes in the festival, then pack up
"Spiral" and send it to Karlsruhe... so this note will be short...
I have one request... I've been trying to get a "Disktator" out of Rene for the last year.-so I can
write the codes for Pioneer machines (which I use), but he keeps postponing and stafing .. .when
you told rn at you had given him the design, the thought later occurred to me that maybe you
could give e schematics for it...???...of course, just for myself-if you can, I'll be really
grateful...
Talk to you soon, I hope -

Monday, October 8, 1990
TO :
Roberto Provenzano
FAX : 39 2 54 .69 .101
Address :
AIACE
Via Morosini 16
20136 Milano
Tel :
2/5483986-55192985
Dear Roberto,
Thanks for choosing me as a candidate for the master
class . However there are certain complications here . We
are talking with Lola Bonora about participating in
staging an installation at Electronic Image which is
taking place in Bologna and Ferrara in early Spring,
1991 .
I would want to participate in your event only if I
could synchronize my presence in Europe to consecutive
dates and the project I am working on now, an
interactive media installation entitled The Theatre of
Hybrid Automata, would satisfy your workshop concept .
This would involve at least two people with the
installation, myself and David Dunn who is the co-author
of the project . Unfortunately it is an expensive
proposition, it would cost a fee of $3,000 dollars per
person for your event, an additional rental for a video
matrix, two channel playback (U-matic) and associated
hardware which we estimate not to exceed $4,000 . Travel,
lodging and shipping would be an additional expense . On
the other hand, Lola might co-sponsor the travel and/or
other expenses so some money could be saved . If this
sounds unreasonable for your budget we may still think
of alternatives . We are no longer invLgved in a single
medium such as video but we could offer you a lecture on
the concept of "Digital Space" which is described by the
attached paper . This would be a two part presentation
with video and audio tape material .
For your information, the address of Lola Bonora is :
Centrovideoarte-palazzo dei diamanti - 44100 Ferrara
Tel : 0039 .532 .207111 Fax : 532 .203064
With sincere regards,
Woody Vasulka

ARNOLD DREYBLATT

PRENZLAUER ALLEE 194
0-1055 BERLIN
GERMANY
Tel : 49-30- 2086277

February 21, 1993
Woody,
I've written to this Michael Kaplan about this IBM system, but so far no
answer. Do you have any documention at home? If you can find it and
copy it, id appreciate it if you could send it to me.
A publisher in Berlin just got a grant for 40,000 dm from Bonn to do the
Who's Who book. We'd like to do an english edition which would be
prepared here on a Mac. It's planned now for over 200 pages with photos
from the archives. We're looking for a publisher in the states - any ideas?
The publisher, Gerhard Wolf, (husband of the famous east german writer
Christa Wolf) will be on a tour of the states in April and would like to make
some contacts. Let me know it you think of anything.
Otherwise, I'm dangerously broke again (the money for the book is for
doing it only), but a number of projects on the burner, trying to keep from
from flipping out from nervousness, will be 40 in summer, friends are
having heart attacks, my back hurts.
I was in London at the Public Record Office copying files on Trebitsch, lots
of other material coming in from archives in Germany and Washington - Im
going to have a mountain of original material in a few months: daily
reports from intelligence services, transatlantic cables, letters, etc. - much
more interesting than working from the biography - a proposal for a new
performance and/or etwas in the works.
Best wishes from the FRONT.
Love Arnold
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Bitnet : simonOnervm

Internet: simon@nervm.nerdc.ufl .edu
Ph . 904. 392 0865, 392 0211
Fax: 904.392 8453
Post: FAC 302

Gainesville FL 32611
Monday, March 16,1992

To: Steina and Woody Vasulka
Route A, Box 100
Santa Fe
New Mexico 87501

Dear Woody and Steina,
Thankyou so much for the videotapes and essays you sent via my ex-student Pat Grigsby. It was so kind of you to help
him in his work and to add your works to our small tape collection . It was a pleasure to see again some of the works I
was familiar with, and to get a better sense of your historical progression .
I read recently that you received an award (I can't remember which one): congratulations, well deserved .
I have been invited, and have accepted, the position of ArtShow chair for Siggraph'93, on the understanding that I will
do a small (around 12-15 works) curated show (as opposed to juried) specifically of artists using the technology. The
show will be entirely time based, interactive and/or virtual . There will be no two dimensional work in the show It may
be called "Machine Culture" or "Second Nature" .

I'd like to invite you (independantly or together) to consider proposing a piece for the show.
I note that you'll be at TISEA . Maria and I plan to be there too .
fond regards,
yours sincerely,

Simon Penny (and Maria Fernandez)

PS: Woody, I didn't ever receive the information on those processor and interface boards you said you'd send me. Could
you send it (again). I'm about to begin a self-navigating robot project so that material ( and any other choice tips on
navigation hardware, voice in and out hardware) would be very much appreciated .

4-15-17, Naka-machi, Machida-shi, Tokyo 194
Tel : 81-(427)-22-6510, Fax : 81- (427)-29-7251

90.09.23
Mr . Woody Vasulka
Box 10(),
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
Dear Mr. Vasulka,
It was my pleasure to meet you again at Dallas, although it was pity that
we could not spend so much time to talk each other.
How about the ARS ELECTRONICA in Linz? I wished to go, but could not
attend there because of my schedule. I wonder how the topic of "virtual
reality" could be developed further to the really interesting and rich
context. Did you find any challenging new proposals from other artists or
critics?
By the way, did you get my message which I asked Fujiko to transfer to
you in Linz. Just in case, I would write you a letter asking your favor to
help me again.
From the Fall semester, I am planning to organize the lectures on the Art
and Perception as one part of my course at Keio University . Pulfrich
Pendulum Phenomena, Bela Jules Random Dot stereogram, many such
types of illusions would be the items I am thinking to introduce with the
examples of art and science.
I remember vividly a scene of your video work for which you used the
Bela Jules' random dot image to show how some pattern appear and
disappear according to the movement of the pattern . I think it is very
good example to show to the students from the point of that context. So
that if possible, I would like to get the copy of the tape. Can I borrow or
buy the tape from you directly? I would try to ask my school how much
we could afford for the payment, but I guess it would not be good
enough to buy the art works for my lecture. I have made a documentary
tape of "The Wonderland of Science-Art; Invitation to the Interactive Art"
exhibition which I organized last November in Japan. If case, I can
exchange it with your video, although the value or your work is much
more because of its originality .

Would you mind to send me the fax on your response to it? Or you can
send me the Email to sakane@sfc.keio.ac.jp through the University
network . Or I would try to call you by phone around in the morning at
Vour time from my home.
I heard the place where I can buy such tape in New York. Is it the Film
Archives? I would like to get the list of the tapes we can access in such
video libraries. If you know the address of such facilities, would you
please let me know?
Sorry for my rude question, but one more ; do you have the address of
Alfonse Schillings? I tried to trace him in New York, but it was
impossible . Even Gerald Marks in New York did not know of it. He must
be in Europe . I think you must be one of the best friends of him .
By the way, Gerald Marks had made a beautiful video presentation of
Rolling Stone show by using Dr. Pulfrich' 3D Phenomena. It was really
well done by using many interesting video editing technique with some
ideas of set design.
I hope to visit your studio someday, and also would like to invite you to
make lecture with your works at my class, when you are in Japan next
time . This May, I invited Scott Fisher at my campus . He gave a strong
impression to our students by his presentation of the Virtual
Environment Workstation at NASA.
I hope both you and Steina are fine, and be busy in the creation of the
"new world". Thank you again for your help in advance .
Sincerely,
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Woody Vasulka
Route 6 box 100
Santa Fe
New Mexico
Ac, odyl

I promised to fax you a reply on your text "Towards Non-centric
Narrative
Space" . Actualy it is not the presence of your wife which remains me
about it . . .
First of all I think we have very simular intrests but ' happely we have
differences in our ideas (surely about this non-centric or centric
narration) .
Meaby I am this "young generation" like you said . But I don't believe
that older
people get so easy out of date, like the long haircut . I would not push
the
distinction of our age . I can tell you that the "old generation" can be as tough ,
and fast as the young one . (The pigs dammed .) As I am a lot attracted
to
performance and theatre I think I could learn a lot from you guy's . By the
way
the space that the Stadel give to me to work in is the kitchen .
The text that is added by this writing is the context of the project
were I am
working on . When you read this text you will see <<-Iat we have some
things in
common and some things not . If you want we can discus about it when
you are
back in Europe .
Have a lot of fun there in this Santa Morgana place . I hope to see
you soon with
the space rabits in Europe,
Kobe .
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Woody & Steina Vasulka
Route 6 box 100
Santa Fe
New Mexico
tel 505 471 7181
fax 505 473 0614
Steina & Woodyl

N LO j

We finished the exhibition with a "dinner together" yesterday . It's a pity you
were already gone Steina. A lot of people wanted to say goodbllye to you, but
some how I think they feel like they have missed the train .. . .
Anna and Michael are resp. father and mother, and their parents are
grandparents . Michael finished his installation one week after the opening, and
then the baby came very soon . Adriane is his name and he is like Michael says:
"completely normal, except from the big feets" . Christian(e) wants to have a
baby now, and meaby Ulli Gabriel too., . . Peter compared yesterday the Institute
n of life" is
with the group of Bauhaus and I was not very surprised . "Constru
the main word here for the people of the institute .
rt? What's
And how does the "cool runnings of life" continues there in the de
your new birth?
i hope to visit you some time there . When I can't get my glass in Europe and
Japan is not smiling to me, I'll come over to the other side . For me it's
important to break through the uniformity of a one level screen . My last hope
then is Woody's words : "all material is junk there", meaby I find a lot of
(screen)glass .

Have fun and sunl

Kobe.
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April 29, 1997
Dear Steins,

videotape

documentary
Rutt and 1 are making a
As you know, Steve
is to dedicate this
and the artists in it. Our plan

about the InfoArt Pavilion who thankful is doing quite well!
documentary to Nam June,
are as follows on the enclosed
sent
us
you
hich
w
Woody
The credits for the video
else in addition to you and
anyone
is
there
if
know
brief
sheet. Please let us
our piece, we have used a
In
tape
.
that
making
who should be credited for
with tape shot in Korea by
combination
in
Power
tape
and Steve
section from your Violin
installation, and performance)
interview,
(the
within
Bruce Marchfelder
our tape will be completed
that
anticipate
We
you will be
Vitiello (the performance)_
at that time . We hope
a
copy
you
will
send
we
the next month, and
corrections, or deletions to your
additions,
any
Please
send
pleased with it.
cynthia@rvi .com. Many thanks
email
:
or
513-533-3675
credits, to me via fax at
both of us,
again . With all best wishes from
Sincerely YOM,
Cynthia J. Goodman
CJG:yb

Yor k NY 10010 " Tel 2
137 East25th Street " New

BUTT VIDEO685INC
40 37
6
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"

Fax 212

STEINA VASULKA
SANTA FE

USA

C6rdoba,December 1996

Dear Steina,
I am sending you my works on video as we arranged in
Videobrasil at Sao Paulo .

The compilated tape contains :" THE SILENCE"(16'mute) ;"THE
EDGE OF RAIN" ;"REMAINS OF MY MOTHER" ;"THE TORMENT ZONE" ;
"CLOUDS" and "EMPTINESS" .

My works in progress are ;"MARY HAD A LAMB"(Jan .1997 .It will
be dedicated to you) ;"CONTACT WITH HORROR"(July,1997) and

"THE CAPITAL BY MARX"(December,1998) .

Thank you very much for your encouraging words .It was nice
to meet you .I enjoyed talking and dancing with you .I feel

you are a very special person .I'd like to know more about
your works .
I wish you all the best and a very Happy New Year .May this
year bring health,prosperity and peace to us all .

MARCELLO MERCADO
TE/FAX :54 51217810

RONDEAU 548 9QA(5000)CORDOBA ARGENTINA
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R~ R~ ~."''ILat tO uo vii't1L lt, i gave a copy to ' J aiiL Fleizchei: an.
Chris i+riaritiei - art~t then reactionS L=ouiun+t have beeTL bettei . lt'S wheat l
'wanted to hear. and if that'-- the iiiyact the boor will evelLtually ILave .
T~ ..
a 3" .
v' e SUCCeraeL

iiiiii a are .1 oilt wrZii . 'Me dI"fiefs network i," funct-- onin g regularly ir,
France avid V:-ith Gerrl'Laliy. We are about to add
:~:Tit ClidlLU diiu
SCzriartV " 11e Cafe OPciL.S at the end of March . 4ui viii" 2iiergi i5 goirq
into that rkovy .

QM

November 29, 1988
Dear Woody and Steina,
Sixteen days after the show closes and I still haven't
wrapped all the pieces up .
This form letter suggests the
difficulty of writing personally to you .
You have helped
make Post--Currents work by your participation and by the
thinking and sensibilities brought to your own work .
I am doing a video staging of an opera with music by
Michael Sahl opening April 27, 1989 at the Theater for the
New City in New York City . Many of the sequences in it
contain material made on the Fairlight, Amiga, and the system
at the Experimental T .V .center .
Its been done once already
in concert version at the Jewish Association for the Aged and
the details for the full staging are being worked out now .
Besides the A,B roll tapes I've made there will also be some
live interaction with the music .
There has been some interest by a local gallery owner in
the show and we have a meeting Thursday to talk .
Enclosed is
a little press generated by Post--Currents .
I look forward to talking with you soon in person or
otherwise and wish you well this holiday season .

Sincerely,

Neil Zusm(Vr)
32(.` Essex Street
Buffalo, New York 14213
(716) 881--1757

riedemann Maisch
Eigelstein 89/91

D-5000 On 1

Tel. 02 21 / 123392

Cologne,

5 .2 .1989

Dear Woody Vasulka,
To introduce myself : I am art historian and a free-lanced art
critic and video critic based in Cologne . Since 1983 I collaborate
to international art magazines like Kunstforum Int . (D), NOEMA
(A), Parkett (CH), and Mediamatic (NL), the last being the only
magazine in Europe which is able to keep the discussion about the
very actual problems in video and other media-forms in art in
flux . Last but not least I am curator for video at the Museum
Folkwang at Essen (not far from Cologne) where I do presentations
of video-tapes and also productions in the studio belonging to the
museum .
In these days a cologne art gallery asked me for a concept of
a program of videotapes to be established in the gallery-space .
The context for this project is a big exhibition in Cologne called
"$j,~prs rai ~~Xan organi zed by aohannes Gachnang and Siegfried
Gohr . An exhibition intending to show the history of the Fine Arts
from 1960 up to now . Video will not be included, and this is the
reason why the gallery wants to organize the video-presentation :
to point out the importance of video in the arts since 1960 . They
asked me and a listed nearly 20 artists including You . My question
now is whether You agree to add to this program one or two of Your
tapes .
At this moment I cannot promise a fee but I know that this
project is seen by the gallery as a pilot-project for a further
permanent representation of videoart in the artmarket .
Please let me know soon how You see the possibility to
participate, and please define the conditions .
With my best regards
OUAAA

THE UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
BALTIMORE COUNTY CAMPUS

Department of Visual Arts

April 11, 1990
Woody Vasulka
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Dear Woody,
It was nice speaking with you on the phone last week. Per our
conversation at that time, I would like to invite you to participate
in a video program that I am curating as part of show entitled
"Environments" being exhibited in our new "Fine Arts Gallery",
located here at the Department of Visual Arts at UMBC . I would like
to include your tape "Tel's" in this program. As I explained to you
over the phone, our depprtment has recently purchased this work
from Electronic Arts Intermix (contained on "Selected Works, Tape 4") .
The copy looks very good, and I was suggesting to you that we use that
tape .
Therefore it is not necessary for you to furnish us with an
additional copy .
I will send along additional information concerning the video program
and the show itself as these materials become available .
On that
subject, could you send me a short biographical statement and a few
sentences about the videotape .
I forget if I mentioned this need when
I spoke to you .
Thank you for your interest in this exhibition .

I'll be in touch .

Sincerely,

C-101~

Vin Grabill
Assistant Professor of Art

Baltimore, Maryland 21228 (301) 455-2150
TDD for Hearing Impaired (301) 455-3233

PRIMATOR MtsTA ZLINA

Ve Zline 4. ledna 1996

Vdzen6 pani, vdzeny pane,

dovoluji si Vas oslovit na zdklade doporuceni odbornejury, kterd na vyzvu predstavitelu
naseho mesta a okresu pripravuje rozs6hlou prehlidku soucasneho ceskeho umeni, nad nil
pfevzal zdstitu prezident OR Vdclav Havel. Jednd se o obnoveni tradice Zlinskfich salonu,
kiere probihaly v letech 1936-1948.
Vernisdi I. Noveho zlinskeho salonu se uskutecni v Dome umeni ve Zlinj 26. dubna 1996, v
den 60. vyroci zpHstupneni prvniho historickeho zlinskeho salonu. Vystava poirv6 do 29. z6"
1996 a poradatele predpokl6daji, ze se bude periodicky - trien6lne - opakovat. Na
doporuceni vystavni jury a z povefeni organizacniho vyboru Vds zvu k zicasti na I. Novem
zlinskem salonu. V priloze dopisu jsou nezbyine informace, text s koncepcni piWstavou o
akci a dalsi udaje. Venujte jim prosim pozornost .
Doufdm, ze pozvdni prymete a prispejete tak k uspesnemu prubehu obnoveneho salonu,
jimz poradatele chteji, v duchu kulturnich tradic Batova Zlina, poskytnout spolecenskou
prileiitost ceskemu umeni.
Dikuji a tesim se na setkdni s Vdmi ve Zline.
Spozdravem

Ing. Vladimir Dat'ka

JednA se o prehlidku soudasndho desk&ho um6ni, kterA se bude
pra*ideln6 uskutedMovat jako trienAle .
Salon probOhne ve vtech vistavnich prostorAch StAtni galerie
ve Zlin6 a na dalUch mistech, vdetnO exteri6rd m6sta (viz popis

projoaktu> .
Poladatel6 oslovuji na
250 deshich um6lcd vtech
generaci a vttvarn&ho zam6feni s tim,
le v roce 1997 bude navic
uspofAdAn -obdobn6 jako v pKpad6 historickich salond- i Salon
mladich .
KaW z vyzvankch um6lcb mdle obeslat NZS bud jednim rozm6rnim
Ci rozsAhlym exponAtem (rozm6rnA plastika,
objekt ti projekt v
exteri&ru,
rozmbrny obraz apod .) nebo dvdmi m6n6 rozm6rnimi
pracemi,
tj .plastikami ti obrazy jejich2 v6W rozm6r podstatn6
nePtesahuje 1 m . V plipadb grafik, kreseb a dokumentace akci je
mo2no poditat s maximAni instalaUi plochou o d6lce 3 m .
V?bdr exponAtd

md2e vytvarnik konzultovat s

nbkterim z dlend

nistavni jury . Zejm6na s t6mi, ktefi znaj1 dobee vistavni prostory
a jistt specifick6
to

Jifi ZemAnek

molnosti, jel v tomto
a Marie

Zahr6dkov6 (NO

smdru salon skitA . ,Jsou
Praha!, Veletr2ni palAc,

tel .
02/24301111,
24301012),
Olaf Hanewl
a Aleoa PotddkovA
~
{ es .muzeum vitvar .um6ni Praha, tel . 02/24222068),
Radek HorAdek
(katedra

vjtvar .vpchovy PF

\/aloch <Ddm

MU

umOni m6sta Brna,

Brn&

tel .

05/43321216), We1

tel . 05/4221B08), Pavel

Za\tloukal

(Muzeum um6ni Olomouc, 068/5229119), anebo pKmo pracovnici StAtni
.
galerie ve Zlin& kterA je hlavnim odbornim pofadatelem cel6 akce
-Ludv1k
ek a Ivo GedlAdek tel . 067/7210662, 32735 .
Instalace
v
jednotlivich
vlstavnich
prostorAch
budou
koncipovany jako relativnk samostatnd dAsti salonu tak, aby
tvofily -pokud
mo2no- n&zorovd neplilit
rozt&iStdn6 celky .
lnstaladni skupiny jednc»tlivich Usti pKehlidky budou sestaveny z
dlenb jury a pracovnibd SG ve Ilind .
PledpoklAdAme v4ak, le
instalact, kter& budou probihat od podAtku dubna 1996 se zbdastmi
i mdkteei vitv'arPici . Zejm6na pohud budou na *istavd zastmupeni
exteri6rovimi objekty a prostorowimi projekcemi .
Ddle2itou podminkou

ddasti je, 2e

vystavena mohou bit

pouze

UdbornA jury I . Nov6ho zlinskdho salonu
Olaf Hanel
Radek HorAdek
Kaliopi Chamomikola
Marie JudlovA

Eva poxtrovA
^
Alena PotddkovA
Ivo SedlAdek
Karel Srp
^
Jiel etlik
^
Jena evdikovA
~
Ludvik evsodek (peedseda Odborn6 jury)
JiNi Valoch
Marie ZahrAdkovA
Pavel Zatloukal
JiN ZemAnek
Jaromir Zemina

Organizatni vibor I .NoWho zlinsk6hd isalonu
ing.Vladimir Oatka, primAtor m6sta ZlIna Wedseda Org .viboru)
PhDr .Zden6k DostAl, plednosta Okresniho deadu ve Zlin6
Milan Egner, vedouci referatu kultury Okresniho dfadu ve Zlim6
img .arch .Kamal Havlis, h%avni architekt Zlina
Pavel Jungmann, vedouci nakladatelstxi ex knihhupectvi Archa

ve
Zlin6
Zdendk Malota` jednatel Zlinexpo Zlin
Irena Dndrova, nAm6stkyn6 primAtora Zlina
Jana PolAtkovA, ekonom St6tni galerie ve Zlin6
~
PhQr .Ludvih evedek, feditel UAW galerie ve ZIin6
Leopo%d Vavrula,
vedouci odboro dkolstvi a kultury MWtsk6ho
Beadu ve Zlin6

1 .N no v ~
z &1 msk
29~dubna _ 29~zAef 1996

s aaI o n

26 .dubna 1996' uplyne pfesn6 60 let od zpKistupnOW prvmi
budovy Studijniho dstavu ve Zlinb a soudasM i od vernisAle
I .Zlinsk6ho salonu .
Do W doby nejrozsAhleW
a patrn6 i
nejvyznamnUM PKehlidky soudob6ho deskoslovensk6ho Wtvarn6ho
umOni,
ktera v jist6m smyslu nebyla dosud peekonAna . V letech
~
1936-4B
se
uskutednilo
elkem
jeden~ct salond' (probihaly
ka2doroM6 s vyjimkou let 1945-46),
jicht se zddastnilo Wdy
200-300 nejpfednfjtich tvdrcd .
A to na zAkladd v9zvY pfisn6
vistavni jury, kterA pecovala o to, aby na salonu byly zastoupeny
vtechny rozhodujici tendence a nAzory v soudobAm umdn' . Na
neutrAlni pdd6 Zlina se tak podafilo pKeklenout vtechny spolkov6
Ii osobni nAzorov6 tKenice, jet znemoMovaly uspoeAdat obdobnou
peehlidku v n6kter6m z rozhodujicich center zemd .

Salony
jejich2
zahAjeni
bylo
zpravidla
peenAteno
i
desko%ovenskim
rozhlasem,
ziskaly
velkou publicitu
v ceW
republice i v zahranidi . Jednotli*6 rodniky uv'd6li rozhodujici
~
ptedstayiteW
firmy
Bata
(nejCasthji
Keditel D . ipera) a
nejviznamn6jM detti histor~kov6 um6ni napf . univerzitni profesoli
~
a docenti A .MatUdek, J .Cibulka,
Fr .KovArna, E .DostAl, V .V . tech,
A .kutal,
ze Zlinskich salond byla firmou pravideln6 zakupovAna
dila pro dd*al
systematicky budovan6 mdstsk6 galeriw* . Tato dila
dnes tvoei soudAst "zlat6ho fondu" umdleckfch sbirek St6tni

galerie ve Zlind a vhttinu z nich znA ze soubor8 r8znich plehlidek
desk6ho um6ni v zahranidi prakticky cely kulturni svdt . My6lenky
obnovy salond ve AM se vedle zlinsk6 StAtni galerie ujali
i. rozhodujici pfedstavitel& m6sta a okresu i dalK vtznamnd!
osobnosti .
Salon nad ni ll zAttitu pfevzal prezident ^ VAclav
Havel
prob6hne ve vice v1stavnich sinich ve mdst6 . KromO Domu
um6ni a daltich prostor w9stavnd vyu2ivamich galoaril, ti" ve

zlinsk6m zAmhu a ve foyer MWtsk6ho divadla,
tah6 v prostorAch
muzea
ve Zlin&
jakot i
v nov6
pro ten Udel upravenL&
konstruktivistick6 budovd tOlocvidny u Mol ` a vzhledem h povaze
soudasn6ho um6nJ i v daldich exterWrech historick6ho centra
funkcionalistick6ho
m6sta .
V
pliprav6
i
je
obsAhlA
publikace_kataIog,
v n6m± jsou zevrubn6 hodooceny historick6
ZlinsW salony
a jsajI2 soudAsti bude
i rozsAhlA obrazovA
dok umentace
a samoNeW
adekvAtnim zpdsobem
* n6m.
budwa
PrezentovAn i salon novi . V soudasn6 dobd problhaji organizadni

a odborn6 psipravy salonu . Vedle Organizadniho »'iboru'NZS ` jeho2
pfedsedou je primAtor a jeho dleny dalti rozhodujici osobnosti
m6sta a regionu vdetn6 pfednosty Okresniho dfadu ve Zlind, zadalax
jil pracovat i odbornA jury slolenA z pKednich znalcd soudob6ho
deskdho um6ni .
K ddasti na v1stavd bylo vyzvAno na 240 deskich um6lcd, vdetnd
nejpfedn6jdlch
osobnosti
pdsobicich
doma
i
v zahranidi .
PfedpoklAdAme,
±m* NZS se bude periodicky (trienAlnK opahovat"

MM

MW

virazn6ji pfisp6je k poznAni a propagaci soudasn6ho
um6ni . Uspo&AdAni salonu voln6ho umdni v~desk6ho "batovsk6m duchu"
je i iniciativou sm6fujici
& integritd oboru,
vdetn6 jeho
organick6ho zadlen@n i do tirtich spoledenskpch kontextd .

PhDr .Ludvik `evedek
feditel StAtnl galerie vo* Zlinb

PfihIA9ka

na

1.

Navy

z11nsk~

salon

Pil'ihlatuji se k ucasti na I .Novy zlinsky salon, ktery, probbhne
26 .4 .-29.9 .199 4 ve Zlinds .
Jmd!no :
Adresa a telefon :
Podpis :
AI O +RAF I .

UDAJ

Datum a misto narozent :
Studia :
Samostatn6 vystavy od roku :

Lldast na kolektivnich WstavAch od roku :

Senam d6l pro Novy zl insk~'salon
Autor :
NAzev :
Datace :
Technick& Odaje - materiAl (pfip .s popisem instalace nebo
dokumentace akce)
rozm6r :
signatura :
Fotografie k reprodukovAni : autor,
nAzev,
datace,
rozm6r
technika

Y pY`ipad6 vice d6l je uved'te na pi`f lone k pi`ih1AAce .

VZOR .: Novak Vladimir
Lidovy ornament
1987
Ol .,pl .
145xi3O,5 cm
vpr .dole : NovAk,

1987

a

FAX

TO :

_ '

THE

VASULKAS

FAX

fftffp-A/c I t fir

PAGES :

Santa Fe, April 11 .

1994

Dear Peter,
Axel Wirths approached me for an exhibit in Bonn and
insisted on Brotherhood - Table III, instead of Hybrid
Automata that I had offered him . It will be shown there
before going to Ars - is that a problem?
My old time friend Richard Lovenberg called - to him Ambient
Intelligence is excaetly "his thing" so I promised I would
get your attention . I mailed his whole package to Ars
Electronica with a request they forward it to you, meanwhile
see following fax pages . Please understand, I am not doing
any curatorial pushing, rejection will neither spoil our
friendship nor mine and Richards .
By the way, did Axel ask you to write an introduction for
the catalog of the above mentioned show?
In a hope to hear from you soon,
Your Woody

ROUTE 6

BOX 100

SANTA FE

NEW MEXICO

87SOI

PHONE SOS " 471 " 7 181

FAX SOS " 473 " 0614

Rochester,1/29/97

Dear Woody,
I am back in the USA and I will be in New Mexico on the second
week of March . I would very much like to visit you and see your
activities . Also, if you have any time and desire, I would love to
do some type of interview on your current work and projects . I am
sure that a magazine like Afterimage (or other magazines you may
suggest) would publish it .
Will you be there in March? And Steina? Let me know, and maybe
you could suggest something I should read, so that I don't feel
tctal l it du-mm xahen 7 see your high-tech lab .
I'll try to call before coming, or let me know how we should
arrange this . I will be in New Mexico only five days . . .
All the best of the best to you!

200 Laburnam Cres . #2
Rochester, NY 14620
Ph . 716/461-9524
e-mail : map@geh .org
(Oh, of course I did not get the job at Worcester, but thank you
very much for lending me your name . . .) .

CONTEMP . ARTS CENTER

TEL :1-513-721 - 7418

Jul 02,93

15 :23 No .004 P .02

The Contemporary

Center

July 2, 1993
Woody Vasulka

Fax : 505 473-0614
Dear Woody :

phone . As I explained,
I was delighted .t o be able to reach you by
for
which your work and
underway
I currently have two projects
. The first is a
5teina's would very much be of interest to me
for
either late '94 or
scheduled
masterworks of video exhibition,
of your new
one
include
early 1995 in which I would like to
projects series .
installations ; the second is our video
of materials we discussed
I look forward to receiving the packet
we decide to show, we would
as well as tapes to preview . Those
for our permanent video
like to purchase for $250 each
collection .

to review .the materials which you send
Once I have bad a chance
me, I will get back to you .

yours! It will be great to work
I'm such a long time admirer of
with you again .
With all best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

513
721
0.490

Cynthia Goodman
Chief Curator

d

CG :jsr

115 East Fifth Street / Cincinnati, ()tin / 45202"3998

THE

VASULKAS

June 9, 1993
Dr. Dawn Leach
Kunstakademic Dusseldorf
Head of Archive with Collections
Eiskelletstrasse 1
D-4000 Dusseldorf I
Germany
FAX# 0211 1396-225
Dear Dr. Dawn Leach,
Thank you for your interest in the writings of the Vasulkas. I am forwarding to you
by AIRMAIL a package containing various writings on the subject of the use of
electronic media in the arts, and also interviews in which the topic is discussed .
Most of these materials have been published or are about to be, so please let us
know if you plan to include any portions in your own published work.
I would like to let you know that the Vasulka's book, Eigenwelt DerApparatewelt,
on the subject of the "pioneers of electronic art," was developed as an interactive
catalogue for use with laserdisc technology at the exhibit of the same name in
Linz in 1992. You may purchase a copy directly from the Vasulkas at the address
on this letterhead, for the price of $35 USD (drawable on a U.S . bank) postpaid .
Please send an additional five dollars if you would like airmail postage. Also, the
book is available through Peter Weibel if you are in contact with him . The journal
Eikon in Wien is currently publishing an essay of Woody's on the subject of
technological determinism in electronic artmaking . You may wish to send a fax to
them (0222 / 59 77 087) to inquire .
Best wishes,

Melody Sumner
for The Vasulkas

ROUTE 6

BOX 100

SANTA FE

NEW MEXICO

87501

PHONE 505 " 471 " 7181

FAX 505 " 473 " 0614

P
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The New Era Building
1115 Broadway
New York NY 10012
Tel. (212) 825-2035
Fix (212) 925-2040

Fax MESSAGE

To:

Steina £t Woody Vasulka

FAX :

(505) 413-0614
October 3, 1995

DATE :

REFLKLNCE .

The Swiss Institute

FROM :
AT :
FAX :
PHONC :

PArrs'

New York

Ctlristine Crowther
Swiss Institute
(212) 925-2040
(212) 925-2035

2

Sync Starter

Dear Steins & Woody Vasulka :

of Images" in our
We are presenting Alexander Hahn's "Of Shadow & Light-Riddle
10upcoming exhibition Video-11 See . The exhibition dates are: November
December 30, 1995.

both
David Jones is doing some work for Alexander Hahn's installation . They
.
the
exhibition
mentioned that you might be able to loan us a sync starter for
David Jones mentioned a price of $250 .00 for the two months .
The 3/4" Umatic machines we are renting are Sony V05fi00's with a parallel interface
and 33 pin connectors . Will your sync starter work with these machines? If so, how
should Alexander Hahn prepare the tapes with cues? How would you ship the sync
starter and could you give me an idea of approximate shipping costs?
We very much appreciate your cooperation and assistance and the good price you are
t look forward to hearing from you .

(s Crowther "
Administrative Manager

biegna d'art contemporain
e iton

The Vasulkas
Santa F6
New Mexico
USA

Our refs :TRIFA 95-588

September 18,

Dear Steina & Woody ~`asulka,

in
the video equipement used for your work exhibited
about
details
ed
some
enclo
here
find
Please
the Biennial .
however they cannot read NTSC, we also provide
We will provide you the SONY P.V .M 201 B & W, and whose stand is fitted with a motor .
the video cameras whi h adapt on the SONY 201,
.
propositions later.
We will send you the e~aot references of these
waiting for your answer,
Hoping these propositions will suit you, and

Thierry Raspall
plo Nathalie Janin

on, place bellecour, f - 69002 lyon,

f6l 72 40 26 36, fax 78 38 28 92

ti7teina ;Yasulkd
fax 49-69-43-63-33
Woody curd

Don Foresta
fax 331-4245-1312
Jan. 5, '1993
Dear Woody and Steina,
I `ve been invited to present my candidature as Dean of Film and Video at
/'"
LC-alArts,
replacing Ed. m deeply Lpouched by LLhe offer and have decided-1 t
answer, If they're interested in somebody with a European connection and
iilinr to let me maintain it, I would seriously consider doing it. I don't wart to
give up what I've done here, and I certainly would want to continue and would
hope that they would see art interest in my doing so. I would like to have a
Sincel
recommendation from you. If you agree, I'd need a rood from you soo
soon
be sending my letter at the end of this month . If it's ok, I will add you name to
the people I am listing for recommendations, and I presume the school will
eventually contact you directly.
1 A

~

T1
I

.3

Lo

Christiane has transcripted our conversation and says it's full of goal material .
I will be working with her on it Thursday. Once finished we will send it on for
your comments and she will then try to get it published .
All the best for the New Year . Lots of love from this end.
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FA}( to Stelna Vasulka
FAX from V2 Organisation
Alex Adrlaansens
Muntelstr . 23
's-Hertogenbosch
Netherlands
tel : . .,-31,73 .137958
fax: . . .-31 .73.122238

Dear Steina,
Your fax arrived in good shape, I understand that you arrive Friday morning at 7.30 AM
but I'm not sure wether you wrote a 1 or a seven but it seems more likely that It must
be 7.30 instead of 1 .30 .
I hope I can make It at 7.30 exactly as I make long days and get up early but to be at
Schiphol airport at 7.30 h, It means that I should leave here at 6 .15 h, in the morning .
So do you mind If I will be at the airport at 8 .30, so I have at least some nightrest .
Of course I can give you money when you arrive no problem, I guess you prefer to be
payed in Guilders as this is a good cuurency at the moment .
If I made a mistake in the time please let me know.
Greetings also to Woody.
On behalf of the V2 Organisation

Trevor Long

Ph . (5021''79-14 - 6
Fax (502) 24'-32-41

=ept . ~, lc""l3
=an alvador
Los, Vasull:as
Dear Wood,,
7,

te
Aaaa . .we1i . .yes, I thin):, mo-t pC~-1t1~.'e1"Y', d=-ffinitely ana
probabl -Y this tning with Syria and tine medi_a o_°.ier te Harts of
work somehow . I also feel a faint
the world raight
stirring, derived n :~, doubt from smie recessive ., trrgothic gene
for se~amp}T parts of the Danube where it. i s said -hat some of m-\,har 1_-', red their first gli1Tlmer of
creators in less glorious
ambition . But Istanbul and Assyria are close enough b-_~ t
suffice and, perhaps, nudge a diferent set of genuhistorical
responti-s . i,1~ . ant=: ,.edent~ were such .i~astti.r :;s w,,(-;d,;-, . . . are we
COUsins .
the -," ay of Z ",-isual
Anyway, I would like to do something in
document, I do not know if I can but it might r-a ;~J~~rtin trying .
Voi_. said that ,1-ou are bringing a cony camera and tFiat would by
good bec_au:,e it would b~ nice to us :. both cari,era_ as a.e wade
through ti -,--- environr -tent . It jviculd be even Letter if we had some
Ec~rt of det-ice to gather sound and bring it to cur (=ameras
Einotg .ln, or
witi ._~ut a bunch cf wire-- . . .like a Small but
.
CD
as
is
ii,
tine
ros :-essi ri
mics
or
even
better
a
mini
wireless
and
ri~a-be
-oa :io not .
Ma,
t
,
you
have
this
a_ready
;f : r . Dunn .
(We
remain
in
prirrlit__
e
d
::
have
this
then
bring
it
.
if ~~ou
zechno-bondage . ;
CI

It 1'oU are h,~1ding to your schedule then maybe we can meet In
Czech republic or Istanbul at the end of October or hegir,ning of
,r,~,~ ~ember _
_e ;.ve,d
. Do
have a fired for me i n Erno? I hayo
=n~:l me
the
Syria
visa,
than':
U
.
=u
tine appli~;ation for
ray
:or<<L
Email?
This
is
all
fared
frc.Yt
software for
and should never have to go to hard copy . Alright, ,go`.,;'r_-, .
Hello to dear St?ina .
Trcv .,r

RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
TWO COLLEGE STREET PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND 02903 TELEPHONE 401-331-3511
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Scott Rankin
1848 W . Cortland Str .
Chicago, Illinois 60622
Dear Woody and Steina ;
How are you? Happy New Year . I've been meaning to send
the enclosed for quite awhile . Perhaps you have seen it
already? This is the final version of the video tape
from hell that took four years . I hope you like it . I am
certainly interested in any thoughts you may have about
it .
We are moving again . Our new address is above . If you
want to send me packages or tapes, please send it to my
University address :
Midway Studios
The University of Chicago
6016 S . Ingleside Ave .
Chicago, Ill 60637
Thank you again Steina for your help with the US/Japan
fellowship . Things are good here . Hope you are both well
and that I see you soon .

Expedi teur : 01 42 17 04 15

6/05/98 19 :48:25

MIRAGE ILLIMITE
A ! To :
Fax :
De / From :
Date :
Page(s) :

MESSAGE
Steina & Woody Vasulka
00 1 505 473 06 14
Anne Grange - Dominique Belloir's assistant
06/05/1998
1

Dear Steina and Woody Vasulka,
These short words in order to precise the short talk I had with Steina during her stay
in Paris concerning the film BINARY LIVES by Peter Kirby.
As you may know, Electronic Arts Intermix distributes this film in USA. If by chance
you cannot get in touch with them in order to send copies of the film to Art centres
or other societies that would like to broadcast it, please contact us : we do
distribute this film in Europe and could do it in USA if necessary.

We are in addition presenting the film to several international festivals .
Concerning French TV, Dominique Belloir waited for an answer from ARTE during long
months : it has finally been negative . We have now to get in touch with other TV
channels : if you have any contact in Europe, your suggestions would be very helpful .
Knowing the answer from french channel is motivated by the fact that your work is
not enough wellknown here ( . . . ), and that we usually try to join the distribution of
art documentaries with new events : could you tell me about your exhibitions planed
for the next months - or next year - (name of the Art Centre / Museum 1 Festival + N°
Phone Fax) ?
Many thanks in anticipation for your help .
With our best wishes,
Anne Grange, for Dominique Belloir

Page 1/1

Sep. 6, 1995
Iowa City
Dear friends: I hope that Karlsruhe was good to you, and that the months
the
Siemens Medienpreis have found you healthy and in high spirits. Irena
since
and I are very well, and have recently completed our temporary move to Iowa City.
The Chicago era is behind us now, a fact about which I have mixed feelings .
During our last days in Chicago, we were able to borrow several hours worth
of Vasulka video from my acquaintance Wendy Minor, a great fan of your work
whom I met by chance at a party last spring. The tapes appear to have been copies of
public television shows done in Buffalo in the late '70s. I was surprised to learn
from Wendy that she had not obtained the tapes from the Art Institute Library as I
would have expected, but rather from the late-night Chicago airwaves. She named a
station in Chicago that apparently shows independent video quite often, perhaps
well after bedtime. But I was already permanently on the way out of Chicago wl n I
learned of this resource, and so was unable to take advantage of it for even a single
night.
Perhaps it will refresh your memories if I name a few of the pieces featured in
the tapes. The first programs featured Woody, and both Irena and I especially
laughed at "1-2-3-4" and "Evolution," works of the early seventies. The several
"paraphrases" of Magritte were also wonderfully audacious- apple-shapes drifting
across an everyday kitchen and gradually rendered opaque, deadened clouds sliding
lazily across another screen. The muffled rhythmic sounds accompanying the rising
anthropoids of "Evolution" were absurdly appropriate, and it would be impossible
to outdo such an evolutionary diagram as demonstration of the thesis that video is
a "horizontal" medium . No further proof necessary! The transposition technique of
"Grazing" was utterly unlike anything either of us had seen before, and it is possible
to imagine something being done on a massive scale by use of this principle alone,
applied to any raw footage whatever. The idea of image as object is one I find almost
incomparably important. It is possible that, locked in this idea, one can find the
germinal problem of 21st century philosophy, which is now faced above all with the
problem of finding some undeniable order amid the army of phantoms, spectres,
and doubles it has assembled in the hopes of overturning classical metaphysics.
The final hour of programming was of Steina's video, so much of it quite
haunting. Here, two pieces stick out for us above the rest. I believe the first was
called "Salmon River," black and white footage of various water-effects concluding
with an utterly horrifying scene in which a fisherman casts his line at the bottom of
the screen. I have never been so frightened and hypnotized by a simple fisherman.
The other work that, struck us quite deeply was one of a drive between two towns in
upstate New York. (Was 'Tonawanda' one of them?) We were moved to review this
scenario a number of times. Already fascinated by the early sections of this piece, we
were stunned to see it amplified in color at the end . Part landscape painting, part
video game, part hallucination. To us, this work posed a number of troubling
questions.
Now I've gotten carried away. The actual purpose of this letter is to let you
know that we'll be in Santa Fe next week. I hope that we find you there, and not yet
in Rome. Perhaps this letter will not even have made it there faster than we have...
Our date of arrival is the 15th, and our departure is scheduled for perhaps the
18th or 19th. We will be staying in Raven's little cottage-home. Till soon,
Cb r dZ q'M

24/69/1996
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Mon, 23 Sep 96 12 :32 :03 MDT
x-Length : 00000513
Status : N
Mime-Version : 1 .0
To : steim*xsdall .nl (steins Vasulka)
From : fbhosantafe .edu (Bruce Hamilton)
Subject : Hoard for 3teim
Dear 3teina,

Woody and I have been going over the needs for all the fall shows . We need
to make 10 new laser discs and build 6 sychroni2ere . We do not want to put
$1,800+ on the card right now as we will need these funds for ,your needs .
Since PowerSource uses DHL and ships internationally what would be the
problem for them to deal directly with PS? We really don't have the time
now to follow though on this . I am sure yvu will agree that your needs
should come first .
I will try to include 4 - 6 ft pieces of the frame aluminum with the tube
to Brno . Since the existing short frames are only 4'6" you will be short of
8 ft by 6 1 ' . Is this alright?

jr, 22 :52 18 . 2 .1997 +, Re :

attention

Return-Path : jr@xs2 .xs4all .n l
Date : Tue, 18 Feb 1997 22 :52 :16 +0100
From : jr <jr@xs4all .nl>
To : steina@krabb .i s
Subject : Re :
attention

(MET)

attention attention
where are you still carreening aroung the landscape
(around)
I'm still trying to pick out music for the installation
the latest news is they are goint to put a giagantic white inflated
castle in the middle of the room
with an equally gigantic text
LOSS OF SMALL DETAIL
EACH PASSING YEAR ; NEVER FAILING
TO EXACT ITS TOLL
KEEPS ALTERING WHAT WAS SUBLIME
INTO THE STUFF OF COMEDY
IS SOMETHING EATEN AWAY?
IF THE EXTERIOR IS EATEN AWAY
IS IT TRUE THEN THAT THE SUBLIME PERTAINS BY NATURE
ONLY TO AN EXTERIOR WHICH CONCEALS A CORE OF NONSENSE?
OR
DOES THE SUBLIME INDEED PERTAIN TO THE WHOLE
BUT A LUDICROUS DUST SETTLES UPON IT?

RUNAWAY HORSES YUKIO MISHIMA
well actually the text is just the middle part
loss is bills title for a piece he did with glimpses of this
peaking through the white background
it was a truely beautiful piece
this however will be more a matter of the muisic
because nothing else will happen!
and with Mishimas name on it there
is a good chance of another boat ride
kisses
jr
xox

Printed for Steinunn Thorlacius < steina@krabb .i s>

vladimir muzhesky, 03 :57 17 .02 .1997 , tape
Return-Path : 106352 .243@compuserve .com
Date : Mon, 17 Feb 1997 03 :57 :27 -0500
From: vladimir muzhesky < 106352 .243@compuserve .com>
Subject : tape
To : steina < kristin@krabb .i s>
Dear Steina,
they gave me this e-mail at Steim . Hope I can reach you . Well, if
you
ever get to read this message : I am still waiting for your tape (any
format) . You can send it to Vladimir Muzhesky c/o Simone Huelser,
Fuerstenwall 192, 40215 Duesseldorf, Germany .
For the same purpose
(I mean
my movie) I would appreciate if I can contact your friend who did
research
in artificial life . Well, hope to hear from you anyway .
bye for now
vm

Printed for Kristin Bjarnadottir <kristin@krabb .is>

1

jr, 19 :56 15 .2 .1997 +, Re :

hi

Return-Path : jr@xs2 .xs4all .nl
Date : Sat, 15 Feb 1997 19 :56 :50 +0100
From : jr < jr@xs4all .n l>
To : steina@krabb .i s
Subject : Re :
hi

(MET)

re seratonin
very ok seems managed
was too relaxed if anything in berlin
though the tech failures were un predictable (both broken cables)
I'm starting to think about london now but the piece changes
very quickly, colors go from red to white to black in a week
Kisses and hugs
email seems like instant contact and lacks the
proper hails and fairwells
Kisses and hugs
j oel

Printed for Steinunn Thorlacius <steina@krabb .is>

1

July 12 96
Hello Steina Hello Woody,
Too many moons have waxed and waned since we have conversed.
Hope you are both well. Steina, I hear rumors that you are dividing your time
between Steim and the Southwest. Somewhere in Europe last winter I saw huge
posters advertising a Vasulkas exhibition, and wished I could have attended.
Am full of curiosity about what engages you both at present.
I thought I would seek your advice about David Tudor.
Am attempting to help Jean Rigg (David's life-long friend) with decisions that
have to be made about the Tudor archive. There is an astonishing collection of
home-made electronic music devices that went into his works. Also recordings
of source materials and performances, and papers, scores etc. I thought you
might have some thoughts about where this unique material might ultimately
go, because of your experience in general and with the Linz "Pioneers"
exhibition in particular. ..
The Getty Museum already has some of D.T.'s papers, mostly annotated scores of
piano music by other composers from the early days (1950s and 60s). The
Wesleyan U. library has offered to take the rest of the collection, but without
paying for it. The Wesleyan offer may turn out to be a good solution, but we're
wondering if there might be an alternative out there somewhere? Possibly an
institution that would pay for the collection, as well as nurture it?
Money is an issue, despite the fact that some well-to-do artists who were
associated with D.T. can sometimes be called upon for assistance. David's care,
now that he is incapacitated, is expensive; and expertise is needed to do the
archiving.
I'm wondering if you might know of an agent / archivist who has personal
contacts with museum / library curators at institutions which might be
interested in buying the Tudor collection .
Anyway I'll try to telephone you sometime in the next few weeks, because it
would be nice to have a chat, just in general.
Have just spent 8 weeks reviving a 12-year-old piece for Cunningham that
Kosugi and I are supposed to play together on John Rockwell's festival at the
end of July. Got out the Apple Ile from the basement (it still runs!) and the 1977
Emu filters, and pre-MIDI interface cards, and tried to remember how they all
worked. I thought it would take 3 weeks. It took 8. But it has been sort of fun.
Till soon, I hope. Greetings from Terri!
my e-mail address: 0003314560@mcimail.com
fax: 212-966-1606
phone: 966-2943

Ih4Thl KLEIN-----LEIN
INDEPENDENT DOCUMlENTARY FUND
TELEVISION LAb AT WNLT/13
356 ULST 54Th STREET
N-Y- . N .Y- 10019
i45*

4-FEb-41

DEAR KATHY
RECENTLY WE HAVE PRODUCED A SERIF OF WCRl'lS
UTILIZING ADVANCED DIGITAL VIDEO TECHNIQUES* WE FIND
THE MATERIAL PRCVChING AND OUT OF THE ORDINARY . AND
WE ThINh IT JUST MAY FIT YOUR PROGRAMMINGUL CAN SEND YOU A VIDEO CASSETTE FOR PREVIEW .
AND SHOULD YOU bE INTERESTED IN AIRING ANY OF THAT
MATERIAL . WE WOULD THEN SEND YOU A OROADCASTAbLE CCPYINCLUDLJI VITh THIS LETTER IS OUR TAPELIST
1970-74 . AND AN UPDATE 79-40SINCERELY .
STEINA AND WOODY VASULIA
1600 OLD PECOS TRAIL
SANTA FE. N-M- 47501
PhONE : 505-943-4129

02-02-1'994

05 : 0/PM

FROM

15054730614
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NANCY MELT WALKER
J

February 2. 1994
ixar Woody and Steins,

Bravo Bravo Br&vo! The Ploneexv of Electronic Arts book from the
eLa is ORMT. In November I was at 8: T. C.
02aerosterreichlsches Land
In mY sure moments that I check it
and
Hank
suggested
Owego,
N.
h,
In
out . I was tempted to stop patching the 314 to the Amiga to the keyer
This leads me, to
to the Asiga to the . . . and just read the book but . . .

ask if you have an extra copy for ire to Purchase or if you know the
If you have a copy please FAX
mraaetmr's address so I can write to them.
sae the cost. Postage and your address and I wi11 send a check.
.T7e last two tfaes I've had reeldencies at E. r. C. . I was ONP1oring 3D
9etwesn
video.
The process involves layering videos bY keying.
noticed that
ava114We.
I
had
4
kOYers
E. f. C. "s efuiprent and mine I
keYer. I Was
Brown
rultilevel
the
George
owners
of
you are the current
possibilitles
and
what
the
Wondering If the Machine is still functional
I realize this may
were of sovehow dolne a residency at your studio.
sounds too much
equipment
but
this
Place
of
impossibility
be a complete
try
to
at
least
.
dream
machine
not
like my
Thank you aid twe a nice day.

Nancy M1i Walker
221 Carroll St .
&wklyn, N.Y. 11231
FAX" (7181 855-0658
Phone: [718] 858-6937

221 CARROLL STREET

TEL : 718-858-6957

BROOKLYN . NEW YORK

11281 U.S .A .

FAX : 718-855-0658

Vasulkas
Aqua Fria Rd #100
RR #6
Santa Fe, NM 87501
Steina & Woody I left Truevision January 14th . I'm a contract programmer, for the
moment . Sent out resumes to various places including Banff Center,
they're looking for VR programmers .
I've been working on weather maps . The weatherman may want a
paint system for Truevision's video record/playback board . I'm
working on the first of a series, hope springs eternal, of
Digital Video Art installations (DiVAs) . It's about dance, the
image is Shiva hence the title shivaDiVA . I taped the dancers at
St Mary's College in South Bend last November . I processed the
tapes using my MOVIES program at the Experimental Television
Center in December . I just finished building a life size plywood
Shiva . She'll have a 1302 for a head and hold LCD monitors in her
hands, two channels . I'm also working on transparencies for our
lightboxes and video prints . She opens at 911 Gallery May 13th .
We're thinking of becoming a non-profit foundation .
much going on in Indiana except basketball .

- Walter

C'kat%

r,/vz~(

a4~0,r5s -

ehols@ ash, caw .

There's not

170 Imperial Avenue
Westport Connecticut 06880
203 226-9420

Mr . Woody Vasulka
Media Studies
Annex A-8
Suny, Buffalo, New York

14215

Dear Mr . Vasulka :
Enclosed is a copy of my latest book, "Science and Technology in the Arts . "
As you probably realize, its period of gestation far exceeds that of any
known mammal . I hope that the results are worth the wait .
My publisher, Jean Koefoed, has kindly offered to let me send this complimentary
review copy to each participant who contributed to the book either with a personal
interview or special assistance . I appreciate his gesture very much .
If, for any reason, you should wish to have extra copies, please write directly to
him at Van Nostrand Reinhold Publishers, 450 West 33rd Street, New York, New
York 10001, and ask for my author's discount .
Thanks again for your help in making this book possible .
Sincerely,
Stewart Kranz
SK: gr
Enclosure : Book

WALTER VANDE MAELE

Dear Dr . O'Grady,

Since EXPRMNTL 5 - Knokke,December 25th 1974/January 1st 1975 .where,as you may know,I assisted Mr . Ledoux for tie organisation of the non-cinematographic .activities,my main interest
goes to the video-medium .
As I lack sufficient background to achieve any useful work
here in Europe,I would like very much to study at your Department in Buffalo while being self-supporting .
I expect to be in the States early March and would appreciate
very much meeting you .I enclose a curriculum vitae and some
certificates that may give you some idea about my previous
activities,although I believe such statements are of little
value when compered.with the observations of what somebody
achieves on the spot .
I hope very strongly that you will be able to help me realize
my plans .Meanwhile I remain,
Sincerely Yours,

Walter Vande Maele .

78,Vogelvangstlaan,
.170
Brussel-Delgium .

Dr . herald O'Grady
Department of Media Study,
Annex A-8
S .U .N .Y . at Buffalo,
Buffalo
N .Y .14214-U .S .A .

THE: PRANAKURNSRI AYUTHYA
COMMERCIAL SCHUUL
AYUThYA, THAILAND
This is to certify that Mr . WALTER
VAigDE MAELE is currently
teaching an English course (Teaching
English as a foreign
language) at the Pranakornsri
Ayuthya Commercial 6chool .
lie has been engaged since
August 20, 1969 . His character
and ability are satisfactory .
Given on December 24, 1970 .
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WALTER VANDE MAELE

Dear Woody and Steina,

"Alternoyements" means something like "vacillating"
and is the nearest description of my unlikely behavior since EXPRMNTL 5 .
I have no motivations whatsoever to remain in this
country as I have not heard about any planned activities where I could assist creators to express
themselves .
Since early January I expressed the wish to go to
;-7t ac7uainted with the videothe U .S .A . and to c
medium .Some people - and Ledoux is one of them have warned me that it would be very hard to settle .
Anyway I have now decided not to wait any longer :
I am flying to the States in March .
I am sending a letter to Dr . D'Grady to ask him
about the possibilities of studying at Buffalo
and getting a job on the campus .
So I hope we will meet next month .
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Memorial Art Gallery
of the University of Rochester
490 University Avenue
Rochester, NewYork 14607
(716) 275-3081

March 13, 1975

Cu

Dear

This spring the Memorial Art Gallery will publish a catalog documenting
our "Video From All Sides" presentation April 18-27 and including a
general summary of the state of video in the Rochester area - past,
present and future . A feature of the catalog will be a directory of
some resources : distributors, periodicals, books, equipment pools, and
the like .
You are invited to submit a page for this catalog, outlining your own
work with relation to Rochester area video and including any other ideas
you might wish to present .
It is planned that all contributions will be reproduced precisely as
submitted - no editing, no retyping, no nothing . We are therefore asking
you to observe certain ground rules in the interest of clarity and
practicality .
1 . Use one sheet of standard 82 x 11 inch paper, white, printed on
one side .
2 . Any kind of graphic style is acceptable, as long as it's black
and legible .
3 . If you want to include an image, that's okay .
4 . Please identify yourself clearly, and your affiliation if any .
5 . Deadline for submitting your page is April 4, 1975 .
Thanks for your help . We will look forward to hearing from you .

Joan gibbons Rongieras
Assistant Curator

JGR/ss

THE LIVING FOUNDATION
April, 1975

Dear Friends,
This is an invitation to be a part of THE FULL CIRCLE COOPERATIVE
MEDIA ARCHIVE AND LENDING SERVICE, a "wholistic"audio-visual resource
center being coordinated by The Living Foundation, Inc ., in Boulder,
Colorado .
The Living Foundation is a private, non-profit organization dedicated
to serving the evolution of human consciousness through the development-of media/arts projects which enrich Man's understanding of his
largely untapped creative potential, his moral and ethical imperatives,
and his relatedness to the physical and social environments .
Supported entirely by private contributions, the Foundation's initial
work has involved the design and production of educational media
materials and media arts programs . We have established THE FULL CIRCLE
ARCHIVE PROJECT in response to the need for a centralized, thoroughly
cross-referenced source for films, tapes, videotapes, and other nonprint media materials which embrace the concept of Man as a totality
of Being, ever unfolding into his own inherent wholeness .
To date, over 900 titles, (mostly audio cassettes) have been donated
to THE FULL CIRCLE ARCHIVE and the Boulder Public Library has offered
climate-controlled storage space in their new wing to house the
collection .
In keeping with the cooperative nature of the project, all materials
in the archive will be available for collective use by donor organizations, their representatives, and any other subscribing member/patrons
of the Archive Society . The sole stipulation that the Foundation must
place on material borrowed from the archive is that it not be reproduced
or commercially exploited in any way . Exceptions will be made on a
request basis for non-profit groups who wish to use archived material
for specific fund-raising purposes . The general guideline we have
is -- use the material in the same spirit of service in which it is
being offered to you .
ANY GROUP OR INDIVIDUAL DONATING MATERIAL TO THE FULL CIRCLE ARCHIVE
PROJECT AUTOMATICALLY BECOMES A MEMBER OF THE ARCHIVE SOCIETY . Otherwise, there is a membership fee of $12 .00 for individuals, $24 .00 for
groups or institutions, and $6 .00 for students . Membership is annual
and includes :

__ unlimited access to archived materials, either at the archive
facility in Boulder or through our mail-order lending service
(minimum charge for shipping and handling)
-- subscription to the various publications of the project which
include our annual catalogue as well as a quarterly newsletter
containing new listings, reviews, programming ideas, etc .
-- a consultation service to help you select the appropriate
media materials for your program or presentation
-- a search/research service to help track down materials of
particular interest to you or your group which may be unavailable through THE FULL CIRCLE ARCHIVE but locatable elsewhere
a free sales referral service through our catalogue for any
materials which have been donated to the archive project
(pertinent films and tapes which are not yet in the archive
collection may be listed in the catalogue by distributors
for a nominal cost)
the services of The Living Foundation, Inc . for individuals
or groups seeking to sponsor their own projects and who need
the auspices of a recognized IRS exempt, educational organization in order to obtain funding .
The first catalogue will be printed this summer . If you would like
to have any materials included in this initial listing please let us
know as soon as possible . We are looking forward to your participation
in this worthwhile cooperative effort and we welcome the opportunity
to discuss your ideas for the use of any media materials which are
consistent with the purposes of The Living Foundation, Inc . Naturally,
all contributions -- donated material, membership subscriptions, gifts,
etc . -- are tax deductible . In special instances when a group cannot
afford to copy material for inclusion in the archive but feels that
the material is relevant to this project, certain limited resources
may be available for this purpose . Please contact us .
All correspondence should be addressed to :

THE FULL CIRCLE ARCHIVE
Post Office Box 4370
Boulder, Colorado 80302

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT AND GOOD ENERGY IN HELPING MAKE THE FULL
CIRCLE ARCHIVE PROJECT A COOPERATIVE SUCCESS .

CT :mw

Christophd* Thomas, Director
The Living Foundation, Inc .

April 2, 1975
Ms . Steina Vasulka
257 Franklin St.
Buffalo, N .Y . 14202
Dear Ms . Vasulkaa
Further my conversation with Woody last week re your
participation as a staff instructor in Video Expo '75 Workshop
in October, I have talked to Grayson and at this point we
would not be able to provide more than the honorarium of
$300 .00 mentioned in our last letter to you.
this and look forward to your possible

We regret

participation

next year.
Thank you for your interest .
Sincerely,
Elizabeth P . Matting
Vice President
EPM/bp

SMITH*MATTINGUY
PRODUCTIONS, LTD.

310 South Fairfax Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Telephone (703) 836-3583

March 5,

1975

Steina Vasulka
The Kitchen
240 Mercer St .
New York, N . Y .

10012

Dear Steina,
This is to invite you or Woody to participate as an
instructor/resource person in our VTR Workshop 7, 8, and 9
October, in conjunction with Video El o 75 (Ah, the smell of
the elephants, the roar of the crowd! .
Actually, it won't be like that this year .
We'll be
conducting workshop tracks in individual rooms in the Statler
Hilton, across the street from Madison Square Garden, where
the exhibits are located .
In view of the various manufacturer's disinclination to provide equipment, we'll be going
more to a "show and tell" demonstration and rap session format,
as opposed to our maximum "hands-on" workshops of the past .
If you have handouts or other materials you'd like to have
duplicated for your track, we'll be happy to oblige if you'll
send us the information in final draft .
Tracks will run from 9 :30 - 11 :30 A .M ., and from 2 :00 4 :00 P .M .
You'll be responsible for the track on Video Art
and we've attached a brief list of equipment and a description
of how we see this track developing .
Your ideas, input and
changes are most welcome, as always .
You'll do the same track,
A .M . and P .M . for 3 days .
If you have questions, please call
us collect at (703) 836-3583 or 836-4260 .
Your stipend for
the three-day period will be $300 .00, which you will receive
by check at the end of your last workshop session on 9 October .
We'll expect instructors/resource people to be on hand,
in their workshop rooms no later than 9 :15 A .M . and 1 :45 P .M .
Our workshop coordinators will handle delivery, setup, and
breakdown of all equipment, so you'll be able to concentrate
completely on instructing .
Dress is

casual, and our overall aim is to provide

SMITH*MATTINGbY
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Telephone (703) 836-3583
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participants with useful, practical, cost-effective information on the application of VTR to human communication .
In order to get promotional/informational material on
the workshop out to potential participants, we'd like your
decision as soon as possible .
Call if you like ; but, in any
case, let us know by March 20th, 1975 .
If you want to participate, please prepare and mail to
us by the 20th a 150 - 200 word resum6 of your VTR experience
for use in brochures, ads, etc .
We're looking forward to working with you .
Best regards,

GtAyson - Mattingly
President
Welby A . Smith, Jr .
Secretary/Treasurer

Enclosure :

as above
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March 10, 1975
Woody & Steiner Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, N .Y . 14202
Dear Woody & Steiner :
Alas, I have to report that another potential "good idea"
bites the dust amidst the rising sound of jackboots marching
in unison . A sound becoming all too familiar .
My thoughts for the video show require a hustling temperament
to carry out .
In the process of approaching the various parties
concerned I discovered that I did not suit the pre-Weimar role
required today .
My enthusiasm for academic discourse was not
reciprocated on this occasion, and appears to not be acceptable
motivation in itself .
It was very kind of you to compile such a large cross section
of your work for review .
My students and I found the development
of your ideas thoroughly fascinating .
It was the first opportunity
I have had to review a comprehensive survey of your work . The
"biomorphic" experiments at the end suggest great possibilities .
How were these images produced?
Hope to meet with you again . Stayed with Bill and Louise Etra
recently, missed you by a few days I gather .
Good luck .
Peter Goulds
1659 Crescent Place
Venice, Calif . 90291
Tel . : (213) 821-8219
PG : eb

June 19,

1975

Mrs . Steina Vasulka
257 Franklin St .
14202
Buffalo, N .Y .
Dear Steina :
Glad to hear that you will be able to work with us this
To fill you in on what is hapfall in New York at Expo 75 .
pening . . . each workshop track will be conducted in a room with
We are making arrangements
space for approximately 30 persons .
for
you
(if it is 3/4 cassette,
to have a color playback system
2"
format)
.
We will make sure
tapes to that
we can dub your
Your
idea
of showing tapes
that you have adequate monitors .
made
sounds
great!
and talking about how they are
We can furnish you with a place to stay from the evening
If you want a room,
of the 6th thru the 8th, at the Statler .
possible
.
please let us know as soon as
If you have any further questions,
(collect) .

please write or call

We will be in contact with you prior to October .
Yours truly,

Grays,& Mattingly
President
EGM/lm

SMITH*MATTINGUY
PRODUCTIONS, LTD.

310 South Fairfax Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Telephone (703) 836-3583

Massachusetts Arts and Humanities Foundation, Inc.

14 Beacon Street Boston Massachusetts 02108 617 723-3851

August 28, 1975

Ms . Steina Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, NY 14202
Dear Steina :
Your help was invaluable! We are all grateful to you-for sharing your point of view
both as an artist and a panelist with us .
I would love for you to-return for our
September 9th meeting, but can well imagine you've had enough of Massachusetts' artists' programs by now (but if you'd like to come, just call me collect . . .) .
Thank you for the generous gift of your time . We are particularly fortunate to have
met with you during our beginning year ; your ideas and experiences will be of great
assistance to us in the future .
I will send you our new guidelines late this Fall and hope to keep in touch .
is a check to reimburse you for traveling expenses .

Enclosed

Sincerely,

Susan R . Channing, Coordinator
Creative Artists Services
SRC :LM
Enclosure

Susan Stedman, Executive Director

Norman Zalkind, President George S. Abrams,Treasurer

video artist

5

I would characterize the work of Ernest Gusells so highly origins l, electronic
media conscious and artistically innovative . His bizarre entertainment presents
us with totally new aspects of social and aesthetic criticism, leaving us no
doubt is a strong dilemma, forcing us in fact to revise our traditional aesthetic
habits and cliches .
i t is essential in this period that the applicant continues
end *Kpands in his involvement in avideo art, and 2 strongly recommend him for
this grant .

Yes .

Nobvelav W . Vasu list
257 Franklin Street, Buffalo New York 14202

Feb . 6,

1976

29 John Street
Room 1606
New York City, NY 10038
February 20, 1976
Dear Friends :
Regarding "Report on a Series of Performances of Dutch
Experimental Films in the USA and Canada, Jan/May 1975

11

which you

have just received :
I did not co-author the report and I do not necessarily
agree with its contents nor was I consulted .
If you have any further questions, I will do my best to
supply more information, but at this time, I would simply like to
state the above .

Woodstock Community video
Box 519 Woodstock N.Y 12498
(914)- 679-2952

Symposia on Electron ic Vedia
There will be a series of symposia on electronic media. held
at Woodstock Community Video's Artists' '-PV Lab during. the
months of . February, March, April and May .
The symposia are designed to encourage interdisciplinary
exchanges among artists, scholars and scientists of various
fields . Each s-;Tmrosium will feature a guest leader representing a particular area of interest . The day-long event
will include a presentation of the work of the guest and
be
open discussion, followed by a work-together project to TV
cable
taped for possible cablecast on Woodstock's town
channel .

The schedule for this first series of symposia is :
Monday, February 16, 2 p .m ., guest leader Ralph docking of
the :experimental Television Center in Binghamton whose special interests are photography and video ;
Friday, March 26'$ -2 p .m ., guest leader Charles Dodge of the
School of l,";usic, Columbia University whose special interests
are electronic music and computers ;
Monday, April 5, 2 p .m ., guest leader Joel Chadabee of the
Music Dept ., SU1`TY Albany whose special interests are music
and electronics ; and
in Nay (date to be announced .) guest leaders Steina and Woody
Vasulka of. SUNY Buffalo whose special interests are video
and electronic image research .
The Symposia on Electronic Media are partially supported by
funds made available through the New York State Council on
the Arts . Anyone interested in attending free of charge may,
contact WCV at 914-670-2952 for arrangments . Participants
will be limited in number and preference given to artists,
scholars and scientists interested in interdisciplinary
activities as described above .
Symposia is a program of the Artists' TV Lab and has been
developed as a part of an expansion and refinement program
of the Lab to serve a more significant role in the creatii_ve
environment of the Northeastern region . For further information about this and other Lab proF,rams, call WCV or write
to !ICV, Box 5'19, Woodstock, N .Y ., 12498 .

FREE
Record Collection

to Council on the Arts

(No
RECORD RATERS WANTED:
experience required .) Each month we
rate.
will ship you Now Albums to
You pay nothing for any records you
receive ; ail you pay is postage and
handling.
The program is simple ; in return for
your opinion, you will build a substantial record collection. Applicants
accepted on "first come basis." For
application write : E.A.R .S. INC., 6162
Washington Circle, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin 53213.
"This

research

program

is

15 December

1975

:eina,

guaranteed ."

This is the ad from ROLLING STONE
the otherday .

that I mentioned

On closer reading I espy that there

is a. monthly charge for. postage and handling which
me wont?-er hov, frr-;c is "free" .
written to ask ',them about it .

I've

I'll let you

7<- row .ahat they say if you're interested .

Hugh L. Carey
Governor
Joan K . Davidson
Chairman
Kitty Carlisle Hart
Vice Chairman
Seymour H . Knox
Honorary Chairman

P-5 .

k&tp, 6L;6a;i.,, e

Henry Allen Moe
Honorary Vice Chairman
Max L. Arons
Romare H. Bearden
Susan YagerCook
Miriam Colon Edgar
M. Irene Fugazy
John B. Hightower
James R. Houghton
Thomas P. F. Hoving
Edward M. Kresky
Victoria E. Levene
Arthur Levitt, Jr .
Dina Merrill
Alwin Nikolais
Gretchen Ralph
Oscar E. Remick
Dorothy Rodgers
Sheldon H. Solow
Andrew D. Wolfe

250 West 57 Street, New York, N.Y. 10019 (212) 397-1700

MEDIA STUDY INCORPORATED

3325 BAILEY AVENUE, #1 BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14215

6/30/75

From: Jon Burris
Re : Various impending dooms
I . Impending optical doom
When all is going well, we have five Bolexes, 4 with three fixed lenses
(1Omm, 26mm, 75mm) and one with a Kern 17-85 zoom. The problem is simply that all
the cameras and lenses were bought at the same time, about two years ago . Ripeness
is all, but when all is ripe things can only go downhill . In the space of
two weeks, four lenses have gone out of commission, two 26mm, a lomm and the
Kern zoom, not because of mishandling but from normal aging processes . What
this indicates is that the Kern lenses can now be located on the universal
temporal continuum somewhere between middle-age and senescence and` will be
out of commission more and more frequently. At leash one Bolex has gone
unused simply because there were not enough lenses to go around--a poor
utilization of resources .
The Kern zoom is a particular problem . Aside from its immediate malfunction, it
does not focus at infinity, there is a scratch dead center on the front element, .
While the lens is physically whole, for all purposes of quality it is defunct .
If possible, we should collect on the insurance and replace the thing, keeping
it for close-up work wheeethe scratch may be less noticalkle .

;~-

In addition, there is an immediate need for a good rescan lens permanently located
in the video studio (a 26mm Macro-switar works weil) . All considered, it seems
prudent to cover ourselves by buying 2 26wrm Macro switars ($302 .26 list)--one
; where it will receive
of those presently in repair can be used in the studio
less wesa-- and 2 additional 17-85 Vario-switars as the most flexible (and
chappest) way to outfit o r cameras and cover ourselves in cases of continued
malfuction . Media Study is also the possessor of a Kern 10mm Switar on
witting or unwitting load from ICC . Sooner or later I suppose we're going to have
to give this back ($265 .88 list) .
The Bolexes have held up well, although I've noticed some minor problems
cropping
and
uncentered
frame
up on students' footage (problems of registration, unsharp
lines) . If we can assume this dynamic of simultaneous senility to be a universal
constant, to keep us out of a stew smetime in the future we're going to have to
buy a couple of new Bolexes . I guess the lesson to be learned is that all things
go from those who wait .
II . Ars brevis .

.

.

Speaking with all possible restraint, the video studio is a disaster area . It is
impossible to perform most of the most basic video functions . The keyers work
well, but not with the Singer cameras (only two of which are working) . The sync
with the Sony studio camera (a fine instrument) is incompatible with that
of the system. We have no color editing capability because the 8650 is in
repair and one of our two 3130's is out to the university . B&W editing is

far from perfect because the 3130 presently in the studio rarely ddits cleanly.
Two monitors have significant lock-up problems . The SEG still has a bad super/
fade pot and the gen lock function is not all
that it should
be . Even when the Singer cameras are not keyed, the lenses are inferior and
the electronic focusing is next to impossible to adjust to fine sharpness .
The Rutt-Etna, a $5000 jewel,is completely unsuable and because we leave no
portapaks, the Panasonic must go in for repairs, there is no way to take
raw images for studio reprocessing . The camera failures could be alleviated in
their effect if we had s%me Sony portapak cameras to plug into the system,
but there are none available now and the forecast for the rest of the summer
looks unpromising . As I said before, aii what all this adds up to is that it
is completely impossible to perform basic video functions--the studio is
for all practical purposes down .
Obviously the first order is either to modify the Siggers or, more to my preference, sell them and buy something else . Production is impossible without good
cameras, so this has to be done immediately . Beyond this, even if the money
has to come from purchase funds, we need someone, if only quarter time or per
diem, to make standard repairs and maintenance ; The arrangement with Dave Bolera
is obviously- not working . itiza 1 1 aax b The studio would be much improved if this
person oould rewire certain pins so as to achieve ccmplete compatibility
within the system . These are minor things, but beyond my competance . And then
there is the Rutt ; perhaps Hans Mantell coutd make the necessary calibrations
in the oscillators .

mix

MEDIA STUDY INCORPORATED

775 Main Street
502 Sidway Building
(716) 847-2555
Buffalo, New York 14203

COLLEGE
EVALUATION FOR MR. JERRY KAMINSKI FOR EMPIRE STATE
Course Description :
and
This introductory course in video consisted of theoretical
understanding
of
generation,
practical approaches to electronic image
.
television studio systems and image analysis
Videotechnics were taught in a context of video as a social,
art
political and cultural movement, with an emphasis on video as an
followed
form. During and after this course, which was immediately
up by a documentary-portapack course taught by Andy Beecher, the students
three
had a free access to Media Study's studio which is equipped with
keyers,
genlock,
two
(or more) cameras, special effects generator with
tape
recorders
and monitors .
matrix,
programming
oscillator,
two colorizors,
artists were
During this eight'week course, tapes by various video
complexity of the
and
technical
aesthetic
analysed for understanding of
works .
comprehension
Mr . Kaminski, who attended all classes, showed a good
.
and enthusiasm for the materials taught

Steina Vasulka
Instructor

SUSAN M ILA NO 303 EAST 4OUUOH STREET nEW YORK, V 10002

December 26, 1975

Dear Tapemakers,
Thank you for so patiently uniting to get your tapes and money from
the Anthology show.
I am writing to bring you all up to date on the
situation . First of all, Anthology or rather Shigeko Kubota,
Video Curator there, has obtained funding to put together a library
of tapes . The material selected would be used only by Anthology . . .
not loaned or copied and the agreement would be good for the life
of the tape purchased (e .g . the tapemaker is not required to supply
another copy when the first one dies) . The offering price for
purchase is $50 for tapes under 15 minutes in length and $100 for
works up to a half hour.
%igeko would like to purchase all of
the tapes that were shown in the series that I co-ordinated .
Some of you, with uftom I've already spoken, are already aware of
this offer. For any of you who are learning about this for the
first time I'd appreciate it if you would let me know if you want
to sell Anthology a copy of your tape or if you simply want the
rental fee ($1 .00 a minute with a $10 .00 minimum) .
I've held onto
all of your tapes (except for one or two of you who picked up your
copies at the show) and will do so until Z hear from you .
Please note that the money for the grant has not yet been received
. . . it's been granted but not delivered.
I've been told that Anthology
should have the funds sometime this month (January) . . .we III all be
paid when the cash comes tn . Again thanks for waiting- hope to
hear from you soon.

Nvorllcrb
~n pinc .

~,-549West52ndStreetNewYorkCity10O19MondaythruFriday2to IOPMPhone246-6570

BOARD OF ADVISORS
Berenice Abbott
Alice Baber
Marilyn Boll
Shirley Broughton
Roselyn Drexler
Elizabeth Fisher
Vivian Gornick
Adele Holzer
Lila Karp
Myrna Lamb
Kristin Linklater
Kate Millett
Lou [so Nevelson
Rochelle Owens
Eleanor Perry
Marge Piercy
Ellen Stewart
Gladys Vaughn
SPONSORS
Louise Bourgeois
Leo Castelli
Judy Chicago
Shirley Clarke
Paula Cooper
Dorothy Gillespie
Max Hutchinson
Jules Irving
Mr . & Mrs. Michael Irving
Mrs. Jacob Javits
Ivan Karp
Mrs. John V . Lindsay
Jillen Lowe
Alice Neel
Yoko Ono
Mrs. E . Bliss Parkinson
Betty Parsons
Mimi Schapiro
Samuel P. Shaw, Jr .
Shelley Winters

September 25, 1976

Dear Festival Participants,
Enclosed you will find a copy of the program and catalogue
from this year's show. Your tapes, should you not have
gotten them back yet, will be arriving shortly under separate
cover .
I must say that audience turn-out this year (unlike
all previous) was disappointingly low . There was much speculation about why - a general consensus seemed to be that it
was simply too late in the season and too hot in the city .
Accordingly, press response was far from overwhelming - advance
publicity in Viva
(June'76), TeleVisions , Media Report to Women
and subsequent articles in Audio-Visual Communications (August '76)
and The Aquarian .
I expect to do a limited mailing of the
catalogue and hope that you'll find it useful yourselves in one
way or another .
Checks will be made out and mailed once I
sit down with the bookkeeper who has also been away for the
summer . Thank you again for your participation and patience .
Yours truly,

Susan Milano

CORPORATE AND
FOUNDATION SPONSORS
IBM
J .M . Kaplan Fund
Ada Howe Kent Foundation
The LARAS Fund
Harry Rattner Foundation
EXECUTIVE BOARD
Margot Lewitin,
Coordinator
Dorothy Gillespie,
Co-coordinator
Jacqueline Wray,
Communications Secretary
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11/9/72

Re : Video-Audio Seminars by the Vasulkas
"These workshops deal with significant aspects of video
relevant to education, art, and sensory awareness . The
Vasulkas$ chief emphasis seems to be the exploration
of the interrelationships between the electronic imate
and the traditional television audience . They stress
the freedom of the individual to master electronic media
rather than their TV production sutdio counterparts .
The individual and the audience are seen in direct and
equal relationship to the medium of electronic image,
exploring rather than hiding behind the vagueries of
television transmission, monolithic TV studios, and
control rooms ."
PHILIP K . PERLMAN

5uldh nildho
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August 22, 1975
303 East Houston Street
New York, New York 10002
Ms . Steina Vasulka
257 Franklin Street
Buffalo, New York 14202
Dear Steina,
How are you and Woody these days? It seems hard to believe
that the summer is over . . . but then I always feel this way in
August . As June ends each year I live in dread of the hot
dirty days to follow but inevitably I really get used to the
few pleasant things about summer in the city and then boom . . .
Labor Day is here and it's all over .
It was so good to see
together for a change
visits I was probably
department .
I'd like
help and equipment in
back in good order .

you and finally get a chance to talk
although I must confess that on previous
more at fault in the getting together
to thank you again for your support,
July .
I trust you got everything

Enclosed please find a blurb I made up and sent out to people
who I thought would be interested in taking your workshop in
October .
Everything that is stated therein is flexible and
the people who have responded so far know that so it's really
up to you as far as structure, time and content are concerned .
I mentioned two evenings because I figured that you could
either stretch it out to two sessions (perhaps we'll start
building a matrix switcher???) or teach two different groups
if more than 10 people signed up . As far as money goes, you
will get at least $10 per hour and possibly more . Please
let me know what you would like to do .
And, if you need a place to stay while you're in town give me
some warning . . .I'll defrost the refrigerator so I can get the
freezer door open and store the vodka inside .
Love to you and(Voody,

Enqlosure

549West 52 ndStreetNewYorkCity10019MondaythruFriday2to 10 pm Phone246-6570

Would you like to learn hoTw to solder, how to make and
repair cables? Are you interested in seeing what's inside
the housing that covers the portapak? :dell this October
for one or two nights (duration and exact dales yet to
be determined), the Women's Interart Center will offer a
hands-on workshop aimed at teaching simple equipment
maintenance . The classes) will be taught by Steina
Vasulka, one of the original founders of the Kitchen and
the female half of the Vasulkas, known for their precision
work in the development and discovery of synthesized
images using half-inch hardware .
Aside from the fact that Steina's work has been shown all
over the world, she is also known for her ability to
demystify half-inch technology for the layperson . The
workshop will probably- be given in two parts on .TuesdalJ
October 7 and Thursday October 9 although this has yet
to be confirmed with 2 .s . Vasulka . The cost of the workshop
will probably be around '?5 per person_ if we fill the naxinum
enrollment of 10 . Anyone who is interested should contact
Susan Lilano before September. 15 so that fees and enrollment
can be confirmed .

t- St~'h
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rvi.ay ?, 1973
9 Everett Street

Cambridge, Mass .
61?-492-117 2

0213"

Dear friend,

going to help teach a
My name is Terry McNally . I am
at Fairleigh Dickinson
course entitl3d visual Futuristics
the Future . An introUniversity, Drdyfus College, Division ofby Bill Rojas, my coduction to thd'course follows, written
teachers
that many students
"'It has been observed before illiterate as when
leave college almost as visually
. Nearly all
they enter . Which is not surprising
cognitive in
are
traditional academic disciplines
.
Only in recent
results
structure, form, method, and
focus upon
which
years have subject areas developed
y.
psycholor
~iumanistic
the affective domain, i .e .,
component
visual
a
No recognized disciplines have
history -- both of
art
and
art
except, naturally,
It is my
geography .
which are special cases -- and
,
at least
include
contention that futuristics should
the
fact,
in
three learning domains . Eventually,somatic, environnumber might increase if acoustic,
successfully integramental (special) domains can be mix . Visual Futuristics
ted into the academic 'Learning the boundaries of this
is a first attempt to enlarge
emerging educational field . . ."

weeks, July 16-July 27,
We will attempt . t o fill the two and
creativity as possible .
with as much 1 ormation, activity,days and nights, and we plats
Classes will mee ettr much of the learning experiences .
I will
of
it to be an intense two weeks course
and
videotape
with
dealing
organize the sections of the
which
with
thrusts
I ee~at least four
r-elated emerging media .
to approach the subjects .
on People's
First, I have been working on a production
around interviews,
built
be
will
This
Conceptions of the Future .
ir  u t r a colla~_JO of opirions anr?.
.
I will
feelings from a broad ra~-1c;e of individuals
tudeats
.
material
unedited
of
an edited production and a mass
They
they see fit .
will be invited to edit t''-ie material as the
.
post-proof
phases
of
will thus be wale to engage in some
difficult to experience
duction creating that would otherwise be
in only a two week course .
short course lenJth,
Second, within the strictures of the shooting and original
students will be encouraged '- o do as muchhave sniffed out several
production work as possible . I hor4 to
opportunities for - them beforehand .

Third, we will use video to teach video, or to teach visual
futuristics . Use the inputs and interactions with videotape in
discussions, workshops, demonstrations, itc . Attempt to have the
medium double back on itself, have the members of the group relate
(I have
Real feedback .
within the medium, not merely about it .
am
especially
and
on
this
point
I
never seen this done well,
interested in advice) .
Bring in
Fourth, Make available video works and workers .
of
the
field--planoutside speallers engaged in various facets
etc
Show
as
many
.
ners, producers, technicians, teachers,
worthwhile , tapes as we can get our hands on -- artistic, instrucI would also like to deal
tional, documentary, abstract, etc .
with the sticky questions of production and distribution -I want to
funding, access, organization, etc . nuts and bolts .
draw on people experienced in the present state of such arts, as
well . a s those who are thinking about future directions -- not
only in video, but in other ebctronic media .
I' am confident I can
I am new to working with videotape .
fulfill my role as teacher through a willingness and an openness
to investigate, to collect, to organize, to facilitate, and to
enthuse .
I need any information and assistance you can give me .
I am seeking advice and ideas on the course -- on ways to do the
things I have outlined, on other approaches and things to try .
I would appreciate any recommendations you c an give me of other
eople to get in touch with . We don't have access to much money
the course is growing larger and more exciting than first cor.ceived and budgeted) . Personal visils and/or loans of tapes can
make this a truly vital energy center for these two weeks . If
remuneration is necessary for either, I would like to know details,
I would like
although we will depend primarily on freebies .
I want
copies of whatever tape libraries you have or know of .
to supply class members with a wealth of resources, lists and
examples work completed or in progress, ideas firm and in flux .
I will be working shadily from now iintil Julk- on the production and the course .
I am very open at this point to other
perspectives, other inputs, and other resources . Please lend.
me whatever you can an(i I, in turn, fvill 1-pep in touch witin
you .
I will work as a :Yetvaor'l:er, and I will -oass on t o you
I am not en-ar ed
information I receive in exchange with others .
in this with the sole outlook of producing a finished product for
I want to take the opportunity of the direction
two weeks in July .
and goal of the course to utilize myself as a channel for .energy
and information, a process will naturally continue, and in which
I look forward to sharing with
we can all gain from each other .
you .
love, peace, power,
Terry

i3ally

P . S . Dre~ fus C~lleg of Fairleig}~ Diikinson is
New Jerser, wes of he Oranges ,
* m s . from I-~

.

i4adison,

28 april 1973

berkeley california

dear folks,
hope your electrons are flowing these days .
not having heard from you i can figure 1) you
haven't gotten the outliners into your system
yet,2) that you have gotten them going and they
are operating and alive and well . a t any rate,
i heard from shridhar bapat that yo , now have a
lot of possible technical gadgets to use .
there seems to be a tape of yours around here
somewhere, but i haven't seen it yet and do not
know what you have been doing lately with images .
there seems to be a trip to the east in store
this summer . Jerry O'Grady at SUNY Buffalo
has inquired of me about coming there during a
video class that Stan Vanderbeek is giving for
9 weeks during May, June and July . If it can
fit with the Center schedule I am going to try
to make t=at visit arouhd the end of June or
Early part of July . Now, coming that far ; as
close to new york as that I would be able to
stop in the City also . Will you be around then?
You also mentioned the 7NET project in some
aspect which I don't quite reme,noer . I have
assembled on cassette format a series of 4
volumes of tape which document the various stages .
of my work form the first material recorded on
I did a number
tape up to the most recent works .
at Paula Berkeley class going fro,: the beginning
to the present in two 3 hour lectures . Maybe
there would be some way to present this program
at the kitchen, as it is what i ,lan to do in
Buffalo . what hhout I arrangements?
Hope your work is going well, and :maybe you will
have a chance to respond to some of t'.qese ideas .
Don has completed the giant videoal and we have
been doing much work with it . quite a stunning
instrument with an illusion of bel.n g almost
alive at times .
you must see it . take care
and maybe I .see you soon . Am working on a
noise texture module, also . Are you still
interested ?
Best regards,

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle
KAYE MILLER/ROBERTA KASS
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Department of Political Science
(Box 4348) Chicago, Illinois 60680
Telephone : *Rl-kM

996-5284
October 11, 1972

Steina & Woody Vasulka
The Kitchen
240 Mercer Street
New York City 10012
Dear Steina & Woody:
Kaye Miller and I are editing an issue of RADICAL SOFTWARE ; our copy deadline
is May 30 (April 15 from contributors to us) . We have been making tapes for
the past year and -. Kaye has made film and teaches political science and
video . I have passed through and out of history and sociology into VTR,
finding it a better way to be in the world . With video we have done university
based research, organized (with varied success) some community groups, raised
money for a free health clinic and free food pantry, and are currently editing
an ethnographic study of a white man's new identity after being adopted into an
Indian tribe in Vancouver, B.C . This is all by way of short introduction for
we hope one of your group will contribute something to our issue of RADICAL
SOFTWARE .
A major focus of the issue will be_ on video tape as a product ; especially we
intend'to have tapes reviewed in a careful, fairly detailed way, for in this
issue we hope will emerge the beginnings of a critical language for VTR . This
to us doesn't necessarily mean academic talk .
We would like to have reviewed some of your tapes and ask if you might like to
review a tape or two . If you are interested please select Ar your best or most
representative work (from SOFTWARE my curiosity was aroused by the titles of
"Decay" and "Sketches") and either (1) send us the original; we will make a
copy and return it or (2) we will send you blank tape and you can do the
transfer . We promise to erase the tape immediately after review and not use
it for any purpose other than review . If you are cautious and do the transfer
make free to insert periodic bleeps or some other indicator that will insure
limit6d::use .
Of course, any suggestions and/or information we would much appreciate . We are
also seeking articles about special VTR experiences and theoretical pieces on
such topics as the effect of camera presence and the special inner experiences
of remembrance through VTR. We are also interested in the poetry and art
possible on VTR; perhaps (and we suspect so) film is not the only or best
medium for an individual's innards to find a public space . We hope to make
this issue of RADICAL SOFTWARE one about video--its problems, processes,
experiences and future. Can you help?

Gl?i~Z~f?Z ;Z7rZGF'll
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To : Video Media People Everywhere
From : The Combined Faculties of the Departments
of Art, Drama, Education and English
Re : Video Tape Festival

October 16, 1972

The faculty and students of Westfield St=ate College axe considering the
possibility of an "Arts Festival ." We would like to make it an exciting
and vital event . The jets Festival will be a month long experience ;
beginning March '18th and running through April 13th, 1973. We anticipate
including :Dance, Theater, Poetry etc, as part of the varied presentation .
We would also,like to include a First Annual Video Tape Festival .
Please pardon us for this form letter, but since there are so many potential
participants, it would be impossible to write to each person individually .
S am writing you to inquire about the possibility of your participation in
this Video Taae Festival . Since at this point we are not sure as to the exact
form tire -.~"-stival will evolve into, we are considering two possibilities .
One possibility would be a a juried festival with priz^s, the alternative
to this type of festival would be one in which video tapes would be submitted
on a voluntary basis, ,,and a symposium type of festival might evolve,
Westfield State College is geographically located. west of Springfield,
Mas'~ .chusetts, at the foot of the Borkohire Mountains . The campus can ,plug
into ra wide variety of interested people on the numerous campuses within this
area, including such colleges as University of Mass ., Smith College, Hampshire
College, Trinity College, Y-it, Holyoke College, Amherst College, Springfield
College, University of Hartford and many many other campuses in this area .

If our Video Tape Festival is of any interest to you either on a voluntary.

submission basis or juried festival, please let us know so that we may plan
accordingly .
I will. be looking forward to hearing from you in the near future,

,~,rry &eisburd
istant Professor of Art

THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY TALLAHASSEE 32306
October 18, 1971

Department of Communication

Dear Woody,
How are you?

I am sorry that I

What's happening?

couldn't come back and see you, but I had to leave the
city unexpectedly .
Now for Business .

Could you tell me how to get the

manuel that you people have put together on the problems
of using z" equip

.1

?

I am also in need of information

dealing with how to get tapes on a cable system .

So, if

you have any, it would be appreciated,
We're starting from scratch down here, and are not
too together yet ; but we are trying hard .

Any guidance that,

you could give us would be greatly appreciated .
Right now, we have to work within the university
system, but we are trying to expand into the community .
In Janurary we hope to have a course in alternate medis uses,
specifically video tape .

For the most part it will be a

work shop, but some theory will be discussed .

Always asking J

but again, could you possibly send a list of some of the
available material dealing with theory, so that wd~ would
develop some basic theories?
I'm sorry if I sound so demanding, but we're at the
point now where we are ready to move, but we are not sure
in what direction to go in .
will be greatly appreciated .

Let me say again that any help
I remain
Respectfully yours,

Gunnar Kvaran
Director
Kjarvalsstadir

2a . APIil 1995

Kaeli Gunnar,
I have come up With an idea foI my exhibition . Instead
of having tWO oT three installations Iunning simultaneously,
I Would have only one at a time and change them every week .
I must confess I am stealing this idea from my friend
Richard Tuttle, Who is having a show at the NeW Mexico Fine
Arts Museum, and Since he lives hale it iS easy to change
his installation Weekly .
In my case, the greatest advantage is that although the
pTOgrams and configurations in space Would change, the
equipment Would stay the same for all the installations .
I Would however need to Stay in Reykjavik for the
duration - you mentioned a possible available residence .
The latest exhibition update I have is March 1996 . I
need a confirmation of 1) that date, 2) duration of the
exhibition, and a) dimension of the Space, Which With this
new concept would remain undivided . In order foT me to Start
thinking of the logistics of this new concept, I Would need .
an aneWe~ as soon aS possible .
Bestu kvedjul,
Steina

kOUE6 BOXI~ ANT F NEW M~CO 871

PHONE ~" 71®7181 F~ ~" 7 ,~14

Gay Dillingham

12 505-989-3466

X3!7!96

DV 1 PM

March 7, 1996
To: Woody Vasulka
Fr: Penciope Place
Re: Demo for development of projects with the LA LA folks
Hi, N1'oody!
As per our conversation, we are sleeting with Sandra Hay who owns
Pacific Ocean Post (POP) , the largest audio and video post production house
in the world here in Santa ~ lonica. She has a very strong working
relationship with the SGI folks. They are doing full production as well as
development of new ways to use Silicon Graphics systems for live
interactive virtual environments.
We have a couple of joint ventures with Sandra including the Pulse of the
Planet with Dr . Noel Brown and the Timothy Leary program. For both we
plan to use animations, graphics, and some kind of "virtual" set. For
Timothy, cwe hope to use animation and mapping of moving images on to
computer generated objects as some kind of transitional device as Timothy
is really a non-linear experience.
All that said, could you please send us samples of computer
graphics manipulated images as well as video from your latest and
greatest as well as Art of Memory samples!'
Our address is:
1293 Piedra Morada
Pacific Palisades, CA. 90272
Fed l -" 1762-1092-3
You're the Best Woody! We love you!
Penelope and Gay

D1/1

i
David Behrman, 10 Beach St., New York, NY 10013

Phone (212)966-294 , Pax (212)968-1606, MCI Mail DB/ Sonic Arts
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3/9/92
Dear Woody,

The University
And now for politics .
administration has mini orgasms every time there is a mention of
the university in print . One time one of the ex deans sent me a
letter describing his disappointment that the university wasn't
mentioned in an article about the TV Center . I replied that I
thought he was being shortsighted and P/R was not the only reason
for existence . He is gone, I am still here listening to new
people rant about P/R .
So . . if it is possible and appropriate
for some mention of the university, ie ; The Cinema Department of
The State University of New York (SUNY) at Binghamton has
Some of the cameras were actually
contributed to the exhibition .
from the university but keep it nebulous . or if you mention me
add that I am Professor, Chairman of Cinema at SUNY Binghamton .
Whatever . If it will not fit I am not demanding anything . I don't
They are heading toward an
have sympathy for this group .
existence based in marketing and free enterprise and away from
the state support that we once had . The culture is fucked up . Not
much hope for the immediate future . Maybe it is time to look at
the past .
Cameras : From looking at your drawings it seems
you will need about 1?" to 17 cameras . I can do that and a couple
of spares . One issues is that the early CMAs had sixpin in/outs
so something needs to be modified for their use . Another thing is
color and take up a lot of
that the CMA 6 (I have 3) are for
room for what you get . I think it would be easier to build a unit
for each installation . 12 volt Power and a box to distribute sync
It's a matter of a few connectors and a small
and get out video .
circuit to reverse sync for the Sonys . The setups that need only
one camera can be covered by the small CMA's I have . So . . . .
R/E
Brown/Segal
P/AVS-Wobbulator
SAID
Data Camera
feeds Quantizer
Jones line buffer
McArthur/Shier
Beck

2
4
4
1

Cameras
Cameras
Cameras
Camera

(have cma's or build unit)
(build unit)
(build unit)
(have cma)

No camera or CMA but needs sync
1 Camera (have cma)
4 Cameras? (wild guess) (build unit?)
No idea

By building some stuff we can standardize the connectors and
cables . The unit I have in my system is a bit funky and requires
two cables instead of one . I have only 4 cables built for it so I
I have enough 12v supplies or can
would have to build 3 more .
buy good ones locally for about 20 .00 . I makes sense to make
these boxes if we are thinking of continuing the adventure after
June .
David is working on the interface for the data camera and
Rich will be finished this week with P/A-Wobb rebuild and
What do you
interface . The camera boxes shouldn't take long .
think?

1992`-1,J4-01
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Wilson
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eon The Vasulkas, Inc.
FAX #

S 05

473- 0614

Dear Woody and MaLin,
with David immediately after our phone oonversation today, and we both are
trying to figure out what to do about the Cloud Music. It seems to us that even the $300 .
that you mention for shipping Couldn't cover shipping and the new travelling case needed .
I spoke

we offer two alternate solutions, since we of course feel that Cloud Music does belong In
your exhibition:
Y

Is It possible a, me to fax or write to thta~ ST, izers''of Ars Electranica with a description
of the piece, its h1story and Its neces ,
'sction
steps - timellaborltestinglnew
darts site
,rhaps they can re
me other area of their funding for a small
-art p,-, lien, to us and enough motiuy to oaver shipping
_
properly? (By the way, we
stare ~f no support moray, so it's not that we are naive or unaware of
Otherwise, we have an idea that a
installed In a simple monitor set-up

'3 from previous exhibits could be sent and

A additionally send exhibition-size photos of
its historical Installation, brief artists' statement and black and 1-hits Photostats of the

early schematics . This

would be easierlcheal

What do you think??? Please advise .

sr

to ship .

Best,

In Santa Fe
August 6, 1991

Dear Alan,
We had a great time coming back from a graphic
conference in Las Vegas through the "Indian country" . Steina
is just now working on the short sampler we promised (you
should be getting it very soon) and I think we all are ready
to get started on our project .
I think the most promising method is the c version of
film/video to the 3-d Tile-relief-like images
ample') . It
would of course be possible to get longer sequences and then
further integrate them into video collages through ADO class
of frame processing machines, or we could stay in the
computer environment throughout .
.right. away,
I may want ; to get from you some stills
shots of various sizes with various amount of detail in
color and momochrom, and then I would send you some sample
conversions back quite soon .
For the longer sequences we have to get U-Matic version
of moving images so, think of the sources from which we
could choose the final sequences . This, as we know will take
some time .
It would be OK to send you back some conversion designs
first (since only a modest amount of work is involved), but
when we go ahead on moving images, we would need at least
one third of agreed budget in advance .
Lets hear from you as soon as you get the tape .
W+S

12138719038

07/02/91 13 :48

ARE YOU EXP?+LTD

'P01

ARE YOU EXPERIENCED?

July 02,

1991

The Vasulkas
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, N .M . 87501
Fax :

505 473 0614

Dear Woody, Steina & Leonard :
Without getting into the details of why Jan was upset, I took
your advice and called him from London a few weeks ago . We
actually had a very pleasant conversation .
I am going to be in Santa Fe on some other business on the 11th
If you are available, perhaps we can meet .
and 12th of this month .
Please call and advise me .
the information to Kyo .

If I am not in the office, please give
Best regards,

1/

Alar1 Douglas

AD/ks
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To :

Alan Douglas
ARE YOU EXP?+LTD

From : Steina and Woody
The Vasulkas, inc .
Dear Alan,
We think "you are more experienced" to actually write
the final contract . Let us mention some points briefly :
You want from us at least two minutes of highly
original video and computer material (Vasulka style),
material that should be :
a) for a promotional purpose
b) a work of art
c) a pilot project for a future
collaboration
d) all of the above (and more)
We presume the final work will develop in dialog with
you in order to establish its composition or other forms,
suitable for your own visual experimentation .
as
The method we chcf'se could be characterized
:
computer
generated
or
electronically hybrid, meaning uaeventually
be
combined
in
computer processed images will
video by means of digital optics .(ADO etc) . Our final work
will be in a desired broadcast standard .
We should deliver the final work before Christmas 1991 .
Suggested schedule of payments :
1/3 with the delivery of the source material from you,
1/3 upon the pilot "demo" (probably around 20 1 secon
/
ds of conceptual images),
delivery
1/3 upon the final
As we discussed, in our method of working we usually
produce much larger amount of usable material, which we
would offer to you as additional spin-off, which we suspect
could run up to several more minutes, and additionally, some
useful still work could be produced in process of collaging
(we are thinking of poster stuff) .
As of Aug-20-91
S+W

Virginia Commonwealth University

March 15, 1985
Woody and Steina Vasulka
Rt . 6 Box 100
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

I am gathering materials on media installation in preparation for a series
I will survey the historical development of media
of lectures on the subject .
examples .
I would like to include discussion
and
discuss
current
installation
I would appreciate
of your work, both early examples and recent ones .
documentation of work, both with slides and on video tape, either a composite
I would also like any written
tape of excerpts or of entire works will be fine .
might
be
able
to
send
me
:
,
catalogues,
critical articles, anything
material you
written
yourself
about
your
work
.
you have
I would be glad to reimburse you for the cost of duplicating slides or video
I will also send you
tapes, or to copy them here and return your originals .
the
materials
will
not
be
reproduced,
and will be
a letter guaranteeing that
the
lecture
and
of
serving
as a
the
purpose
of
illustrating
restricted to
source
for
my
own
use
only
.
research
I look forward to hearing from you .
Sincerely,

Marilyn A . ZeRl i n
Director, Anderson Gallery

t , e-d-,e
u
cy-c~

Anderson Gallery * School of the Arts * 807% West FSranklin Street
Richmond, Virginia 23284-0001 0 (804) 257-1522

T

October 16-19,1977
Seattle, Washington
. August, 1977

Because of your activity in computer film and/or computer video, you are
invited to submit your recent work(s) to the Computer Art Exhibition at this
year's national Association for Computing Machinery Conference . The Conference
will be held in Seattle, Washington on Oct . 16-19 . ACM is the nation's largest
computer society and attendance is expected to be over 2,000 persons:
All works accepted for showing at the Exhibition will be paid $1/minute
ee .
($15 maximum per work) . Screening will be done by the Exhibition Co
one
or
two
will
be
shown
at
Additionally, with your permission your work(s)
Conferfollowing
the
the
week
further screenings in the Seattle area during
ence . For each of these screenings you will be paid $ .50/minute ($7 .50/work) .
Your work(s) will be returned to you no later than two weeks following the
event . Indicate on the Application Form whether you will permit this option .
You may send in the Application Form at any time . To be considered, all works
be received by Sept .16, 1977 . It may not be possible for the Committee to notify you of the acceptance or rejection of your work(s) prior to the Conference .
At the latest, however, you will be notified by Oct .26, 1977 .
Please don't hesitate to write or call if you have any questions .
Sincerely yours

"Iik~

Richard Speer
Film/Video Chairperson
Art Committee - ACM '77
c/o 4833 NE 41st St .
Seattle, Wa .
98105
(206) 523-4823
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October 16-19,1977
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Steina & Woody Vasulka
Rt . 6 Box 100
Santa ~'e N .M . (7501

r'rankfurt, 15 .11

Dear Steina,

ar Wood s

efforts are producing first results, so that I want to
inform you that the Deutsches i~~ilmmuseum in frank==`urt
is interested in showing your exhibition . The preseumable
.date for the opening will be the end of May, beginning of
t l;_ne .
The opening of the ei.-hibition will be connected with
a video show of foul- days with the rresentation of tanes
and artists, American and European ! who are going to be
invited for the special occasion . Possible there will
be another show in different locations in Frakfurt, for
the coordination o -,-' which I started. negotiations wi`~Ih
theaters and companies .
rl~o be able to calculate the budget which I have to submit
until Christmas, may I as?. you, if you would like to join
the opening of the exhibition and the opening of the show
at the date mentioned - or another date perhaps in June?
We would li'.e you to give an introduction into your work
at the beginning of the event and maybe a workshop in Frankfurt or in another West-Gerran city .

Please give me all the necessary information about fees,
travel expenses etc . for your performance . I will try
to find other dates and places °'or follow-up presentations
or lecutres for your trip .
May I please ask you to answer as soon z~ ttcssible $ so
that I can take into account your travelling plans . since
the ilmmuseum is one of the most potential suture places
for the presentation of experimental videog.raphy, I am
doing my best to give it a good start and as much publicity
as possible .
Hoping that we are going to make ends meet, I remain
faithfully yours
Wolfgang PL-ei~>schat

Jill Godmilow
135 Hudson Street
NewYork, NewYork
10013 212 226-2462

25 November 1984
Dear Woody :
I've just watched The Commission for the second time and
find it rather w
erful . . .most y the "voicings" . Whatever
you've done to them electronically - they are music and
voice together, but also, all music and all voice inseparably,
and simultaneously . Against that and the heightened superdramatic images, there is the lovely poetic flatness of
Ashley and the child who has trouble following the text both of which ground the piece directly in recognizable
contemporary experience . Both of these also refer to
the medium of videotape, which I liked alot.
I also liked the calm and quietness of the piece - its
"rests", so to speak . The deathiness - it frightened me
I admit - but then I've been longing in some funny way for
death these days (trying to stop smoking) so the romance
of the death archetypes unnerved this ex-Polish princess
just a bit . You never know where your life's little lessons
will appear .
It is a fine and impressive work. Thanks so much for sending
the tape . (Isn't it nice to watch videotapes in the privacy
of your own monitor - all alone?) Shall I return the tape
to you or send it on . . . let me know.
Meanwhile, be well .
All, my love,

'

nam June pack
august lo . 1984 wiesbaden .

dear frignd
DAAD (deutsche akademische'austaugch dien:t) and I
am compiling an anthology on Sattelite and Art titled
"Good Morning Mr . Orwell

1

,

sattelite & art (1977-1984 and beyond) .
It will have three sections
1) Good Morning Mr . Orwell
2) Art & sattelite ( 1977-1984)
3)

"Enquete : If I had a million dollars for a new
sattelite project . . . .

I would like to invite you to contribute

3)

a

short essay on

If I had a million dollars for a new sattelite project
. ..

We must have your essay delivered to Berlin by

~***so that

it comes out on Nov .28 1984 (There will be a big Orwell conference
in
Berlin on that day)

b

s .-,J
S~,,,~ )
,
If possible, please use a very dark typewriter libbon, so that
we
py/o., I

P 4~"

can just photocopy it . .(in case your manuscript arrives
too late
for a typesetting

The Language can be any language you choose . . . it

will not be translated into English .

We are aiming to publish a source

book, which will become important historically, but not fancy.
(I hate
those fat & heavy catalogues, which nobody reads these
days .)

We have no money for honorarium but we have my print ( 3
colors serigraph)

(limited edition of 2CO, signed) , which will
substitute as a modest
honorarium . . . . . .    
manuscript must
DAAD (kuenstlers program
. . . . rene block)
Stein platz 2.
1 west Berlin

SfV V,-
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Newton

GRAPHIC SCIENCE

noll -

NEWTON MAGAZINE

if

1 F, No . 20, Lane 107, Sec . 2, Ho-Ping
E . Rd ., Taipei, 'Taiwan, R . O. C .
Tel : (02)7059942-7062470 . .7061976-7

4040TEAM-jx1070209t-49
19 : (02) 7059942 " 7062470 " 7061976 - 7

1600 Old Pecos Trail

Date : October 9, 1984

We are planning to purchase a series of scientific video tapes
from your esteemed country . And we shall be very appreciat ed if you
can send the cataloges along with price Jlist as soon as possible .
..... . 9
1ti _ Taking ~Arti~-A'i~y- f_~_ ..tea,$-,
~r~Q
to_ -i

one of the leading cultural companies in Taiwan . We got the copyright
of Newton Magazine from Japan last year then added local scientific
themes . Now it becomes one of the most influential magazine in
Taiwan . We are very confident in the market of video tapes .
Please also inform us if . you have had excl usive agent in Asia .

Looking forward to hearing from you soon .

Yours very faithfully,
NEWTON MAGAZINE, INC .
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VIDEO
MULTIMEDIA
PERFORMANCE
WOODY VASULKA

Dra ha ,

Wednesday

It looks like the Manes (opens on July 12) should have a
true retrospect ilve of Czech electronic art and I was asked
to be one of the Czechs . OK . To (.over some history, I want
to yet one of the slow laserdisks and some disks if airy are
still left there . (I found a Barcode pen here in my old
drawer) .
I also think, they deserve some catalogs and Lhe Barcode
summaries, you will find them in the laserdisk boxes . Ple '-se
have a short scan if the items if they are still there .
About the tapes ;
1 have looked I-hrouyn Lhe Ldpe l I s L and updd Les drrd see i,hem
quite complete as far as the Vasulkas . Do you think I could
use them as a source for transcoding? I am going to have a
Took at them or; the nitonifor teddy . If not, I shall need
U-Matic . But I am almost sure they will play them from VHS
Is 0W tapes a illYWay'
It seems, Praha is willing to pay for the transportation one
way, I think it will cost around $1 .50 per pound by plane,
If sent, it shall go via Brno, that's where it must be
regi ctereri
VU T ) anti that' S where it. will io- .n,- eventually .
There is a spectacular new Moraviari gallery being open here,
run by moravian-polak from Tesin who graduatcd*from Lodz . a
good and enlighted soldier . He wants and should have some
video to begin with .

I have a fabulous room to stay in here on Kvetna, but no Lab
space for my gicantic projects . I also have a good team but
I am not sure 1 will get to something meaningful this fail .
I think, you should see it. here . . .
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Woody e Staina Vasulka
The Vasulkas
Route 6 Box 100
Santa Fe New Mwxioo
87501~._
.A .
Rome . 10th April 1994

Dears Woody and Stein&,
despite the very difficult political and economical situation
in Italy, the Rome Tewn Council "Assessoraty alla Culture" gave
me the authorization to organize your exhibition of video-installations, video-sculptures, film and video programs in the "Palazzo delle Esposizioni" of Rome .
I'm really glad for this result and I hope you too .
The date is from Dec*mber 7th 1994 until February 7th1995 ( it
will be possiblo to setup the rooms from the 26th November 1994),
1 hope you agree with'this period .
The title of the exhibition will be " Video-virtuality, Woody and
art ."
Steins Vasulka, media and new images in contemporary
of
your
works
in film,
review
complete
the
I Would like to present
(inside
video and computer image and it will be possible to show
and outstdo the Exhibition House) eight or ten of yours most important, old, new and spectacular video-installations .
in italian which I'll write myself
I'm going to publish a catal
very thankful
(as always in the ex,hibition f organize) . I'll beamerican
and
by
of
papers
if you could give me some proposals
catilogue
.
in
the
include
could
europoan art-critioe that X
director
will
be
tho
friend,
Forrara,
our
dear
Carlo Ansaloni of
of the staging .
project and
In order to be able to start the organization of the Council,
I
to look for other sponsors other than the Rome Town
hoed to know as soon as possible :
the approximately £orfait price for at least eight or ten important video-installations with hardware .
.. price of two series of V-Matic of all your video production
(Woody, Steina and the Vasulkas) from 1967 until today .
- whether you can provide photos and drawings for the catalogue
and their prices .
-titles and size of the texts whirl+ are important for you. . to have
in the Catalpguo and the price far the, grant of copyright
Your travel and stay in Rome during the staging of tale exhibition
and for t:he international Meeting .(February 1th-6th 1995) .
The title of the meeting will be "Llectronic art and new media
.
between Cinema, cpmmunication and contemporary aeathetios"
by
me
.
conceived
and
It will be connected with the exhibition
For this reason we are looking for other sponsors . Is some
public ar privet Foundation or museum in U .S .A . i6tezested in
dontributing?

11-04-1994 21 :08
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Is it poi~iWile rur us Lo ask the IBM or Apple to be one 01 the
sponsors of the exhibition?
Is there any chance we can realize a VHS tape with a selection
your video works in order to sell it in Europe in cooprodaction
with the video Art Festival. of Locarno or Gran Canal of Paris?
Cost of insurance, transports, translator, press etc . will be
charged to xinema and Town Council or Ro1tte .
As you can see moray problems are solved, some are riot but, if
you agree the exhibition would be confirmed in any case .
I'll send you aeon the plan of the exhibition rooms and one video
tape with the empty environment .
? think it A s very important. to meat each other before that will
happen . As I would like to make a critic-biographic interview
to publish in the catalogue do you foresee to come to Europe
before September? Otherwise would it be better I come to G .S .A .
on July or August with my fianch (also an artist) Adriana Amodei?'
Besides I was appointed Director of Video Art Festival of Locarno .
As l proposed the Art board( mo,horenzo arid Rinaldo Si4tida and
Robert Cahen) decided to dedicate this years retrospective to you .
The "Video Art Festival " will begirt the September 1st until
September 4th . We decided to organize one evening in the Lugano
Museum, with your presence if it's possible, and, also in Lugano,
the exhibition of two video--installetiotls that aftexwords can be
sont to the exhibition in Rome . We also foresee the publication
of a booklet a17out your artwork which will include the description
of your vidcographie and some critical essays .
So 7 nood also for Locarno an estimate, Lorenzo Bianda will contact
you about that,
We are going to organize a tribute to your work in Locarno
Lugano- Rome, it will be a big happening of avant-garde artistic
research .
I'm looking forword to your answer and I send you my best regards .

GALERIE KLATOVY / KLENOVA

GALERIE
U BILtHO JEDNOROZCE
NAM~STI MIRU 149
339 01 KLATOVY
(0186 )22049

a

TomAB Ruller

GALERIE
ZAMEK
KLENOVA
340 21 JANOVICE NAD OHLAVOU
8(0186)92208

FaVU Brno
B r n o

VA.~ DOPIS
NASEZNACKA :
VYklzuJE :

H .Hrdli6kovi

DNE :

24 .5 .1994

Vazeny pane Rullere,
zasilam Vam slibene diapozitivy a biografii pana Woody
Vasulky . Jednd se o tri diapozitivy, 1 autoportret a 8 listu
biograf ie .
zaroven Vas prosim o zaslani videokazety p . Vasulky,
ktera bude promitdna na vystave gedd cihla 66/1994 - exil . Moc
dekuji .
Srdecne Vas zdravi

It'SO 177270
C.. OCTV Invesfi6ni banka 10atovy 34546 - 3511'0510
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TO

: Michael Pointner, Technical Director
Karin Sladko, Production Assistant
FROM : Woody Vasulka
Dear Michael,
Lets go through the last dress rehearsal . I am arriving
with Bruce Hamilton on the eve of June 18th hopefully with
rented van from Bonn . We are bringing all the equipment we
need and all the tools except a power drill . We have our own
drill bits . What we will not bring and need is :
1-2KW Power transformer with 120VAC output . The
1)
transformer output should have a provision to attach bare
wires for our connection . We would like to have this
transformer powered on 24 hours a day as there is a small
piece of equipment with memory which we do not want to
shutdown at night .
As stated earlier a supply of compressed air is
2)
needed to run the pneumatic part of the installation . This
could be provided by a large tank of compressed air at 150
bar pressure (2000 psi) with a regulator to step the
pressure down to approximately 0 .75 bar (10 psi) . It could
also be provided by a supply line from a remote source of
air or finally by a noiseless air compressor such as one
made by MGF Model SIL-EOL 9/30 from Italy . It is used by
dentists as it operates virtually silent .
We assume that the Gerate Raum next to Raum 3 will
house our computer rack and equipment . We need a small table
(60cm x 60cm approximately) and stool to sit on when using
the computer .
We need to run four cables (each 6mm in diameter) from
the control room along the ceiling to the grid above the
installation . We will need to attach these somehow to the
ceiling . We prefer to run the rest of the cables through the
floor if possible . They include 2 standard microphone cables
(XLR connectors), 2 AC American extension cords, 1 RS-232
round cable (D Shell type 25 pins) and a 10mm diameter
airhose .
If you have any questions concerning these instructions
or any other matter please call or fax us in .Brno, Czech
Republic at 42 5 432 114 48 .

VIDEO-MULTIMEDIA-PERFORMANCE ATELIER, FAKULTA V9TVARNYCl+ UME£K VUT
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7o,: - Christina BLiacie
'
Forum
From : Woody Vasulka
Cea_r Christina :
Ewuce and I are arriving to Bonn by night train from Prague
on the morning of the 14th of June (7 :40) . We shall go to
the museum immediately and get to work right away . I understand,
Axel will be back from the vacations and back to
work, . Meanwhile we are concerned about the way we transport
the "Brotherhood" to Linz, Austria . I quess in will come
down to a van rental from Bonn to Linz with a possibility of
one way rental with a drop off in Linz . We need help from
;LA to secure the rental procedures :
,lcIdeal Truck: rental :
rental pick up : 17th after- noon
rental drop off- 18th afternoon

Bonn
Linz

If there is no way to get rid of the van in Linz, we
could try for Vienna . Could you check some of the options
tc , r us`'
Could you alert Madam Manna and Jan Karczewskki about ouractivities and about any Custom papers we will need to cross
the border - into Austria .
And finally, we would like to get in touch with Peter- , the
photographer, about some picture we want to take with us .
Thanks very much for your attention and see you in a short
whj le .
YoLx can reach us by phone or fax at 0042 5 432 114 48 if you
need to communicate with us .
Woody
In Brno, June 5 1994

W1DC0-MULTIMCDLA'-PERFORMANCE ATCIACR, FAKULTA V1?TVARNYC1+ UMtNI, VuT
KVETNA 34, 609 00 DRNO, CZCCI+ RCPUDLIC, TEL/FAX (42-5) 43-21-14=48

To : ARTSLINK

In Brno, Czech Republic, June 6 1994

This is a report of activities during my stay in Brno,
Czech Republic during a period of a grant, given to me
through the Artslink Collaborative Project
I arrived in Brno in September 1993 . As arranged by the
head of the Art department, Tomas Ruller, I became a Guest
professor at Polytechnic Brno, Faculty of Fine arts . I
started with a series of seminars attended by 40 students
dealing with history of electronic art and craft .
In search of a suitable site for my proposed
installation, "Theater of Hybrid Automata," the Art
department and I eventually settled on the offer from the
administration of the Brno Industrial Grounds where a yearly
computer exhibit under the name INVEX93 was to be held in
October 1993 .
The grounds were already in process of negotiating with
the Art school to appoint the school to act as a permanent
curator of Art and Technology yearly show . (This year, the
art department at Brno is to provide an ISDN communication
bridge with the French Polytechnic in Paris) . The Brno
Industrial Grounds have had a long tradition in promoting
top industrial design and interest in man-to-machine
communication .
By many lucky coincidences, I was able to mount the
show and run it successfully for the duration of the trade
show (5 days) . It was well attended and intensely debated as
this technological artform is new and unusual in this
region .
The financial statement :
Airfare roundtrip
Roundtrip Shipping of the Installation
TOTAL

$1,500
$2,400
$4,900

I have recorded the process of construction and
operation of my installation on videotape and have some
slide and photos . I am also in process of gathering some
published information which I will send as soon as I obtain
it .
As it happens, I am back in Brno, Czech Republic,
involved in preparation of the Electronic Art Curriculum for
the Art department here . It was essential, I could bring my
project last year here thanks to your program and perhaps,
there could be another opportunity for another person
involved in media art to find a home for his or her project
here at Brno Polytechnic .
Sincerely Woody Vasulka

RR (Rapid Record) of conversation between Weibel/Vasulka :
Linz June 94
Subject : History making in Buffalo Media Study Center
Tapes

The Vasulkas
Weibel
Conrad
Sharitz
Art, Documents, Social
Films and Photos as Art
3-D movie and other electronic pictures on film (Woody)
Books, Articles Filmography, Videography
Archive materials
Visitors - lectures, presentations
Film and Video Installations
Media performances
Some early computer work
Please, add more
Hi Gery
W

Woody l~asu,C ka,
Route 6 . r3oX too
5A0ta Fe , ltetv- Metc : co
87S'ot

CJ " S . A)

Dear Mr .

'odr

Date : -Tanm r o2,3, ~9

Vase,

I would like to order the following title(s) on 3/4 inch U-matic
cassette(s) NTSC . Please send the cassette(s) to Video Gallery SCAN
by air through US Post Office (small quantity), or via UPS/DHL/FE
(larger quantity) .
ORDER LIST
Number of copies
(archival/
! )

Title

r

At of ~4em o ry : The Lefend

Total number of tapes :

.1

,j

(Vfy- ~)

NjI ) (aZee

Delivery date (SCAN/Tokyo) :
Client : THE NUSEllm PE

Mopow 4/?T . Tomm/4

Thank you very much for your immediate attention .
/ 110W t c~ ??
Wako Enomoto, Managing Director
Video Gallery SCAN/PROCESSART Inc .
Jingu-mae 1-21-1, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150, Japan
fax : 03-470-2259
tel : 03-470-2664

a

1 arekVaQ CCYY

PRESENTATION SET-UP NOTES for ANIMA by Stephen Beck
When displaying the video composition ANIMA it is imperative that
the video monitor or projector BRIGHTNESS and CONTRAST controls
be adjusted for a true, pure BLACK screen, with medium to high
contrast setting .
In doing this, please insure that the CHROMA or COLOR control is set
to a level to deliver saturated colors, yet minimize any color noise
in the background regions.
ANIMA was designed for a true black screen background, and
anything other than pure black will result in an inferior presentation
to the audience, depriving them of the full experience the work is
intended to provide.
Please use care in "tuning the television" for proper display of
ANIMA as I will greatly appreciate your efforts to insure the best
screening of nay work.
Thank you very much,

Stephen Beck

Woody :
5/14
5/18
5/26
5/
6/18
6/21-25
6/26?
6/27
6/30
7/7
7/25
7/28
7/
7/
9/1-4
11/26
12/7

FaVU, Kvetna 32 Brno, PSC 60200, Czech Republic
Ph : 42-5-4321-1448
Stern Hotel, Am Market 8, Ph .0228-72670 Fx-7267125
Kunst and Ausstellungshalle, Friedrich Ebert Allee
4, Ph .49-228-9171-0 or Forum direct : 228-9171-287
Opening Bonn
Travel to Brno/Prague/Amsterdam, etc
Arrive in Linz
Ars Electronica, Bruchnerhaus, Untere Donaulande 7
A-4010 Linz, Austria . Ph 0732/7612-271 fx 7612-350
Show in Linz
Leave Linz
Take down Bonn
Travel to Brno/Prague/Amsterdam, etc
Opening in Prague
Set up for LACE, Los Angeles, Ca
Opening in LACE
Lecture at LACE
Lecture at Long Beach
Locarno Evening Lecture + 2 inst .
Rome Set up
Rome Opening
Amsterdam ?

Steina :
9/7-15
9/15
10/1.7-22
10/21-22
10-24
10/4-?

Arizona 1st recidence
Arizona Opening
Arizona 2nd recidence
Internet Conference
Arizona Closing
Ottawa Conference

and Steina VasUlkB
fax 505-473-0614
Dam Foresta
fax 331-4245-1312

Sept. 17,1993

Dear Steina,
Everything arrived and looks good. I'll get to the article this weekend and will
send a copy to Christiane today. On the paragraph summary of the talk, it looks
good as well, but I would like to have it mention something about artificial
intelligence - five words. If I understood it, there was some primitive form of
understanding in the piece and I think it's important to mention it. The notion of
interactive space is extremely important and we would like to make contact
with architects on this point as well to invite them to the conference. The bio
and description of the 'Theater' are perfect. Fax everything to Natldn quickly.
For the time being I only have the two dates and around 3000 francs, as
mentioned . I don't think that would even cover Woody's expenses . I'm still
looking but I have no idea if I can find more . I tried Boissier, but he doesn't have
anything. I will try Beaux Arts when they are open.
I called Le Fresnoy which is abig school being built near Lille in the north . They
are having a conference presentation by their architect, Bernard Tschumi, in
November and in the program I received it says that he will be presenting tapes
of video artists, among them you folks . I immediately called to tell them that
Woody would be here and they are interested in having him come. The dates are
Nov. 9th & 10th. I gave them your phone and fax numbers in NM. The person
responsible is Pascale Pronier. I hope she calls . Woody should try to get his
plane ticket from Prague out of them plus a few nights. I don't know if there can
be a lecture . The address plus the names of the director and administator are;
Le Fresnoy
Studio National des Arts Contemporains
Alain Fleischer & Christian Lamarche
22, rue du Fresnoy
59200 Tourcoing, Fr .
Tel. 33-2070-4362
Fax 33-20264462

If Woody goes to Nice, he should know that the orlanizers of Mort's event are
friends and soon to be members of the network They know of a cheap plane
ticket from Paris to Nice, if a weekend is included, which is the case . They might
be able to provide lodging as well . 'While there, Woody should definitely meet
with the people from the Museum for a possible show of your work. They're
interested in video installations and Iuc Martinez can organize that meeting, I
don't know if they can find a Sig for Woody, but he should ask. Contacts ;
Michel Redolfi & Luc Martinez
CIRM
33, av. Jean-M6decin
06000 Nice
Tel. 33-9388-7468
Fax 33-9316-0766
Thsyboth speak good English and have been to CalArts. I will call them to bring
them up to date on all this.
I'll be talking to Natkin this afternoon about the conference. If you can go with
only the two things we have lined up now, we will start perparing it
immediately . I think we can find lodging somehow. Woody car, sleep on our
fold-out couch if necessary.
lat me }mow for this first stage, I'll keep on pushing for more. love toyouboth.

00 :26
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dear,
it looks I missed the Gerry connection, here it is :

1 .OGRADY/G
2. OKTK550
3 .0KTK553
4.
LH3811
OK729
5.
DO 11/7

MR HCMC1
M
F R 15JUL
M
WE20JUL
M
FR22JUL
M
FR22JUL

F RG I ST
ISTRRG
ISTMUC
MUCPRG

HK I
HK1
HK1
HKi

1930
1745
1620
1910

2250
1925
1755
2025

GATE
GTE

This means leaving Praha as he planned is ok, trouble begins at
the return . For unknown reasons she could not find the flight
#789 Vienna-Praha or #894 Istanbul-Vienna on July 22 . She
offered Lufthansa flight via Munchen at $625 round trip or an
earlier return on July 20 direct for about $440 the round . There
are now holding the July 22 reservation till Monday . Here as I
told you, everything is closed till Thursday, I guess one could get
on the phone and wait and wait . . . Ask Gerry what to do, where
he got his info and if there is any point in getting it here or
elsewhere . So far as I know the prices are pretty well set and I
have to change my dollars anyway to buy it .
About me . I am trying to book myself back on July 17, Sunday . I
was told there will be a penalty of $150 for this, something I
discussed with Marta at length . She assured me there is no such
a restriction here . Could you check with her? Let me know
wether Linz or Bonn had something to say or if I should intervene .
Love

W

Brno July 4
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Dear Alex,
by a miracle, I have whole fall for you . From September 4th
when we finish in Locarno, till Christmas . Steina is a bit
busy (see her Schedule), but I am sure she will extend
herself .
I have two works for you, the "Table" you have seen in
Linz and previous work titled Theater of Hybrid Automata,
currently running in Bonn . The "Theater" is physically
larger (see drawings), but since you have SPACE, nothing
could be more attractive . We would love to fill your
building from top to bottom with the Vasulkas!
Against our will, we are working on a couple of
retrospectives, one to open in Rome next Spring and the
other long-in-making and again deferred in the new Museum of
Modern Art in San Francisco in 1996 . Which brings me to the
possibility to preview some stuff with you, which includes
the laserdisks you mentioned in the letter still in our
possession .
So there is plenty to pick from, and for more I have
included some pages of drawings and text . Since I have been
in Europe for a while, I lost track of Steina's activities
and I will fax her this page so she . fills up the gaps and
updates her new titles for you .
Yes Alex, I love you too .

Woody

In Brno, July 1 94

Steina :
9/7-15
9/15
10/17-22
10/21-22
10-24
10/4-?

Arizona 1st recidence
Arizona Opening
Arizona 2nd recidence
Internet Conference
Arizona Closing
Ottawa Conference
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Newsweek

444 MADISON AVENUE " NEW YORK, N .Y. 10022 " (212)350-2000

May 11, 1972
Mr. and Mrs . Woody Vasulka
111 East 14th Street
New York City
Dear Woody and Steinas
This is an urgent call to the few but vital photographic
sources still not heard from in regard to my book. Please
execute the attached request IMMEDIATELY. EVERYTHING now
depends upon you. The book simply can't go to print until all the permissions forms are in. If you can't, please
call me here or at h®me right away. The office number is
212-350-2450= the home umber is 212-533-3618 .
And please don't be confused by all these conflicting lettherheads . Though it's OK to send things to Newsweek it is
much better to send all forms and pictures toc-e address, which ins
27 Washington Square North
New York City 10011

What we need specifically is the title of the strip of pictures that we are reproducing in the book. It is the color
strip you gave me that might, but I know the caption is
wrong the strip is very different from the foto I used in
Artform . Please correct it right away.

I am sorry to bother you, but thank you very much for your
help and cooperation.
Sincerely,
Douglas Davis
Art Critic

\rFLhur '~ CoriI

ne Ca

box 1295 L, g.p.o. melbourne, 3001, australia

Tel ephone :(213) 463 989'7
Los Angeles)
The Director,
' MILLENIUM
'
Mercer Arts Center,
240 Mercer Street
NEW YORK ,
N. Y .

C/- Mr . William Moritz,
1814 N . Van Ness Avenue,
hOLLY GOD,
Calf .
90028
12th December, 1972

Dear Sir,
We hope to come to New York in late January or early February
and if possible we would like to give a programme (or 2) of our work .
We have been working as independent filmmakers in Australia in recent
years, where we live by giving programmes of our work, lecture/screenings
at colleges and universities, conducting fi lmmaking workshops, and we
publish a film review on the independent filmmaking movement in Australia .
Here is an information sheet on our recent work, and I have marked
( A handful of titles are permanently
the films we have in USA with us .
in the Los nngeles Filmmakei, s' Co-Op Library managed by Bill Moritz .)
review

Also a subscription -form and summary of contents for
CANTRILLS
FILMNOTES .

our film

If you are able to arrange a programme of our work at MILLETiIUM
in late January or early February, please contact us as soon as possible .
We are going to San Francisco to give a programme for Canyon Cinematheque
on Dec . 21st and we'll probably stay in S F for a while before coming back
No doubt we could
to Los Angeles .
:he'll be iii L A until Dec . 19th .
be contacted in S F through Canyon - Paul Marioni has been arranging
our programme for us .
We look forward to hearing from you, and we shall no doubt visit
the L,ercer Arts Center when we come to New York .
Best wishes,

Corinne Cantrill
Encl .

Sir ,
As you know

your daughter and your son-in-law happen to
agree with me in one thing : Ii not to come to your beautiful country this year .I would like to thak you perso nally Sir for your kindness and have the honour to return the airplane ticket you have so generously furnis -

had in the enclosure of this letter.Many thanks

indeed .

Should Pate be magnanimous inough I would like to make
use of your goodness and come to Iceland some time neat
year.I hope we shall have opportunity to specify the exact
time in the months to come .

Please

do allow me

Sir

a really happy New Year.
I remain

Prag

Sir

to wish you

Merry

your most obedient servant .

December 9 ,1970.

Christmas

and

THeUASULKAS

Friday, March 17, 1995
Teresa Wennberg
FAX: 011 .33.91 .47 46 88
Dear Teresa,
Please forgive our tardy response. We have been extraordinarily busy since
Christmas.
We are receiving a ZKM award in Karlsruhe in May. This would be a good
time for us to meet with you briefly to discuss the scope of your article on us. You
may not be aware of the direction that our recent work has taken. This meeting
will give us an opportunity to share with you new material which we will have
with us on tape, in still photos and in essays. This will greatly simplify your task
and facilitate our communications with you.
If you have other ideas about how to proceed or approach your plans for the
article, please let us know.
We leave for Europe in the middle of April. We look forward to hearing from
you before that time.
Sincerely,

Woody and Steina

ROUTE 6 BOX 100 SANTA FE NEW MEXICO 87501

PHONE 505"471 " 7181 FAX 505" 473"0614

ATT : Steina Vasulks

Fax : +33-91 47 46 88
--------------------------------------------From : Teresa Wennberg

Marseille,

14th March,

1995

Dear Steina,
I sent you fax some time ago, taking up the possibility of my
writing about you and Woody and the work you are doing, for
the Swedish magazine where I write about New Technologies .
Maybe you are not in Santa Fe right now?

Please get in touch with me as soon as possible when you receive
this mlessage, to tell me whether you are interested or not .
The publication is of very good quality, so I would need some
good prints .
Looking forward to hearing from you,
best regards

21/03/1995

23 :22

OFF

+33-91474688

01

ATT : Stein and Woody Vasulka
From : Teresa Wennberg +33-91 47 46 88
Dear both,
Thank you for the fax that arrived a few days ago and
congratulations to the award!
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thing I saw was
As for the direction of your work : the last
Fe
(that I think Woody
a fantastic interactive machine in Santa
finished
by that time .
constructed?) which was not entirely
things since!
interesting
I'm quite sure you've done a lot of
a magazine
Let me just make the context clear to you : I write for
each
issue,
.
In
academics)
in Sweden (aiming mainly at young
new means
I present an important artist in the field of the
works,
interactive
like,
and
the
o£ expression, 2-D, 3-D, CD-Rom
electronic
:
the
using
ways
of
Internet, and other interesting
but
apparently,
success
bee
a
uite
My articles have
media .
who happen
I am not a journalist, nor a crit c, just an artist
want to
and
who
Technologies"
"New
to be very interested in
passion,
of
shere
this
out
forward$ZI
do
push this art form
like a kind of "missionary for the arts" .
no
But, there is no "expense account" included, so, there is
way I could come to Karlsruhe to meet you, however nice that
would be . You have no plans of coming to France?
send
So if you want to collaborate, what I must ask you is to
what
you
me (mail me) everything written you can and have of
it
back),
want me to know (a tape is always good, and I'll send
of the magazine
plus some nice color prints . The printing quality
is great .
fact, as
I know your work well enough to manage the rest - in
here
in France,
Reseau"
the
"Art
en
you are well represented in
my
students
for
of
that
work
I have done a major presentation
during
in
Marseille
here
at the MAC Contemporary Art Museum
this year . . .
Voild . Let me hear from you soon .
Best regards,

Adress :

15, Boulevard Chave,

13005 Marseille/ France

18/11'94
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Friday, March 17, 1995
Josh Jimenez
Instituto de Esterica y
Teoria de Las Artes
FAX 011 .34.1 .556 20 53
Dear Josh,
We want to keep in touch and let you know that we will be in Europe from
April until the end of June. We will be mostly in the Netherlands, Germany, the
Czech Republic and, possibly, France. If you would like to get together during this
time, please fax us before we leave on April 1st.
Best wishes to you and Isabel.

Woody

ROUTE 6 BOX 100 SANTA FE NEW MEXICO 87501

PHONE 505" 47 1 " 7181 FAX 505"473"0614

rHSVASULKAS

Friday, March 17, 1995
Dr. Mona Sarkis
FAX: 0 11 .49.89. 981361
Dear Mona,
Thank you for your fax of March 12. It seems that the Rome show is being
postponed which gives us some time. I believe that your insights into our work are
well worth publishing and I would be delighted to review any article or paper
which you would like to send. I will return them with feedback, comments and
opinions, if necessary .
We will be in Karlsruhe Germany for MEDIALE in May. There may be an
opportunity to meet with you to discuss your work at that time.
We hope that your publication of theater is coming out soon and will be
received with great enthusiasm .
We leave for Europe on April 1st. We hope to hear from you by that time.
Best Wishes,

Woody

ROUTE 6 BOX 100 SANTA FE NEW MEXICO 87501

PHONE 505" 471 "7181

FAX 505 "473"0614

Art

0

Amh.
Television

John Sanborn

Kit Fitzgerald

Ave .

31 8 /981

DEAR WOODY AND STEINA:
you

So great to hear from

. Yes, of coarse include our work is the

Seats Fe show. Enclosed fled a collection of work from 1980-81- let us knew
what you think.
We're going to be taping Charlotte Moorman (possibly with Nam June)
sometime seen, both for achivai reasons, and for a tape we're doing about NJPcalled "A Tribute to Nam June Palk" a la his piece about Cole ; but in this case

someth-ing of a take off involving some parodies and jokes on top of Jokes sort of
thing . We're letting Cage to do a thing about Polk, and are going to re-create (ie
distort) the Alvin Lucier bit with Russ Connor . Would you guys contribute a
short thing (30 to 60 seconds) about or with NJ P? Something with hini
mixed perhaps or something teially new (animation or digital

on tape

imagining?) I can

remember you're shootin him in Buffalo at that party for him at year house- with
Berry 0 and Bill Viola and others . . . . . well,

let me know if you're interested .

I hope the next time we hear from yen( or you us)

is shorter In terms of

distance between hook-ups .

125 Cedar Street

New York, N. Y 10006

(212) 9642698

STEPHEN A . MITCHELL (1903-1974)
JOHN A. MITCHELL
JAMES B . ALLEY, JR.
JAMES S . RUBIN

MITCHELL, ALLEY & RUBIN
ATTORNEYS

AT

LAW

September 24, 1981

CHRISTINA L. G. CHAVEZ

FIRST NORTHERN PLAZA

POST OFFICE BOX 2005

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
TELEPHONE (505) 982-3512

Ms . Steina Vasulka
1600 Old Pecos Trail
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
Dear Ms . Vasulka :
The recent article in The New Mexican regarding you and NEA was
quite impressive .
I wish you the best of luck with your work .

CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68131

COMMUNICATION ARTS
RADIO . TELEVISION . FILM
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

17 June 1973

Woody and Steina Vasulka
111 E . 14th St .
New York, N.Y. 10002
Dear Vasulkas :
First let me thank you, very belatedly, for sending a tape to the "Omaha Flow
Systems" show for which I was a consultant . It was an excellent piece and I
heard a number of favorable comments from viewers .
Although you may not remember him, Fr . Roswell Williams, Chairman of
Communication Arts here at Creighton, met you last summer in New York.
At that time he indicated that you had sent me a letter inviting me to submit
a tape for showing at The Kitchen . But I apparently never received that letter
or it got lost in the shuffle . In any case, I do have a tape of five shot pieces
with a total length of 25 minutes which I would enjoy having you see and having
shown in New York . These pieces, my most recent, were extremely well received
by audiences in Cincinnati and Omaha recently . They are all color abstract
pieces generated by electronic circuits and laser optical systems . The sounds
are also electronically created .
If you would like to see a copy of this tape, I would be happy to send you one
immediately . I do not know what format you require . I can supply a copy on
any one of the following formats : EIAJ Type II half-inch color (newer Panasonic
Concord, Etc . ); EIAJ Type 1 - color half-inch format (Sony AV5000) ; Ampex
high band one-inch color ; and U-matic 3/4 inch color videocassette .
If ' it would not be too inconvenient, could I ask also that while you have a copy
of my tape that you loan it, or show it, to Nam June Paik and Aldo Tambellini .
I worked with both of them last summer in Minneapolis and I promised to show them
sampJ es of my latest work.
If you are ever passing through Omaha, please stop in and say hello . I am currently
teaching a course in holography at Creighton, but I will be leaving for Banff, Alberta
July 25 where I have a video workshop scheduled for August at the Banff Art Centre .
p. r

o
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Sincerely,
Eric Somers, Assoc . Director
Communication Arts

ERIC SALZMAN
29 MIDDAGH STREET
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, NEW YORK

11201

Dear Woody,and Steina,
Paul Abele didn't know where to send the ,hepk so he
gave it to se and naturally I forgot all about it .
In
addition to being late, it's not as large as you asked
for. Believe no ., we've gone right to the bottom Got of
the barrel on this Intez one and everyone's kKx share
had to be -ut .
I hope this won't prelude our working
together again .
At the risk of seeming ridi^ul .ous, let me say that the
true revolutionary is motivated by the deepest feelings
of love .
IKatW thank

and all our best,

March Thirty First
Nineteen Seventy One

Woody and Steina Vasulka
111 East Fourteenth Street
New York City, New York

Our thanks for the selection of tapes that you sent us .
I have enclosed thirty dollars ($30 .00) as you requested
for the new abstract tapes and would be most appreciative
if it were possible to send these to us as soon as possible .
We are initiating our training program next week and I think
it would of help to show our video cameramen the old and
new generation of television programming . We do not have
anything that smacks of video as an art form in our files .
I shall send you some of our first products just as soon
as we have anything resembling a quality product, if you
are interested .
Again, thanks .

Don D . Bushnell
Acting Manager
enclosure

watts communications bureau
a comma praiect
1827 east 103 street " los angeles " california 90002 " 213/564-4496

February Twenty Third
Nineteen Seventy One

Woody and Steina Vasulka
111 East Fourteenth Street
New York City, New York
This is to introduce you to the Watts/Comm Bureau and our need
for programming ideas and examples of VT as an artistic and
political medium . While awaiting the construction of the local
CATV network, which will wire up the Watts Urban Redevelopment
Project, we are introducing Portapak units into the community
so that local producers can be ready when community channels
are functioning in early Nineteen Seventy Two . Like everyone
else, we want to set up an exchange of our tapes with other
local cablecasting operations and video groups .
Our tapes will have a black orientation, but this does not mean
that local producers will be interested solely in "the black
problem." Programming for commercial television, as we see it,
is basically racist . Black people come on the air only when
there is a discussion about subject matter that is relevant or
relative to the black ghetto . But the black community is
equally concerned about pollution, population, and consumeristic
hypes .
We want to expose our video crews to the techniques and varieties
of programming with which you are well acquainted .
Specifically,
will you make available to us a copy of : (a) Evening of Black
Contemporary Music ; (b) Theatre Laboratory Ensemble ; (c) Mouth
Piece ; (d) Animal's Grief ; (e) Structures ; (f) Single and Double
Feedbacks ; (g) Distorts - and any other selections you think
appropriate? And at what cost? The tapes we receive must be
compatible with the Sony one-half inch color recorder AV5900 or
the Portapak VTR unit . Would it facilitate the building of our
own library if we sent you a blank tape? Our initial use will
be for instructional purposes only .
If we get into distribution
of our material to other CATV outlets, would you be interested in
joining us in that venture?

Ebulzo &sL4

Don D . Bushnell, Acting Manager
enclosure

w a t t s

c o m m u n i c a t i o n s

1827 east

103 street

-

los angeles

b u r e a u
-

a

c o m m A

cal ifornia 90002

-

p r o j e c t

213/564-4496

Ontario College of Art

100 McCAUL STREET, TORONTO 213, ONTARIO, CANADA

The Vasulkas
Mercer Kitchen
Mercer Arts Center
New York City ',DIY

telephone (416) 366-4977

3 .4 .72

Dear Colleagues :
Have been receiving the annoucements which you have sent to me,
Looks like you are doing fine . Good luck for the future . I have
been very busy here . Getting everything going. Getting the Lab built,
Am enclosing a brochure on the facilities . They should be completed
by the fall .Hope to have you here during the next year, if we can
get enough funds . I have done a number of things in the media, slides,
environment and film, Hopefully I can send you some material for a
showing . I am waiting for the end of the term to collect material,

Regards,

E, M, Feher

PS : What equipment do you use to get color on Black & White Video?
Could you drop me the information?

P .O . BOX 1595 / DALLAS, TEXAS / 75221-1595
/ 5 AUG CE86

He who laughs lasts

Dear Steina,

Here is the videotape I'd speske-spss
spoken
of earlier ; I'm very sorry I've taken
so long : my
mom sent me down my super-8's from storage
@ home -- I just bought a synthesizer
and I've been absorbed in dubbing soundtracks
onto the films . Plus now I'm in
the process of re-testing my camera (technical
foul-ups), and planning a majo ~~W
super-8 shoot (which'll ultimately go to
video transfer, i HOPE!) . hopi hopi hopi
Anyway, wish i could doddle more on the page
-- struck with the urge
for making poetry -- but, well, I'm a bit
embarrassed @ my last gush anywhoops . . .
I hope you see something in this video .
Wish my filmwork were ready to
be distributed/seen . . .
-Mary Pettibone Poole

Here's an address label if'n when you're ready
to mail the tape back . If you need
po$tage, let me know.
Well? I gotta go sepp- super-8 : gotta THINK

SMALL
U

bye--
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San Francisco 11

july 1994

KVIKMYN DAGIR-D

Kcera Steina,
Jaeja bd faer6u a6 sja alla dyr6ina! Eg vona a6 bd ver6ir ekki fyrir
vonbrig6um eg er svo sannarlega anaeg6 sjalf - svo anaeg6 a6 nu er ft
akveoin i ao leita a6 fjarmagni til bess ao gera lengri batt fyrir
albj66amarka6! Hvernig list bar a bao, a6 sjalfsogou barf eg sambykki
bitt? Eg hef minnst a betta verkefni vi6 Kathi Wheather sem hefur
gert 2 heimildamyndir um listakellur a6ra um MFK Fischer rithofund
og hind um Madelene Colasso veggteppger6arlistamann (thats a
mouthful) en Min er ansi sni6ug a6 afla peninga, og hefur Min mikinn
ahuga. Einnig hefur Susan Marcoux sem ao kom me6 mer um j61in
ahuga a a6 c6pr6dusera batdnn. Eg mun rae6a bessi malefni nanar
vi6 big begar a6 eg geri mer betur grein fyrir tuna. (Eg skal senda
ber sp6lur me6 heimildamyndum sem beer hafa gert.)
Eg er ekki alveg Win me6 battinn bannig reyndu a6 horfir framhja
nokkrum au6um blettum (svortum). Og ba6 er eitt montage i vi6b6t i
binum hluta sem eg a eftir a6 smella inn (Fi61a) fyrir utan Skrattann
Or Sau6aleggnum sem er einskonar skott a battinn og ver6ur um
Blasarakvintett Reykjavikur a t6nleikafer6alagi i Kaliforniu svo og
endakredit en eg boroi ekki anna6 en a6 senda ber sp61u strax bvi eg
barf a6 heyra fra ber dour en eg fer me6 bah i yfirfaersluna .
Lj6smyndirnar sem eg setti inn eru i samhengi vi6 frasogn bind en eg
geri mer samt grein fyrir a8 timalega se6 eru beer kanski ekki alveg
100% i rettri rob.
Eg vona bd bare a6 bu sect i finu formi og hringdu til min
HORGSHLID 8
(415/648-9040 h. 415/641-8909) um lei6 og bd hefur se6
battinn og tja6u mer bitt alit (og vonandi sambykki) . Einnig of
105 REYKJAVIK
a6 ba6 eru einhver endakredit sem eg barf a6 baeta vi6 til daemis
fyrir lj6smyndirnar? Eg a sjalfsagt eftir a6 setja subtitles a big
ISLAND
svo a6 eg geti nota6 efni6 fyrir fjaroflun bannig ab eg skal lika
senda per svolei6is k6piu. Eg er buin a6 k6piera allt "hraefnio"
SIMI 15802 FAX 637039
sem vi6 t6kum bannig a6 eg sendi ber bah me6 UPS dour en eg
fer asamt loka version of baettinum, viltu a6 eg sendi ber binar
sp6lur og baeklingana me6 bvi d6d e6a er i lagi a6 eg haldi i ba6
of svo faeri ao of staerra verkefninu yroi?
442 SHOTWELL ST .
Kve6jur fra Kaliforniu me6 Kai,
Hrabba
Innihald : U-Matic 3/4" sp sp61a me6 ber, lj6smyndir, handrit of ollu
vi6talinu vio big

SAN FRANCISCO,
CA- 94110
USA
TEL. 415 / 648 - 9040 OR
207-2447
FAX 415 - 648 - 0961

"pril 7, 1972
Hello ?moody and Steiner :
Well got back to Maine alright -- approached the folks around
here and we would most definitely and enthusiastically like to
do a "Space Music Concert" -- preferably around May 17 or 18
or anytime around those dates . .if possible for $1 .00 admission.
Everyone very interested in it . .
I will be in the city a few days before the concert to make
all necessary arrangements, etc .
Sorry I did not get back to you
before I left but maybe you could play the "Space Mass" tape
to your music director .
Hope to hear from you soon to confirm dates and pass on any
instructions, etc . if any.
Regards,

SOjIC-

,e-)OOIV

March 26, 1973
Steina and Woody Vasulka
The Kitchen
240 Mercer Street
New York, New York 10012
Steina & Woody,
We are beginning telecasts on our new cable T .V . channel
in Warsaw, Indiana .

We would appreciate receiving information

regarding programming you may be able to supply .

DALLAS

CHICAGO

ERIC SALZMAN

29 MIDDAGH STREET
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, NEW YORK

11201

March 8, 1973
Bogoslav and Steins, Qasulka
111 Bast 14th St .
New York, N .Y.
Dear Woody and Steina,
I am writing to you about QUOG Music Theater which, as you know,
I founded in 1970 and which presently has its studios at Space
for Innovative Development . Enclosed you will find various information about QTOGts airs, history and accomplishment .
We areffinally getting 4round to the point of formalizing ourselves as a non-profit organization and to this end we are organizing an advisory board of which I would like to invite you
to be a member . By agreeing to be on the board, you will be
Ioffering ab the kind of support
-°we need at the present
time . We will, of course, keep you up to date on all QUOG plans
and activities and, naturally, ideas and suggestions are always
most welcome . Membership on the Advisory Board does not involve
any other obligations .
We very much hope to hear from you affirmatively at your earliest
convenience .
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TO Count
ulka
c/o O'Grady

FROM

Stan Vanderbeek
art dpt

u .s .f . tampa fla

sunny at buffalo, .n.y.
SUBJECT--

____

-NO. 9 & 10 FOLD

MESSAGE

DAT E

may 11 974

19

Dear Woody : . . . greetings from fla . . .
I understand that you have the plans for a cheap rf adapter . . . .???
so could you send

. "

the resource

enclosing theplans for a snyc lock. . . .you might not know about . . .
YOU would
I am making some plans for next year . .and nothingis definite but iASKING IF
be interested in coming down here for a tv gig sometime next winter . . . fall????
best

es . .

,

wlfsaA./ic 7-x _ 6 3

REPLY

DATE

-110 . 9 & 10 FOLD

SIGNED
Gm Line

WILSON

"SNAP-A-WAY"

FORM 44-912

JONES COMPANY ' Q;)

1961

3-PARTS

° PRINTED 1N U. S. A.

RETAIN WHITE COPY, RETURN PINK COPY.
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1/19/75

Woodso, tovarishch
this is the letter I sent the woman in
I hope you get the gig.
Detroit,
Note the delicate touch where
I coyly suggest that if they have some extra money, they might get
Steina too .
They offered me $400 plus expenses, as I find on reexaming the letter.
Na zdravye
,Tan=` 9 . 197

1 ~
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Ms . Susarnss F . Rilbosry
De prtment of Modern Art
The Detroit Institute of Arts
5200 WO*dward Avenue
Detroit, Michigan U202
Dear Ms . Hilberrys

that
I found out today very
Ion afraid I write to you with bad news .
on ifte
Detroit,
my father is scheduLsd to urrde o open "b*art surgery
since
I
on
speak
in
to
day. march 18, Vat
there
is a
" and
an without siblinp, my so'~her is a geminvalid
absolutely
it
is
considerable chance that he may net survive surgery,
at that times so Vat
Imperative That I be present in the hospital
t.
it is Am quit* impossible for me to keep MW speaking
inconvenience, I
8inoe I kncnr this will cause you considerable
to speak in my
would like to offer you the name of someone else,
Vasulha .
.
(RWoody")
p~laea . That person is my colleague, Bohuslay
team
wiih
his
prat, Vasulka, who works as a theorstical/artistio
at work today.
rife Stein. is one of the formost video artists
arts
electronic
and
Woody and Stoma Vasulka found The Kitchen,
the
one
of
s
of
*theatre $ , in New York e itye they are do ignors
their list
major types of video synthesiser presently in uset
articulate
are
Both
of credentials is tong and impeccable . woody
first only because
mention
.
.
.I
personaUties
and generous
to bring
be
sufficient
the honorarium you offered as might not
ars strongly
sympathies
my
In any ease, sine*
them both to Detroit.
been
the
have
$
it
should
with the synthesiser wing of video art
Paik,
June
and
Nam
Louis*
Etra
Vasullkas, together with Hill and
. They can
whose work I would have, proposed to show and discuss
very well speak for themselves .
. he aan be
Should you oar* to got in touch with PW . Vasulka
His hoes
Study.
for
Media
center
reached by mail hers at
be of use
this
will
hope
."
"
I
tolelhone number ice [fit#856 3385
to you.
.
Again, I am most veomtful about ibis mavoidable difficulty
.
Sinewrely you"
Vollis Frampton
Associate Professor
V ego

96 New street, New Hope, Pa .18938
Columbus Day, 1981
Dear Steina and Woody Vasulka,
We spent
with our good
name came up .
like a chance

last August in New Mexico and were talking one day
friend Mei Mei Berssenbrugge in El Rito, when your
We are coming down again soon and would very much
to talk with you .

I am a poet, editor, translator, critic with a substantial
vita in letters . I am also an anthropologist, with many years of
experience in su.c h~things as Maya Highlands ethnology, ethnohisto
ry and archaeology ; the sociology of Buddhist institutions ; Alaskan
Native Arts Programs etc . I've paid the price - and continue to
do so - for a great deal of cross-disciplinary work and for not
fitting into pigeonholes . Taught at the Universities of Chicago,
London, Princeton, Pennsylvania, Colorado and am now Distinguished
Professor at Rutgers . My Lady, Janet Rodney, is a poet, translator
(we both have fluent French and Spanish), critic and ceramicist,
who recently wrote the firts chapter of a potentially excellent
Ph .D thesis, took a good lokk at it and turned her back on academic
life .
Twelve years ago, on first seeing New Mexico, I fell in love
with it and have stayed that way . Janet had not seen it but, last
August, fell in love .too . We are going to keep on coming down when
ever possible until we find what it takes to live there . Next visit
is this coming Thanksgiving ; she probably from Nov .17 to Dec .l ; I,
als, only from Nov . 24th .
It seems to me that extra-curricular teaching in arts,literatures,
and social scinnces should be possible in Sta . Fe : the kind of people there ; kind of money ; commitment to the arts ; tri-ethnic foreground and so forth . I am interested in such possibilities of
getting out from under the bureaucracy associated with the orthodox Academy . I gather this is what you have done in your field .
Could we say hello to you and talk about such matters for
a little while?

Nathaniel Tarn

reisenauer films inc.
744 huron street
toronto, ontario
M4V 2W3
416 962 0678
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Hello

Woody and Steina,

I was sorry that we were away when you came through the Great
White North recently . We were basking in the sun and hastling
with the natives in Jamiaca instead . When we were driving through
the States to Florida we thought about visiting you both, but
after checking the map and realizing the vastness of the south-west
we decided it would be too much, especially with our little offspring
we would all go car crazy .
Hopefully soon we may yet reach New Mexico, I know its beautiful
country, would love to hit the mushroom season . Josef told us all
about his visit to you, he sounded like he really loved it .
I don't know why he would want to stay in Cleveland!
It must be over three years since we last saw you, its hard to
believe, Atis is two already and I'm sure I didn't ever see you in
my pregnancy . And now he's here, his own personality, demands,
sense of humour, its amazing . Nowadays apart from my hair colour,
he looks and behaves just like George, he loves to be a clown .
I mostly work for George now, fortunately he's been busy enough
that running the office is almost a full-time occupation .
It's great for me as I can work around Atis, go on shoots, plus
do my own thing - if there's any time left .
Massages only go to close friends now, for a living it was too
exhausting .
I know that you both love your new lives down in Santa Fe from
what Josef tells us .
That youYe both` busy travelling around the
States and hopefully you'll come this way again soon .
Joso's is still good and perhaps the best restaurant in town .
I have enclosed a photo of the boys, unfortunately all our photos
are slides and I don't have time to send you better ones today .
George wants this letter to go off to you right away .
Look forward to seeing you sometimes in the nearfuture .
All the very best to you both, regards,

Centre Culturel Americain / 3, rue du Dragon, 75006 Paris / 222-2270/71

February 20, '1976
Woody & Steina Vasulka
Media Study/Buffalo
Sidway Building 502
775 Main Street
Buffalo, New York 14203
Dear Steins, & Woody :
You people have a new international fan here in Paris .
Catherine Emmanuel came back from Buffalo from her
December visit raving that your work was the best she
had seen anywhere during her American visit .
She is
running around French television now telling everyone
how they must see your work .
I know you have promised
to send some tapes to her .
If you haven't already done
so you might send them through me using my APO number,
I suspect she would like very much to invite you to
come and work here for awhile . Her father, who is the
president of the Institute, wants very much to be able
to provide housing for visiting video artists in order
to have more of an exchange with other countries,
particularly the U .S .
I have no idea when this particular scheme might come to past, but I will be working
closely with him on it, and if it interests you to come
to work in France sometime, let me know .
We are still fighting with television over your film .
We have the audio cassette but not the film . They
swear they gave everything back, but I'm sure they did
not because they still have the two tapes they borrowed
from me at the same time .
I'm glad you wrote about the
film because I had forgotten all about it, and about my
own two tapes . We are on them every week, and will
continue until we get everything back .
They are horribly
disorganized and I'm sure no one is pulling anything .
They honestly did think that they had sent everything
back .
I don't know when we'll finally get it, but we
will .
Enjoyed having Jean-Pierre here .

He may have mentioned

ttat I hope to be in Buffalo this summer and had hoped
to take some video courses at Media Study with you
people .
He told me that courses would be finished by
the time I get home - last part of July - but that something
could be worked out .
If all goes the way I hope for next
year I will be organizing a video department in one of
the art schools here, and I would like very much to have
some hands-on experience .
If you have any ideas about
what I might be able to do this summer let me know .
I
would appreciate hearing frow you about this .
The
project that Paik talked to me about at Knokke seems to
be finally coming together .
If it does, I will be taking
that year off, maybe more, to do a combination of video
projects .
The school is one of them .
I also want to
represent Electronic Arts in Europe and make you all stars
and a little money,
You mentioned once an idea about my
representing the Rudd-Etra synthesizer .
I'm very interested
now, and in fact may have sold one already .
Could you
put me in touch with them?
I would also need to know if
it could be made for SECAM, and 50 cycles .
If Francine is still around give her my best .
Look
forward to hearing from you .
That damn city must be cold
now .
Good luck .

Dondld A . Foresta
Director

Woody Vasulka
The Vasulkas, Inc.
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe
New Mexico 87501
USA

Jeffrey Siedler
GPO Box 3346
Sydney
NSW
2001
AUSTRALIA

October 1, 1996

Dear Woody,
I am an experimental video artist from Australia. Over the years I have created many
videographic images using electronic and optical video synthesis . I am interested in the
dynamics and instant responsiveness that real-time video processors can impart on a real
or abstract image. I have found that creating quick and dynamic images by digital
computers (at present) is frustratingly difficult and slow. I have a fondness for working with
analogue devices. The artist is not limited by any software . One just goes to the required
control for immediate and variable adjustment of the picture making process. It is this
instantaneous flexibility of control that appeals to artists and" musicians attracted to
analogue music orvideo synthesis .
I have experimented extensively with video feedback - processed in numerous ways using
a digital vision mixer,, internal electronic feedback, time-based signal sources colourised
and optical X-Y modulations coloured, mixed and keyed to create multi-layered cascading
dynamic oscillations . At present I hope to get help to develop an analogue video
synthesizer (based on those by Stephen Beck and others) ; but what I really find is that I
need a way of modulating already filmed images. The answer is of course a Rutt/Etra Scan
Processor. Dear Woody, I don't know if such marvellous units are still being manufactured,
but could you please advise me if there are any available today for the experimental
videographic artist? How can one obtain a -Rutt/Etra Scan Processor for video art
processing? I fear that probably no more are left in the world, and that one would have to
engineer something similar. Is there anything on the market today that could perform the .
functioning of the Rutt/Etra Scan Processor for a price the single video artist could afford?
It is from Pioneers of Electronic Art ARS .Electronica 1992 that I first came across the block
diagram for the Rutt/Etra Scan Processor. Such a unit would be perfect for my variety of
modulated continuous video art . Enclosed I have some videoprints of the type of
modulations and oscillations that I have created .
Dear Woody, I hope you can advise what one cen do . I would love to own a Rutt/Etra Scan
Processor. I have seen what it can do, and I know one would be a perfect compliment for
my particular video art expressions .
Thanking you,
Yows faithfyjly,

To :

Bryan Rogers
the Head of Department of Art
College of Fine Arts
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh
Santa Fe, Sep 8,

1992

Dear Bryan,
No, you are not making any mistake in considering John
Sturgeon for the tenure position at your institution . We all
in the video community have watched his work with a quiet
amazement over many years, discussing in our mind the
questions of genre, media and the esthetic formulation he
had chosen to speak through . Somewhat an outsider to the
mercantile interests of the main stream of art as formulated
by the conspiracies of the gallery, he still holds the edge
of originality, challenge and deeply personal style in an
art form, where many came and went . . .
I vehemently defend his art and in my best imaginary
curatorial choice, he has figured to be one the of the most
prominent members of this tight and selective group, a group
of Ten American Masters, working in art of video today .

Sincerely, Woody Vasulka

$ 33142451512
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r^7oody aid Steina Vasulkafax 505-473-0614
Dori Furesta
fax 331-4245-1312
Jan . 5, 1994

Dear Woody & Stellla,
Happy New Year and all that, It look~ like it could be a good orte,
I finally received your manes from Bourges . I would like to tiansfer it to your
bank in dollars so I will reed all the irdorn1at-lOrc I originally asked for, addrt5s Of
youi bank and your accourit liumbet . It's the only way I have beer, able to filid to
do it, unless I hold all to the money and give the cash to Woody when he i5 here
again- it Would be 111 French francs since we woi.Lld loose som - adore if i Chariyr
. Did you
it to dollars . The exact sure is 2491 FF. 1,,et me l rtoW what you prefer
get paid by ray school and the GNAW If riot, I'll push ors that again .
I've dot people working on the satellite connection now, deciphering what you
have irt Brno, 111 keep you inforraei as I get irnforriLation . There is a laig, project
in Paris, Aubervillier to be exact, to create a center for research and the arts . I
haze been offered a lab in this new space, if it is built, The decision is supposed
to come front the Ministay this week. I¬ all goes well. they will put up
prefabricated building= and start with three labs, mine, one. for Plotr Kowalski
and a third for Jean-Louis Boissier . Tlie space is not far fron-, the FranceTelecora satellite antenna center and F -T is a sponsor of the project. This will
also been done with I`vatkin and the C NAM . If that doesn't work, there are
other options. I tllirik we could get surrit1llrig going by the Spring when you get
back.
Aubervillier is right next door to St. Denis and artother Cpl-araurtlst ciiy hall .,
although one that is headed by what's called a "reformist", Jack Ralite. I krtcw,hirtL arid, like him and he i- a good proraotei for the arts, But I don't really
understand why a right-wring government would finance such a hush project "a CO1 u1iUnist di rict, but it seems to be doing through, 1111e whole thing reel:
long-terra political intrigue as right-wing Paris moves into the Suburbs, but ii
get a lab out of it, 3o much the Letter,

I saw Geriy during my Buffalo stay. He has a project far a LOllfr'rerttar iii May
and hope's to invite U. all That would be great. I v Iii tl"sdlig to get them on -line
for that event, Gerry hope5l to invite Paik Viola and Hill as well . HIS strate~Y 15
W POSit-1C}li Nietila J
StUdy &Tui its new buildng With some high -powered talk and
lets of artistic ccrttent in order, to overcorae adlairdStrative hesitation artu get
the place equiped . He's Suppopsed to let us know if it will work -y the end of the
month
Let me krtow what date's are good for you in France . Tl"tere are peciple
interested agalli, Also I talked to the people in the new art Staiacil g011"Lg UP Thai"
Lue about your collection of machines. 'ere is write interest and I will be
rCtE!eti.ii+ wig.il t them soon about
"aaboutt l4~..
`_ of thiiiv including that art"' rVOOdy's idea
about a definitive collection of early work.
Hope to see You both again soon . I vei"~I rltuch ertjoyecl oody's stay here aliu
Nice Was d ball . it wad wol -tderf al to Iiave that time to talk and to Plot, i hope
tt:il-ta car, make It the next tillee, GIVE niy love to Mort and Joan and lots to you
both,

FOUNDATION FOR THE COMMUNITY OF ARTISTS
32 Union Square East, New York, N .Y . 10003
Phone Numbers : 212/533-0150-1

OFFICERS AND
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Jacqueline kiles
Yicf- President T`" -1~9
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29 rue Dareau
Paris 75014
Tel : 337 .56 .51

Dear Woody & Steina,

I- have transmited the tape you sent to Marie Odile Briot who's
working with Edmond Couchot for "Electra 83" at the Muses d'Art Moderns
de la Ville de Paris . She told me today that your work has been selected
for the exhibition . Mr . Couchot will contact you to negoeiate the fee
with you .

That is what he wants .

I am sorry for the slig.Lit misunderstanding about documents I asked
to Chicago and Buffalo . I'll write them soon. . .
About the "Commission" . . . Of course I am interested and others too . . .
Just send it,i Ill place it wriere you want ana sugesting you always the
Coop (I love it 1) .
About video art in France the excitation seems to slow down .
perhaps it's time to show goods works .
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LimENT MEDIA t_I!

TO:

Steina & Woody Vasulka
505-424-8786 (0)
505-473-0614 (F)

FROM:

Michael Strasmich

DATE :

Great Media Co.
P. 0. Box 750517
Petaluma. CA 94975
707765-4500
1114197
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Dear Steina & Woody,
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This fax is a follow up to my telephone conversations with you both regarding my
interest in distributing The West videotape in the 1998 Great Media catalog. 1n this 200page catalog, we distribute many video tapes. We are expanding our selection of
abstract videotapes and believe your materials should be represented. We would like to
be able to distribute your tapes through our catalog on a non-exclusive basis. Our
catak% has a circulation of 75,000 copies, primarily in the United States.
I am faxing; some sample pa es from a previous catalog to give you an idea of its layout
and contents, Please let me now if ibis idea interests you and how you suggest we
make arrant;einc-nts to distribute The West in our catalog.
1 selected The Weal because I found it to be particularly intriguing . However, i am open
to your suggestions as to other titles you think are worth considering, Typically, our
videotapes of thus nature sell for between $20 - $30, and we receive we a 50% discount.
I look forward to hearinr, fruzn you . Please call me to discuss the possibilities.
Sincerely,

Michael Stri)smich

12/01 '93

12 :26

'$358 0 14804191

YLE/ACQUISITION

OY . YLEISRADIO AB .

(Finnish Broadcasting Company)
TV1 Program Acquisition/JA 62
P .O . Box 10
$F-00241 Helsinki
Finland

Z001/001

FAX 358-0-14804191
TEL 358-0-14801
TELEX 122661
Page : 1/1
Date : ,Ian . 12, 1993

To :
Steina and Woody Vasulka
Fax : 990-1-505-4730614

Dear Steina and Woody :
who
I have spoken about your videos to one of our producers
Could
video
art
.
might be able to transmit some samples of
you please, therefore, send me cassettes of your programs?
When will

you come to Finland again!?!

All the best

Irjaleena Eriksson
TV1
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Techne and Eros Workshop 1999

July 5-10

July 5 - August 14 (Six Weeks)

Robert Belliveau
Olivia Block
Daniel Borins
Anne Farrell
Stanley Freid
Andrea Polli
Paul Botello

Sky David
Blithe Riley
Scott Weiland

July 12-17
Rosanne Altstatt
James Coker
Bob Campbell,
Ana Mar-Arthur
Mary Latimore
Robin Williams
Susan Hamilton
Cirssy Ore
August 2 - 7

August 2 - 14

Alicia Berger
Lara Davis
Larisa Montanaro
Oliver Scott Bart Woodstrup

Lucia Koch
Tomas Ruller
Vesna
Zoran

